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Abstract
In the context of Grid computing, reputation-based trust manage-
ment systems are playing an increasingly important role for supporting
coordinated resource sharing and ensuring provision of quality of service.
However, the existing Grid reputation-based trust management systems
are considered limited as they are bounded to esoteric reputation-based
trust models encompassing predefined metrics for calculating and selec-
ting trusted computing resources and as a result, they prevent external
involvement in the trust and reputation evaluation processes.
This thesis suggests an alternative approach for reputation modelling
founded on its core argument proclaiming that reputation is a subjective
matter as well as context dependent. Consequently, it offers a synergis-
tic reputation-policy based trust model for Grid resource selection. This
exoteric trust model introduces a novel paradigm for evaluating Grid re-
sources, in which Grid client applications (e.g. monitoring toolkits and
resource brokers) are endeavoured to carry out an active participation in
the trust and reputation evaluation processes. This is achieved by aug-
menting the standard reputation queries with a set of reputation-policy
assertions constituting as complete trust metrics supplied into the repu-
tation algorithm. Consecutively, the Grid Reputation-Policy Trust ma-
nagement system (GREPTrust) provides a concrete implementation for
the trust model and it’s underlying artifacts whilst the GREPTrust test-
bed provides an adequate infrastructure for comparing the reputation-
policy trust model with a production available esoteric model (GridPP).
Based on a computational finance case study, an internal workflow
simulation utilises the GREPTrust testbed in order to empirically assess
the criteria by which the synergistic reputation-policy based trust mo-
del outperforms esoteric trust models regarding resource selection and
consequently provides substantive evidence that the reputation-policy
paradigm is a welcome addition to the Grid computing community.
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The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the framework for the research. It is
therefore comprised of four sections: research overview, trust management concepts
and challenges, research deliverables and thesis structure. The research overview
section describes the problem statement and the objective of this research. The
trust management concepts and challenges section describes the key terms used
throughout this thesis (e.g. trust, reputation and policy) and consecutively des-
cribes the research challenges. The research deliverables section lists the research
contributions. The thesis structure section describes the contents of this thesis.
1.2 Research Overview
The concept of trust and reputation had a long profound impact on the way sys-
tems were measured in terms of their credibility and performance [21, 22]. This
has consequently led into numerous reputation-based trust management systems
being deployed for various computing environments (such as P2P and electronic
markets [48]) as a decision support tool for assessing the trustworthiness of partici-
pating parties [70, 27, 29]. In the context of Grid computing [7, 8], reputation-based
trust management systems play an important role for supporting coordinated re-
source sharing, as they can manage job execution risk by preemptively selecting
computing resources based on aggregated historical recommendations [50, 51, 52].
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Despite the increasing popularity of Grid computing within several industrial sec-
tors [12, 140, 104, 141] and the rising number of commercial Grid solutions being
offered by leading IT vendors [136, 137, 138, 139], reputation still remains a major
concern, as it is essential for establishing trust dynamically between untrusted par-
ties (such as newly formed business partnerships). In fact, reputation is considered
as one of the tools that the research community is required to supply in order ex-
pand the Grid beyond the organisational boundaries and gain wide acceptance by
various industries. In addition, the usage of reputation models can reduce the gap
that currently exists between classical grids and desktop grids, making desktop grids
trustworthy and allowing them to be used as the classical grids are [52].
Considering the numerous types of jobs that can be submitted to the Grid by end
users in numerous industrial sectors (e.g. engineering, medicine, biology, finance and
etc.) raises concerns regarding the applicability of a single reputation-based trust
management system to cater for any type of job requirement. In turn, this leads
to the main hypothesis suggesting that a reputation model which considers external
evaluation factors such as, job requirements, global context and risk attitude may
optimise resource selection and hence - improve the overall quality of computations.
1.2.1 Problem Statement
The Grid computing research was initiated as a way of supporting scientific col-
laborations [9]. Grid systems were mainly used in e-science projects [121, 123, 124]
where resources from trusted institutions were pooled together in order to collabo-
rate and form the Grid [125, 126]. However, as Grid systems increasingly gained
popularity for supporting business operations [118, 119, 120], a growing demand has
been raised on how to share computing resources between potentially unknown par-
ties [52]. As a result, dynamic trust establishment has become a crucial factor for
qualifying resources for selection, thus ensuring successful business collaborations.
Despite the acknowledgement over the importance of trust management in Grid
computing [50], reputation based trust models are still barely considered for classical
Grid systems [52]. Since the long term future of the Grid is to provide dynamic
aggregation of resources, provided as services between businesses, new architectures
and detailed mechanisms for bringing together arbitrary resources are required [9].
Reputation-based trust management systems are projected to fulfil this requirement
by adding an important value for scheduling and executing Grid workflows consisting
of trustworthy resources which had been previously evaluated and selected based on
the aggregation of recommendations regarding their different quality factors [52].
This thesis argues that the deployment of a reputation-policy based trust mana-
gement system is a welcome addition to the Grid computing community as it would
allow an elevated degree of fine-grained resource selection in order to exoterically
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match specific job requirements. As a result, this makes the reputation-policy trust
research topic an important milestone toward the evolution from failure tolerant
research-oriented Grid systems into mission critical commercial ones.
1.2.2 Research Objective
The objective of this research is to introduce a novel reputation paradigm for
managing resource selection in Grid computing environments [77, 78, 79]. This
paradigm endeavours a synergistic reputation-policy based trust model which enables
different Grid client applications (e.g. meta-schedulers [4, 5, 3], resource brokers [1,
2, 6], monitoring toolkits [86, 87, 88] and information systems [89]) to carry out
an active participation in the trust and reputation evaluation process [77]. This is
achieved by enabling these Grid clients to extend their existing reputation queries
with a set of reputation-policy assertions rectified as trust decision strategies.
The motivation behind the reputation-policy trust model is driven from the fact
that this research considers existing Grid reputation-based trust models to be rather
limited as that they do not allow external involvement in the trust evaluation process.
Currently, the Grid client applications are not able to calculate the trust value of a
Grid resource by specifying their own trust evaluation criteria and as a result, they
are obliged to rely on an esoteric community-based reputation algorithm to compute
trust values. While this may provide an adequate coverage for preliminary resource
evaluation scenarios, more advanced approaches should be considered, given the
highly subjective and context dependent nature of trust and reputation.
In order to support the research objective, this research follows a problem-solving
approach where the intention is to discover the range and the criteria (i.e. the
boundaries) by which the hypothesis made regarding the reputation-policy trust
model is applicable. This implies identifying a real world case study and performing
an iterative comparison analysis against an existing reputation model to discover the
circumstances by which the reputation-policy trust model has distinct advantage in
filtering low quality resources as well as the circumstances in which it has not.
1.3 Trust Management Concepts & Challenges
1.3.1 Concepts
Definition 1: Trust is a complex concept which had been a subject of research
in different fields including sociology, business, law and computing [11]. In com-
puting literature, Marsh [11] was the first person to introduce trust in distributed
artificial intelligence. In the context of this thesis, trust is based on Gambetta’s [13]
theoretical work, and envisions it as the subjective belief a trusting agent has in the
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capability and willingness of a trusted agent to deliver a quality service or product in
a given context and time slot. This belief is based on the trusting agent’s direct and
indirect experiences that had been formerly achieved with the trusted agent [10, 66].
A trusting agent is an entity who has faith or belief in another entity in a given
context and at a given time slot whereas a trusted agent is an entity in whom faith
has been placed by another entity in a given context and at a given time slot [10, 92].
Trust is realised by the concept of a trust relationship, which defines a bond
or association between a trusting agent and a trusted agent [10]. The strength
of a trust relationship between two agents can be represented numerically using a
trust value. The trust value depicts the amount of trust in the trust relationship
that the trusting agent has in the trusted agent in a given context and in a given
time slot [10]. This value can be quantified to determine the trustworthiness of the
trusted agent utilising a well-defined trustworthiness scale [10]. This scale provides
a metric which measures the trust level the trusting agent has in the trusted agent.
In the context of this thesis, trust level is regarded as benchmarking criteria which
is intended for managing the execution risk of submitted jobs. Execution risk refers
to an adverse effect on a running job as a result of a failure of one or more Grid
resources. This may be the result of resources not being available at the time of the
execution, inaccurate or even malicious results, slow response time and etc.
Definition 2: Reputation has been used in various disciplines like sociology,
economics and psychology whilst in computing literature, the concept of reputation
has been applied to multi-agent systems [10]. Reputation indicates the general
perception of the trustworthiness of a trusted agent as perceived by peer agents [18].
It is a concept closely related to trust, as it is considered as a quantifiable measure
of trustworthiness [52]. In the context of this thesis however, reputation is based
on Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [31] theoretical work and envisions reputation as the
aggregation of all the recommendations from third-party recommendation agents
regarding the service quality of a trusted agent in a given context and time slot.
A third-party recommendation agent is an entity which provides a reputation
feedback regarding the quality of a service, product or a trusted agent. [10].
A reputation feedback is a statement issued by a recommendation agent regarding
the Quality of Service (QoS) provided by a trusted agent in a single transaction.
Each reputation feedback is comprised of an opinion and recommendation value [10].
An opinion is a general impression of a recommendation agent regarding a trus-
ted agent derived from its feedbacks on all the transactions that were conducted
with the trusted agent [80]. In the context of this thesis, an opinion refers to an
impression regarding a single quality aspect (i.e. availability, reliability and etc).
An aggregation of opinions produced by recommendation agents constitute as
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the reputation of a trusted agent. It is expressed using a reputation value, which is
an aggregated value that represents the total recommendations made by third-party
recommendations agents regarding the trustworthiness of the trusted agent [10].
A reputation query is the inquiry made by a trusting agent for a specific context
and time slot regarding a service, product or a trusted agent. The reputation query
typically includes a context ID, context description, context time and etc [10].
A context is defined as the nature of a service or service functions (e.g. ’store
data’) or alternatively defined as an object or entity (e.g. ’file system’) [10].
An important characteristic of reputation is that it is multi-faceted. This means
that reputation is comprised of multiple aspects, such as availability, reliability,
honesty and etc [92]. In the context of this thesis, this characteristic is maintained
throughout both reputation queries, which support querying multiple quality aspects
and decision criteria as well as reputation feedbacks, reflecting the recommendation
agent evaluation on a variety of aspects of a service e.g. price, product and quality.
Figure 1.1 facilitates associating the relationship between trust and reputation.
According to the figure, reputation is a recommendation which perceives trustwor-
thiness. Trustworthiness is a metric which quantifies the strength of a trust rela-
tionship. A trust relationship is an association which realises trust whereas trust
itself is a belief of a trusting agent in the capabilities and willingness of a trusted
agent to deliver a quality service or product for a given context and timeslot.
Figure 1.1: Trust and reputation building blocks
Definition 3: Policy is generally described as a statement of the intent of the
owner or controller of some computing resources, specifying how he wants them to
be used. Policy specification languages, such as [44, 45, 46] as well as the W3C
WS-Policy specification [47] are an attempt to formalise the intent of the owner
into a form that can be read and interpreted by machines [32]. A policy statement
may give certain rights to entities (programs, users, communications, etc) that fulfil
some criteria and deny other rights. Each language must define the entities and
their attributes it considers as well as the actions or permissions that can be given.
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However, in the context of this thesis, policy is regarded as a permutation of
reputation-policy assertions (i.e. a set of reputation evaluation requirements) ex-
pressed by trusting agents which are used for interrogating the trustworthiness of
trusted agents. These policy requirements are derived from the trusting agents in-
trinsic view on trust, the global context and the type of job they wish to submit.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the usage of policy in the context of this research. The
trusting agent submits a Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ), which is essentially a
reputation query fortified with reputation-policy assertions. This query instructs
the recommendation agents regarding the reputation criteria for which to extract
information for. The reputation-policy query contains instructions for aggregating
and adjusting the feedbacks from the recommendation agents to the reputation
evaluation requirements of the trusting agent. The query also contains decision
instructions which map the aggregated feedback values into a trustworthiness scale
which measures the level of trust that the trusting agent should have in the trusted
agent. The third-party recommendation agent provides a reputation feedback (i.e.
recommendation) by rating the quality of service supplied by the trusted agent.
Figure 1.2: Reputation and policy building blocks
1.3.2 Challenges
There are several challenges imposed on a synergistic reputation-policy based trust
model which are required to be addressed in order to introduce subjective capabilities
into reputation management in Grid computing. The following sections describe the
challenges and corresponding assumptions considered for designing the model.
Trust & reputation model is concerned with the arrangement of trust data. The
first property of interest is whether the trust mechanism is centralised or decentra-
lised. Centralised models have the disadvantage of a single-failure point. However,
in classical Grid systems, where security is achieved through certificates and central
certification authorities exist, a centralised model can be favourable as it can be seen
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as an interrogation service storing records of historical ratings feedback data used
for calculating the trustworthiness of disparate Grid resources [52].
In addition, the reputation-policy trust model is concerned with the creation,
management and storage of trust decision strategies. Dynamic strategy creation
requires explicit client knowledge regarding the nature of the submitted job combined
with intrinsic information of the characteristics of the Virtual Organisation (VO) [8]
and the depth of historical ratings feedback data. Since dynamic trust decision
strategy creation is outside the scope of this research, it is assumed that whenever
Grid client applications submit reputation queries, the attached strategies had been
previously generated based on the client knowledge factors. Nevertheless, the secure
storage and retrieval of the trust decision strategies remain an issue to be addressed
by the synergistic reputation-policy based trust decision model model.
Trust and reputation metrics is considered as the value that expresses the
trustworthiness of an entity that is provided by the reputation algorithm. Typically,
these values are scaled between 0 and 1 (0 - no trust, 1 - maximum trust). The
reputation-policy based trust model is challenged with both generating these trust
values as well as mapping these trust values onto trust levels using a trustworthiness
scale. These are exclusively based on the metrics supplied by the Grid client ap-
plication, which provides both evaluation criteria as well as decision mapping rules.
The main issue in concern is regarding the definition of a general purpose metrics
model which would be able to accommodate different reputation requirements set
by Grid client applications while adhering to well formed structure and semantics.
In particular, the model has to address the challenge of preserving reputation
as a multi-faceted aspect of trust while extending its capabilities to support it’s
subjective nature. In turn, this challenge dictates that Grid clients should be able to
derive their reputation evaluation criteria using inductive synthesis over the different
aspects of trust. The synthesis is required to include the selection of one or more trust
aspects, definition of the sources for each aspect (this is described in the following
chapter) and controlling the importance of each aspect using weight factor rules.
An additional challenge is to model the opportunistic behaviour Grid clients may
pursue in order to control trust based decisions considering the uncertainty nature of
trust. In practical terms, this requires allowing rule-based mapping of trust values,
which were formerly generated using the reputation evaluation criteria into trust
levels which define thresholds for controlling Grid resource selection. The combina-
tion of the evaluation criteria with the rule-based decision mapping is required to
produce the trust level values of the reputation-policy based trust model.
The consecutive challenge is to provide a Grid reputation-policy trust manage-
ment architecture which provides a solid reference implementation for the reputation-
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policy trust model (GREPTrust). As the proposed trust model is a novel introduc-
tion for the Grid computing environment, the architecture is challenged with adap-
ting the model according to the Grid computing trust and security requirements
while consistently adhering to the structure and definition of the model.
Reputation querying management is embraced with the type of data asso-
ciated with the reputation querying mechanism as well as processing this data for
generating trust values. Typically, a reputation query will include the identifier of
the entity making the reputation query as well as the identifiers of the resources to
be evaluated. The introduction of the synergistic reputation-policy based trust mo-
del imposes new challenges on the type of data required to be submitted along with
the reputation query, as it allows a heuristic control over the behaviour of the re-
putation algorithm. For example, Grid client applications should be able to control
the reputation algorithm by setting properties such as the cut-off time (COT) [10]
for gathering the historical data, the trust decay function (TDF) [10] to be used for
controlling historical precedence as well as the actual reputation-policy assertions.
The consequent challenge is focused on transforming the reputation evaluation
criteria denoted by the trust decision strategy into trust value for each evaluated
resource. The major issue in concern is concentrated on correlating each trust aspect
specified inside the strategy and matching it with its historical rating feedback coun-
terparts. This mechanism should operate on each aspect independently and then
compute the total trust value once each correlation had been completed. There could
be several issues that may interfere with achieving this correlation. For example,
trust decision strategies may include trust aspects which are not supported by the
VO and therefore violating the integrity of the reputation algorithm. In addition,
strategies may include trust aspects which do not have corresponding historical feed-
backs available and as a result the validity of computation may be impacted.
Finally, the produced trust values are required to be mapped into trust levels
taking into account the decision rules supplied by the Grid client. This challenge
should take into account the subjective perception on trust and uniform these un-
certainties into a crisp value which will denote a threshold for resource selection.
Reputation feedback Grid clients are expected to rate the quality of the tran-
sactions they have been engaged with using an evaluation feedback mechanism. This
mechanism accepts reputation feedback in the form of a continuous value from the
Grid client in order to rate the transaction. This value is incorporated directly into
the model’s direct trust component. Reputation information is typically positive
or negative and it represents delivered service feedback values. These feedback va-
lues are based on the formal contracts, service standards or service level agreements
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(SLA) which had been agreed between the entities prior to the transaction.
The major challenge is focused on generating reputation feedback values from the
discrepancies between the service contracts and the actual level of service delivered.
Moreover, since the reputation-policy based trust model treats reputation as a multi-
faceted, Grid clients are expected to rate each evaluated quality aspect separately so
the challenge must be addressed by taking into account the trust decision strategy
when performing the reputation feedback calculation. The reputation-policy based
trust model assumes that all Grid clients submit feedbacks daily and none of the
feedbacks are biased for or against any Grid resource.
1.4 Research Deliverables
1.4.1 Research Contributions
This research extends the frontier of current reputation-based trust management
solutions applied to Grid computing environments. The contributions made by this
research to scientific knowledge lies in the following points:
RC1. Synergistic reputation-policy trust model: The key contribution of this
research is a synergistic reputation-policy trust model. This contribution pro-
motes a trust model which allows Grid client applications (e.g. resource bro-
kers, schedulers and monitoring toolkits) to control the trust and reputation
evaluation process. The main artifacts of the trust model are: Trust Deci-
sion Strategy (TDS) - structured document which contains reputation-policies
consisting of a finite set of opinions and decision mapping rules. Opinion
Matrices (OM) - tabular data structures which store the historical ratings
feedback values reported by trusting agents. Correlation Process (CP) - A
matchmaking process which involves a reconciliation of each opinion element
stipulated in the trust decision strategy with it’s aggregated historical ratings
in each opinion matrix counterpart thus, in order to compute trust values.
RC2. Grid reputation-policy trust management system architecture: The
following contribution is to derive a service oriented architecture which ac-
commodates the different artifacts of the reputation-policy trust model. It is
comprised of three underlying domains: client domain, service domain and
data domain. The client domain is concerned with storing and obtaining the
trust decision strategies as well as constructing reputation queries. The service
domain is concerned with providing means of querying resources based on the
reputation-policies defined in the trust decision strategies as well as means for
providing reputation feedbacks for rating transactions. The data domain is
concerned with storing and manipulating historical reputation feedback data.
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RC3. Grid resource reputation querying mechanism: The purpose of the
reputation querying mechanism is to process the reputation evaluation criteria
denoted by the trust decision strategy and calculate trust level values for a Grid
resource or a set of resources. The processing occurs in three steps. The first
step calculates trust values by processing the evaluation model and generating
a trust value for each resource. The second step translates the trust value
intro a trust level by processing the decision model. The third step generates
a report and returns it to the Grid client.
RC4. VO aggregated reputation querying mechanism: Having defined the
Grid resource reputation querying mechanism contribution, the consecutive
contribution is to allow the reputation algorithm to support global trust context.
This allows evaluating the trustworthiness of an entire VO based on the indi-
vidual trust of its members. In addition, this feature allows the inference of
the trust level of a single resource based on the trust of the global context.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the research contributions in the context of the reputation
policy trust model. RC1 introduces the model and its internal artifacts. RC2 trans-
lates the model artifacts into an trust management architecture suitable for a Grid
computing environment. This contribution introduces the architecture subsystems
and components as well as underlying data model. RC3 and RC4 concentrate on
the resource query management component for querying the reputation of a single
resource, set of resources contributed by an organisation or even an entire VO.
Figure 1.3: Synergistic reputation-policy trust model contributions
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1.5 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
− Chapter 2: Background Research, Related Work & Critical Analysis
This chapter reviews the state of art with regards to Grid reputation-based
trust management systems. The objective of this chapter is to provide a solid
rationale for introducing the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model.
This is achieved by describing the merits and limitations of the existing solu-
tions and introducing the aspects that the proposed model should consider.
− Chapter 3: Synergistic Reputation-Policy Based Trust Model
This chapter describes the requirements and characteristics of the synergistic
reputation-policy trust model and it’s underlying artifacts (RC1).
− Chapter 4: Grid Reputation-Policy Based TMS Architecture & Querying me-
chanism
This chapter presents the Grid Reputation-Policy Trust management sys-
tem architecture (GREPTrust) (RC2). Being derived from the synergistic
reputation-policy trust model, this chapter further elaborates on the trust data
management as well as Grid resource and aggregated querying mechanisms as
specified by the system architecture (RC3 & RC4 correspondingly).
− Chapter 5: GREPTrust testbed, Case Study & Simulation Design
This chapter encompasses three sections. In the first section, it introduces the
GREPTrust testbed infrastructure and describes it’s requirements, underlying
procedures as well as design constraints and resolutions. The second section
presents a computational finance case study which provides tangible context
for evaluating the reputation-policy trust model. The third section describes
a workflow simulation based on the requirements presented by the case study.
− Chapter 6: Experimental Results & Post-mortem Analysis
This chapter presents three clusters of experimental results produced by the
GREPTrust testbed architecture and a post-mortem analysis based on these
results. Based on the case study and the simulation design described in chapter
5, these results provide side-by-side comparisons of outputs generated by Grid
computations relying on GridPP and GREPTrust resource recommendations.
− Chapter 7: Conclusions
This chapter summarises and reflects on the research activities, highlights the
contributions to knowledge produced throughout the course of this thesis and
finally presents suggestions for future work. The main part of the thesis is
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finalised with an alphabetical glossary used for clarifying the list of terms,
definitions and abbreviations used throughout the chapters.
− Appendix 1 contains a dissemination of the research findings including a list
of publications, conferences, workshops and awards.
− Appendix 2 contains UML diagrams of the GREPTrust architecture as well
as examples of TDS, Reputation-Policy Report (RPR) and Monitoring and
Discovery Service (MDS) files. In addition, it includes sample outputs of
querying different aspects of the system (e.g. set of resources and VO).
− Appendix 3 contains UML diagrams of the GREPTrust testbed architecture
as well as detailed design (in pseudo code) of the main Volume Distribution
Profile (VDP) generation simulation algorithms and simulation outputs.
− Appendix 4 contains a dissection of the experimental results.
1.6 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter was to introduce the framework for the research.
This chapter initiated by setting the background theme - i.e. formulating a discus-
sion over the importance of trust and reputation management in various computing
environments and in Grid computing in particular. Consecutively, it recognised the
need for a robust reputation solution which optimises resource selection based on
client evaluation criteria. The main outputs of this chapter are the following:
− Main research hypothesis proclaiming that a synergistic reputation-policy ba-
sed trust model would allow an elevated degree of fine-grained resource selec-
tion. This is accompanied by:
1. Problem statement including a generalisation of the current state-of-art
and a rationale for considering an exoteric philosophy in trust & reputa-
tion management.
2. Research objective aiming to introduce a novel synergistic reputation-
policy based trust model and accompany it with an empricial proof based
on comparison analysis.
− Description of four research contributions (RC1-RC4) which would extend the




Work & Critical Analysis
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a solid rationale for introducing the sy-
nergistic reputation-policy based trust model for improving Grid resource selection.
It is therefore comprised of three sections: background research, related work and
critical analysis. The background research section follows a narrow down approach
where it initially discuses the concepts of trust management as defined in the aca-
demic literature. Consecutively, it reviews the methodologies commonly used for
managing trust and finally it describes the key elements available in reputation-
based trust management systems. The related work section includes a review of
trust management from the Grid computing perspective as well as a survey of the
state of the art reputation-based trust management systems available in Grid com-
puting. The critical analysis section discusses the merits and limitations of each
of the existing solutions, makes a generalisation regarding the overall limitations
through an hypothetical user scenario and finally introduces the aspects that the
reputation-policy trust model should consider in order to address these limitations.
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2.2 Background Research
2.2.1 Trust Management
Trust is the fundamental aspect of any secure communication and a crucial in-
gredient in any mutual relationship and where transactions are carried out in a
distributed environment to provide the agreed to the Quality of Service (QoS) [10].
Consecutively, trust management has been an important research contribution for
the development of modern open distributed and decentralised systems. It has been
studied in the context of decentralised access control [95, 42, 103], public key certi-
fication [96, 97] and reputation systems for peer-to-peer networks [43, 98, 99, 100].
Trust management was initially introduced by M. Blaze et al. [95] as:
“a unified approach to specifying and interpreting security policies, cre-
dentials, and relationships which allow direct authorisation of security-
critical actions”.
The basic idea is that they acknowledge the incompleteness of security information
in open systems and suggest that systematic security decision demands extra security
information. Afterwards, different researchers have carried out thorough studies on
trust modelling as well as trust management technologies from different aspects
and in different environments [22, 94]. In particular, trust management has been
given a broader definition by T. Grandison [94], which is not limited to merely
authorisations:
“Trust management is the activity of collecting, encoding, analysing and
presenting evidence relating to competence, honesty, security or depen-
dability with the purpose of making assessments and decisions regarding
trust relationships”.
This thesis adopts the definition made by T. Grandison regarding competence
and therefore, the focus of this research is on trust computation models capable of
estimating the degree of trust that can be invested in a certain party based on the
history of its past behaviour. The reason for this adoption is that in the context
of this thesis, trust management is addressed in terms of assessing the competence
of delivering Quality of Service (QoS) rather than providing access control authori-
sation. In addition, T. Grandison explains that the purpose of trust management
is for making assessments and decisions regarding trust relationships. This accords
with the purpose of the reputation-policy based trust model presented in this thesis.
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In [21, 22], several trust classifications are made regarding the different types
of trust management available in the academic literature. However, in the context
of this thesis, a distinction is being made between two predominant classes of trust
management: identity and behaviour. These classifications are based on the for-
mal definitions made by Azzedin et al. [16]. Table 2.1 describes and compares the
different types of trust management. Among the two classes, behaviour trust mana-
gement is the focus of the work described in this thesis. The reason for placing the
focus on behaviour trust is that it concentrates on the trustworthiness of systems
and institutions that are in place in order to support the transaction and provide
a safety net in case something goes wrong. This characteristic is of paramount
importance for supporting dynamic and pervasive computing environments [52].
2.2.2 Trust Management Systems
Trust Management Systems (TMS) are responsible for managing trust relation-
ships in a distributed environment [49]. They are mainly characterised by scalability,
reliability, and security [80]. Management of trust within a trust management system
includes: (i) negotiation of trust when a new member joins the distributed environ-
ment, (ii) storage of the trust metrics, and (iii) distribution of trust metrics [80].
Trust management systems support four activities [21] (illustrated in Figure 2.1);
Trust Evidence Collection, which is the process of collecting evidence required to
make a trust decision; Trust Analysis, which is the process of examining trust re-
lationships to identify implicit relationships; Trust Evaluation, which evaluates evi-
dence in the context of trust relationships (i.e. computes the trust value based on a
predefined trust function) and Trust Monitoring, which is the activity that is respon-
sible for updating trust relationship based on evidence. Therefore, building a trust
management service for activity-aware trust applications requires fulfilling a set of
requirements which can be categorised in groups that represent a TMS activity [33].
Types of Trust Management Systems
The academic literature has recognised the emergence of two types of trust ma-
nagement systems: policy-based and reputation-based [49, 80, 81]. These two me-
thodologies have been developed within the context of different environments and
targeting different requirements [37].
In policy-based trust management systems, the different entities or components
constituting the system, exchange and manage credentials to establish the trust rela-
tionships which are further refined based on certain predefined policies. Their main
goal is to enable access control by verifying the credentials (certification trust) and
restricting access to credentials-based predefined policies (resource access trust) [49].
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Table 2.1: Comparison of trust management types
# Class Type Description
T1. Identity Certification - Based on the certification of the trustworthi-
ness of the trusted agent by a third party, so
trust would be based on a criteria relating to
the set of certificates presented by the trusted
agent to the trusting agent.
- Trust systems that derive certification trust
are typically authentication schemes such as
X.509 identity certificates and PGP [115].
T2. Identity Resource ac-
cess
- Describes trust in principals for the purpose of
accessing resources owned by the relying party.
A trusting agent trusts a trusted agent to use
resources that he own or controls.
- Been the focus of security research for many
decades [31], particularly on mechanisms sup-
porting access control.
- Forms the basis for specifying authorisation
policies, which are implemented using access
control mechanisms, firewall rules, etc [49] .
T3. Behaviour Context - Describes the extent to which the relying party
believes that the necessary systems and institu-
tions are in place in order to support the tran-
saction and provide a safety net in case some-
thing goes wrong. [49].
- Determines the degree by which a trusting
agent incrementally trusts a trusted agent based
on the accumulation of information gathered by
the trusting agent regarding the trusted agent
behaviour over time [66].
- Factors for this type of trust can for example
be critical infrastructures, insurance, legal sys-
tems, law enforcement and stability of society
in general [22].
This approach is closely related to identity trust and has been proposed in the
context of open and distributed services architectures as a solution to the problem
of authorisation and access control in open systems [39, 40, 41, 42, 103].
In reputation-based trust management systems, on the other hand, a mechanism
is provided by which a system requesting a resource - resource consumer (RC) eva-
luates the trust of the system providing the resource - resource provider (RP) [80].
These types of systems are closely related to behaviour trust [49]. The trust values
can be a function of the global and local reputation along with the different poli-
cies [80]. Key elements in this type of systems are the trust model, trust metrics
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Figure 2.1: Activities supported by Trust Management Systems
and reputation feedback generation [49, 52]. Reputation-based trust management
systems have emerged in the context of electronic markets, such as Amazon [34],
eBay [35] and the iTunes store [36]. In distributed computing, reputation-based
trust methodologies have been proposed for managing public key certificates, P2P
systems [69, 70], mobile ad-hoc networks [71, 72] and in the Semantic Web [37].
In some later work, Bonatti et al. [38] proposed an integrated trust manage-
ment framework that combines ruled-based and credential based trust (i.e. policy-
based trust management) with numerical trust estimates based on a large number of
sources (i.e. reputation-based trust management). This solution is capable of addres-
sing the complexity and the variety of semantic web scenarios with both structured
organisational environments and unstructured user communities.
Among the two types of trust management systems, reputation-based trust ma-
nagement is relevant to this thesis as the aim of this research is to optimise the
quality of computations utilising the recommendations made by the presented sys-
tem. Moreover, policy grammer is defined in terms of stipulating reputation evalua-
tion requirements (as opposed to access control). Therefore, the remainder of this
chapter will aim to focus on the key elements of reputation-based trust management
systems and review the Grid reputation-based trust management systems.
2.2.3 Reputation Based Trust Management Systems
Trust Model
The trust model (also known as the computational model [52] or computational
engine [22]) is a quantitative model for producing trust values (i.e. scores) from the
interactions of agents or from the recommendations or history of agents.
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The academic literature differentiates between various types of trust models ba-
sed on the information used for producing trust values [22, 23, 66]. Trust values are
typically computed based on a trusting agent personal experience (or private infor-
mation) with a trusted agent depicting the amount of trust in the trust relationship
that the trusting agent has in the trusted agent in a given context and time slot.
This type of interaction is defined in the literature as a direct trust association.
Alternatively, trust values can be computed using a combination (i.e. blend) of
personal experience with second hand referrals (also known as public information),
which are essentially reputation feedback ratings provided by third-party recommen-
dation agents regarding their personal experiences with the trusted agent. This is
defined in the literature as an indirect trust (or reputation) association. In contrast,
reputation values are solely based on indirect trust. Sabater et al. [83] make a
classification of trust and reputation values based on several criteria, such as the
conceptual model, information sources and etc. However, in the context of this
thesis no distinction is being made regarding the terms trust value and reputation
value. The reason for this this decision is that computed values produced by the
presented trust model can be based on sourcing either direct trust or indirect trust
or alternatively a combination of both direct and indirect trust. This also serves the
advantage of simplifying the rather complex terminology.
Therefore, the term trustsource is used in this context to define an input value
to a trust model. This input practically takes the form of time series data points
containing either direct experience ({Se}), indirect (or reputation) second hand re-
ferrals ({Sr}), a combination of the two series points ({Se,Sr}) or an empty set ({})
- in case no input is supplied. Considering set S = {Se,Sr}, the following defines
trustsource s as unique element: ∃!s ∈ P(S). Based on the previously described, the
following generalisation is made in this thesis regarding a typical dependency (s ` v):
trustsource
input→ trustmodel output→ trustvalue (2.1)
where trustmodel includes within scope a trust function providing mappings bet-
ween trustsource s and trustvalue v , such as (f : s→ v). The distribution of the trust
model is an important consideration when designing reputation-based trust mana-
gement systems and advantages/disadvantages of centralised and decentralised trust
models have been described by Silaghi et al. [52]. The following generalisation out-
lines the mappings (v ` l) to trust level l using a trustworthiness scale:
trustvalue
input→ trustworthinessscale output→ trustlevel (2.2)
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An important distinction is made in this thesis between esoteric trust models
and exoteric trust models. Esoteric trust models are based on a confined trust
function in which the computation of a trust value from a trust source is abstracted
and encapsulated from the trusting agent. In contrast, exoteric trust models range
between parametrised trust functions which allow certain aspects of the computation
to be adjusted externally (e.g. weight ratios between direct and indirect sources) to
complete exoteric models in which the trusting agent provides the trust function.
Trust Metrics
Metrics is defined as system of measurement, i.e. a system of related measures
that facilitates the quantification of some particular characteristic. In the context
of this thesis, trust metrics refers to the actual value that expresses the trust (or
trustworthiness) of an entity provided by the trust mechanism [52]. The importance
of trust metrics had been highlighted by Alunkal et al. [57] where they recognised
trust metrics as a building block to support Quality of Service (QoS) requirements.
In contrast, Jøsang et al. [22] reflected on trust metrics from reliability perspec-
tive where they described the different types of supported metrics, such as discrete,
continuous and normalised values. Continuous metrics are considered more expres-
sive than discrete ones. However, they require more cognitive effort in order to be
interpreted efficiently by humans [23]. Usually, trust values are scaled between -1
and 1, or between 0 and 1. If the reputation scheme uses values scaled between 0
and 1 these values can have the meaning of a probability [52].
In the context of this thesis, normalised-continuous trust metrics are utilised for
expressing both trust values as well as trust levels. This is justified by the fact that
the trust metrics produced by the trust model presented in this thesis are intended
to be interpreted by machines (rather than humans) - hence the decision on selecting
continuous values rather than discrete ones. In addition, the presented trust model
aspires to provide a subjective measure of probability - hence the decision on scaling
trust values v and trust levels l between 0 and 1 (i.e. - v, l ∈ [0,1]).
Reputation Feedback
An in depth description of different types of reputation feedbacks is available
in [67] and includes: simple feedback, weighted feedback, beta filtering feedback,
beta deviation feedback and selective weighted feedback. Typically, reputation in-
formation might be positive or negative one. Some systems are based on collecting
both type of information with regard to an entity [35], while other systems are ba-
sed only on negative/positive information [14]. The following generalisation extends
formula 2.1 outlining the relationship between reputation feedback and trust source:
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recommendationagent
output→ reputationfeedback input→ trustsource (2.3)
Regarding an accomplished transaction, the recommendation agent can supply
with either binary, discrete or continuous values. Similar to trust metrics, continuous
values are more expressive but for the sake of simplicity, numerous approaches use
discrete feedback and later on aggregate this feedback in continuous reputation or
trust. Concepts from utility computing could be used to generate feedback on tran-
sactions as presented by Silaghi et al. [53]. Three important challenges in reputation
feedback management are identified in the academic literature as: (a) low incentive
for providing ratings, (b) bias towards positive ratings and (c) unfair ratings [22].
Trust Evaluation Methodologies
The metrics for trust is driven from the trust mechanism (or methodology) that
produces it. As a result, different trust and security research initiatives produced
several trust evaluation methodologies. These were comprehensively reviewed by
Jøsang et al. [22] who analysed computational engines classified in accordance with
their category: simple summation, Bayesian systems, discrete trust models, belief
models, fuzzy models and flow models.
Brinkløv et al. [66] describe common methodologies used by trust models that
combine direct trust and reputation as well as models the solely concentrate on
reputation. A different approach for classifying trust evaluation methodologies is
proposed by Zhang et al. [65] where trust functions are distributed in different cate-
gories: (a) subjective versus objective, (b) transaction based versus opinion based, (c)
complete versus localised information and (d) rank based versus threshold based [80].
In the context of this thesis, trust methodologies are not classified by the type
of trust metrics they produce but rather by the philosophical approach they pursue
based on the notion of trust. This method of organisation facilitates the compari-
son of Grid reputation-based trust management systems in the following sections.
Therefore, three approaches are classified as follows: deterministic approach, proba-
bilistic approach and approximative approach. Each approach embraces one or more
trust methodologies selected as relevant for the work described in this research.
Definition: Deterministic Category. The deterministic category is based on a
philosophical view that envisions every event, including human cognition, behaviour,
decision, and action, as causally determined by prior events [130]. It represents a
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predictable doctrine, which does not involve any stochastic calculations for com-
puting trust values. This category includes the simple summation, the Average of
Reputation Ratings (ARR), the discrete models and the utility models.
Simple summation [25], is considered as the simplest form of computing repu-
tation scores where the principle is simply to sum the number of positive ratings
and negative ratings separately for trusted agent y, and to keep a total score as the
















ARR is slightly more advanced scheme proposed in [26] is to compute the repu-
tation score as the average of all ratings, and this principle is used in numerous







Advanced methodologies in this category, such as the discrete models, compute a
weighted average of all the ratings, where the rating weight can be determined by
factors such as rater trustworthiness/reputation, age of the rating, distance between
rating and current score etc. This type of models has been particularly promoted by
Azzedin and Maheswaran [14, 15, 16], who used linear combinations of direct and
indirect trust functions to evaluate the trust Γ(x,y, t,c) of trusting agent x in trusted
agent y at time t and context c:
Γ(x,y, t,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Trust
= α ∗Θ(x,y, t,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Direct
+β ∗Ω(y, t,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Indirect
(2.6)
where α and β (= 1−α) coefficients are weight factors. Θ is the direct trust
function, computed as the product of the trust value in the direct-trust table (DTT)
and the trust decay function (TDF) representing the rate at which trust depreciates.
It is expressed as ϒ(t− txy,c) where c is the context, t is the current time and txy is
the time of the last transaction between x and y:
Θ(x,y, t,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Direct
= DTT(x,y,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
DTT
∗ϒ(t− txy,c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
TDF
(2.7)
Ω is the indirect (or reputation) function, calculated as the average of the pro-
duct of the trust value in the reputation-trust table (RTT), the trust decay function
ϒ(t− txy,c) and the recommender trust factor (RTF) (R(z,y) ∈ [0,1]) representing
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confidence that there is no collusion between z and y:












where z is the domain of entities excluding trusting agent x, such that ∀z 6= x. The
factors considered discrete models are: (a) the trust decay factor; (b) the credibility
of the third-party recommendation agent; and (c) the combination of direct and
indirect trust functions including their weight factors. Azzedin and Maheswaran
have presented several variations on this basic model, including for example variable
contexts and the use of brokers [17], and have been evaluated their performance in
the context of Grid computing.
Utility models represent the latest advances in this category. They are primarily
promoted by Silaghi et al. [53] and are based on concepts from utility computing
where the reputation of a trusted agent is produced via the aggregation of the
reputation of each of its issues of interest (i.e. quality aspects) within the VO. In
this type of models, users feedback is represented as a utility function which reflects
the satisfaction a user perceives from consuming a service.
Definition: Probabilistic Category. The probabilistic category is based on a
philosophical view that expresses knowledge or belief that an event will occur or
has occurred. The advantage of probabilistic models is conveyed by the rich body
of probabilistic methods that can be directly applied. This provides a great variety
of possible derivation methods, from simple models based on probability calculus to
models using advanced statistical methods [22]. In the context of this thesis, this
category includes the Bayesian statistics and the flow models.
An overview of the Bayesian statistics methodology is provided in [32]. At its
essence, the Bayesian statistics methodology utilises the well-known Bayes formula
to determine the conditional probability p(H | E) based on an occurrence of event
H given symptom E. For example, H could represent a satisfactory occurrence of
a service whereas E could represent the delivery history of that particular service.
The conditional probability of H given E is given by the expression:
p(H | E) = p(H&E)
p(E)
(2.9)
The probability p(H |E) is given by the probability of the occurrence of both H and
E divided by the probability of the occurrence of E. Several researchers have used
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the Bayesian methodology for modelling trust and reputation. The most notable of
these are L.Mui [19], who used it for developing an expression for trustworthiness
and Wang & Vassileva [20], who used it for determining reputation in P2P networks.
In [91], a state of the art review is conducted in order to compare the existing
Bayesian-network based methodologies for trust and reputation computation.
Flow models compute trust by transitive iteration through looped or arbitrarily
long chains [22]. Some flow models assume a constant trust/reputation weight for
the whole community, and this weight can be distributed among the members of
the community. Participants can only increase their trust/reputation at the cost of
others. The EigenTrust algorithm [31] is an example for a flow model. This algo-
rithm computes agent trust scores in P2P networks through repeated and iterative
multiplication and aggregation of trust scores along transitive chains until the trust
scores for all agent members of the P2P community converge to stable values.
Definition: Approximative Category. The approximative category is defined
as an estimation or inexact representation of information that is still close enough
to be considered useful. It accounts as an adequate apparatus for dealing with the
lack of precision inherent when describing trust and reputation [66]. In the context
of this thesis, it includes the fuzzy logic methodology.
The fuzzy logic methodology perceives trust as a linguistic concept which is poorly
described by simple numerical values, e.g. between -1 (total distrust) to +1 (com-
plete trust). Based on the fuzzy set theory proposed by L. Zadeh [62], it uses fuzzy
inference for formulating the mapping of a given input behavioural parameter to an
output using membership functions, logical operations and conditional rules [63].
There are two broad categories of fuzzy reasoning systems: The Mamdani me-
thod [73] and the Takagi & Sugeno method [74]. The basic idea is that for each
behavioural parameter, a set of (possibly overlapping) fuzzy sets is defined in terms
of membership functions, which specify the degree of membership of the various sets
for the possible values of the parameter [62, 64]. For example, in Figure 2.2 three
membership functions are defined (S1,S2,S3). The Y-axis represents degree of mem-
bership (µ(x1) ∈ [0,1]) while the X-axis represents the input space for parameter
(x1 ∈ [0,1]). if x1 has value 0.4, that it has degree of membership 0.25 in set S1, 0.6
in set S2 and 0.0 in set S3. When the result of using several parameters (x1,x2, . . . ,xn)
had to be combined to a crisp result y, a set of rules is used of the form:
if (x1 ∈ S1∧ x2 ∈ Tj∧ . . .) then y ∈ Ok (2.10)
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Figure 2.2: Fuzzy sets and membership functions
where Si,Tj, . . . ,Ok are all fuzzy sets and ∈ indicates (some) degree of fuzzy mem-
bership. The membership function µk for the output fuzzy sets Ok,k = 1, . . . ,r are
very commonly given by the min-max formula:
µOk(y) =max[min[µSk(x1),µTk(x2), . . .]], k = 1,2, . . . ,r (2.11)
For a given set of input parameter values (x1,x2, . . . ,xn), this gives a fuzzy output
set. The actual output value, y∗ is found from the membership function of µOk(y)
using a defuzzification method, such as Centre of Gravity (CoG) or Mean of Maxi-
mum (MoM) [82]. The use of fuzzy logic for trust evaluation has proven successful
in various computing environments [59, 60, 61]. For example, the REGRET [84]
system proposed by Sabater & Sierra uses fuzzy inference in order to describe to
what degree an agent can be described as e.g. trustworthy or not trustworthy. It
is important to realise that trust evaluation methodologies can be combined in a
synergistic manner. For example, Brinkløv et al. [66] performed trust evaluation ex-
periments based on combined methodologies, where reputation and trust evaluation
where achieved using different methodologies. For example, Fuzzy-Discrete denotes
fuzzy logic combination of trust where the reputation is calculated using the discrete
reputation system and similarly for Discrete-Discrete and Fuzzy-Beta. Table 2.2







C2. Probabilistic Bayesian statisticsFlow models
C3. Approximative Fuzzy logic
Table 2.2: Categories of trust evaluation methodologies
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2.3 Related Work
2.3.1 Overview
The Grid security research has initially addressed trust through security mecha-
nisms, such as GSI [55]. These mechanisms enabled single sign-on (SSO) for an
entity in the system, considering that the entities belonged to the same trusted do-
main. Authentication mechanisms were provided through Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI), which defined message formats and protocols that allowed entities to secu-
rely communicate claims and statements as well as X.509 identity certificates, which
entitled the nodes belonging to the trusted organisations, to join the Grid [110].
As a result, trust creation and management has involved human-coordinated pro-
cess. When a new organisation wished to join the Grid, it had to fulfil the requi-
rements set by the Certification Authority (CA) and wait for its approval before it
was able to participate in the computation. Once the organisation was approved by
the certification authority, it was considered trustworthy by the other resources.
This form of certification trust was satisfactory for static Grids where the set
of users and resources remained constant during computations [55]. Some of the
most notable initiatives and technologies at the time to support this type of trust
management included MyProxy [107], the Liberty Alliance project [108] and Shibbo-
leth [109], which offered solutions in credential management and identity federation.
With the expansion of VOs and the emergence of production Grid environments
such as EGEE [121] and UK NGS [125], a requirement has emerged for managing
trust in terms of authorisation and access control mechanisms. One of the earliest
attempts at providing authorisation in VOs was in the form of the Globus Toolkit
Gridmap file. This was later replaced by The Community Authorisation Service
(CAS) [105], which was the next attempt by the Globus team to improve upon the
manageability of user authorisation. Afterwards, the EU DataGrid and DataTAG
projects developed the Virtual Organisation Membership Service (VOMS) [106].
VOMS has gone through a number of iterations during its development cycles. In
one of its later incarnations it was integrated with a policy system (G-PBox) [50].
G-PBox is a policy handling service based on the XACML [129] specification which
is designed to manage resource allocation and sharing. This integration made VOMS
capable of defining and evaluating policies based on group and role membership and
essentially transformed it into a policy-based trust management system.
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This implementation of resource access trust addressed complex authorisation
problems involving multiple administrative domains and multiple stakeholders [50].
Other authorisation systems such as Akenti [112] and PERMIS [111] employed policy
mechanisms as well in order to manage access control in similar manner to VOMS.
However, as the Grid shifted toward ubiquitous and pervasive computing models,
there became an increasing demand to be able to dynamically establish behavioural
trust relationships between all entities once they joined the Grid. This is supported
by Silaghi at al. [52] who expressed reputation-based trust management as one of
the tools that the research community needs to supply in order to let the Grid
expand beyond organisational boundaries. Arguably, reputation mechanisms are
promising to perform well in Grid computing environments as they can bring with
more dependability by addressing the sabotage-tolerance problem in desktop grids
or by improving the resource allocation and scheduling in classical grids [52].
In the context of classical Grid environments, reputation-based trust management
systems can be expected to improve reliability as well as the trustworthiness of
resource selection thus further promote efficient resource sharing and the continuous
evolution of the Grid [59]. This stands in accordance with the properties required
for reputation-based trust models listed by Silaghi et al. [52]. They highlighted
two properties as of particular importance to Grid computing: (a) SLA or QoS
negotiation; and (b) trust aggregation. These two properties are highly relevant
to the work described in this thesis as it targets QoS aware resource selection in
classical Grid environments including trust aggregation on organisational and VO
basis as well inference of a resource trustworthiness based on the global context.
Despite the acknowledgement over the importance of trust management in Grid
computing [51], there are very few approaches for reputation models applied to clas-
sical Grid environments. Existing Grid reputation-based trust management systems
are generally based on earlier developments and requirements identified in P2P sys-
tems and they are focused on resource management and security enhancements [14].
As VOs are considered central in Grid computing, it is important to understand
the role of a trust management system within a virtual organisation. Therefore,
Table 2.3 provides an in depth analysis regarding the duties of a trust management
system within the VO life cycle. This analysis is based on the requirements gathered
for the TrustCom [113, 114] project regarding trust and security mechanisms. It
facilitates conceptualising the following section, which provides a survey regarding
the state of the art of Grid reputation-based trust management systems.
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# VO Phase TMS Activity
V1. Identification TMS selection: Selection of the trust management system
to be used (policy-based or reputation-based) and the trust
policies that will be implemented.
V2. Formation Trust negotiation: The process by which all trust infor-
mation - credential, reputation metrics, policies- is negotia-
ted between the VO manager and the VO members.
V3. Operation Resource monitoring: This will be used as evidence
when constructing the reputation of the resource providers.
Unusual behaviours may lead to both a trust re-assessment
and a contract adaptation.
V4. Evolution Continuous restructuring: Dynamically change the VO
structure and replace resources which performed poorly or
behaved inappropriately. This involves identifying new/al-
ternative providers and resources as well as re-negotiating
terms and providing configuration information as during
identification, respectively formation phase.
V5. Dissolution Resource assessment: Assessment of the respective re-
sources performances, e.g. amount of SLA violations and
reputation. This may be of particular interest for further
interactions respectively for other potential customers.
Table 2.3: Trust management in respect to VO life cycle
2.3.2 Literature Review
This section presents a comprehensive literature review regarding the different
reputation-based trust management systems available for classical Grid environ-
ments. It is primarily based on the principles described in the background research,
such as the trust model, the metrics for trust and reputation, reputation feedback
and the categorisation of trust evaluation methodologies. The solutions presented
in this section have been carefully selected to widely represent the state of the art in
this area. They are summarised in Table 2.4 which highlights their key differences.
Each solution item is described as follows:
− Classification: The type of trust evaluation methodology & model.
− Description: Description of the solution.
− Focus points: Highlights key achievements/strengths of the solution.
− Limitations: Areas neglected by the solution or identified weaknesses.
− Publications: List of publications describing the solution.
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GridPP
Classification: Deterministic » Average of Reputation Ratings (ARR).
Description: The Grid for Particle Physics is a British project for a particle phy-
sics Grid. It is part of the EGEE [121] project and it is the UK’s contribution to the
Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [122]. The GridPP reputation algorithm
is internal to the project and is tightly integrated with the Service Availability Mo-
nitoring (SAM) system which is the basic monitoring tool for the LCG Grid. This
monitoring tool regularly submits Grid jobs to sites and connects with a number of
sensors in order to probe sites and publish the results to an Oracle database.
Historical availability and reliability ratings are maintained separately in the data-
base regarding the contributed resources from the different institutions. Trust values
are calculated as the 24hr (or 7 days) average of reputation ratings. The trust me-
trics can be represented using a discrete method: trustvalue > 90% implies full trust,
trustvalue > 75% implies limited trust and otherwise non trust. If a resource fails
certain tests (e.g. SAM tests), then groups of users can decide not to submit jobs
to that resource. They do this by using the Freedom of Choice for Resources (FCR)
tool which allows preemptive resource selection. The resource brokers then exclude
sites that have failed the tests from jobs submitted by that VO.
Focus points:
− Tight integration with real-time monitoring and resource brokers.
− Straight forward, deterministic approach based on 24hr (or 7 day) ARR.
− Supports trust aggregation based on multiple level compartments (resource,
organisation and VO) as well as multiple contexts (e.g. service delivery).
− Solution is available in a production Grid environment.
Limitations:
− Trust is practically regarded as single aspect since consolidation between avai-
lability and reliability is not available.
− No consideration for direct trust. The model solely relies on reputation ratings.
− Esoteric trust model. There is absolutely no support for controlling the trust
calculation externally based on adaptation for specific job requirements.
Publications: [133, 134, 135]
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Azzedin & Maheswaran
Classification: Deterministic » Discrete model.
Description: Azzedin and Maheswaran presented a formal definition of trust and
proposed a model for incorporating trust to resource management systems in Grid
computing. In their model, the amount of trust in which one entity has for another
is a function of the direct experience between the two entities and their respective re-
putations. By differentiating between direct experience and reputation, the authors
allowed different entities to weight these two components as desired.
In addition, they included a Trust Decay Function (TDF) in order to give less
importance (weight) to old recommender ratings as well as a Recommender Trust
Factor (RTF) which assigns lower weight to ratings made by business allies or pre-
viously engaged partners. Trust metrics are based on a simple discrete function
ranging between A−E, such as A indicates a very low trust level whereas E indicates
a very high trust level. Simulations were performed to evaluate the performance
of a resource management algorithm that is trust aware against an algorithm that
is trust unaware. Their simulation results indicated that the overall performance
increased when the resource management algorithm was trust aware.
Focus points:
− General purpose solution for incorporating trust to resource management sys-
tems in Grid computing.
− Trust function uses weighted linear combination of direct and indirect trust.
− Inclusion of a Trust Decay Function (TDF).
− Inclusion of a Recommender Trust Factor (RTF) for minimising biased ratings.
Limitations:
− Single level compartment and limited number of contexts. There is no support
for aggregating trust based on an organisational and VO basis.
− Trust is regarded as single aspect. There is no support for addressing multiple
quality factors, such as availability, reliability, accuracy and etc.
− Virtually esoteric trust model; only weight factors for direct and indirect trust
are allowed to be controlled externally.
Publications: [14, 15, 16, 17]
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Aziz & Silaghi
Classification: Deterministic » Utility model.
Description: Aziz & Silaghi propose a reputation model for Grid-based virtual
organisations that can be used to rate users as well as resources and their providers.
This model is based on utility computing concepts, which expresses the satisfaction
of an entity in its interactions with other entities with respect to some issues of
interest. In addition, this model can be used to rate users according to their resource
usage and resource providers according to the quality of service provided.
For each service, the user defines issues of interest and expected values on such
issues. The satisfaction of the user over a service is measured by a utility function.
Reputation of a service issue is then built by comparing its expected value with
the actual value, delivered by a monitoring system. Reputation of a service is built
as the aggregation of the reputation of its issues. Likewise, reputation of a service
provider is built as the aggregation of the reputation of all services it delivers. This
reputation model does not depend on direct feedback collected after the transaction.
Experiments demonstrated improving the efficiency of resource brokering in Grids
when using a reputation-based scheduling scheme. The model constituted as the
basis for a design of a reputation-based trust management system that has been
implemented in the EU FP6 project GridTrust [117].
Focus points:
− General purpose solution for integrating trust based on utility computing
concepts where user feedback is represented as a utility function which reflects
the satisfaction a user perceives from consuming a service.
− Tight integration with continuous monitoring information for building the re-
putation. This is has great advantage over post-transaction feedback.
Limitations:
− Users are obliged to provide the utility function together with the submitted
job resulting in an increased message overhead.
− Esoteric trust model. Although the feedback mechanism is exoteric (using
utility functions), there is no fine-grained control over the computation of
trust value of an entity in a VO as it is predeterminately computed as the
aggregation of the reputation of each of its issues of interest.
Publications: [53, 54]
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GridEigenTrust
Classification: Probabilistic » Flow model.
Description: GridEigenTrust is based on the M.Sc. dissertation of B. E. Alun-
kal, Laszewski et al. [28] by exploiting the beneficial properties of EigenTrust al-
gorithm [29]. GridEigenTrust extends the existing EigenTrust model to allow its
usage in Grid computing. Trust management is integrated as part of the QoS ma-
nagement framework, proposing to probabilistically pre-select the resources based
on their likelihood to deliver the requested capability and capacity.
GridEigenTrust adopts a hierarchical model where reputation calculation is per-
formed at three different levels: VO, institution and entity. An Entity’s reputation
is calculated as weighted average of new and old reputation values. An institution’s
reputation is calculated as weighted average of all underlying institutions reputa-
tion values. A VO’s reputation is calculated as weighted average of all underlying
institutions reputation values. Trust metrics are normalised as to scale to [0,1].
The reliability trust of an organisation could be obtained by a normalised weighted
sum of the direct experience and the global trust in that organisation. This weighted
sum is also added with the grade that users from trusting organisation assign to
entities part of the trusted organisation. These global reliability trust values are
used as normalised trust values in the EigenTrust model, being therefore, used to
compute by iteration the global trust vector of the virtual organisation.
Focus points:
− General purpose solution for integrating trust as part of QoS management
frameworks in Grid computing. It is based on the established EigenTrust
model which demonstrated good performance P2P environments.
− Supports trust aggregation based on multiple level compartments (resource,
organisation and VO) as well as multiple contexts (e.g. service delivery).
Limitations:
− Trust is regarded as single aspect. There is no support for addressing multiple
quality factors, such as availability, reliability, accuracy and etc.
− Virtually esoteric trust model; only weight factors for direct and indirect trust
are allowed to be controlled externally.
Publications: [28, 57, 30]
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PathTrust
Classification: Probabilistic » Flow model.
Description: PathTrust is a reputation system proposed for member selection
during the formation phase of the VO. When inviting members to join a VO, the
initiator selects only those members whose reputation is above a certain threshold
and probabilistically selects a member to be in the VO.
The reputation is built by aggregating positive and negative feedback the user
submits after transaction execution. It arranges the participants in a graph structure
where each edge in the graph is weighted with the trust between the nodes at the
ends of the edge. The trust metrics is calculated by accounting the number of
positive feedbacks let by participant i for participant j and subtracting the number
of negative feedbacks weighted by the report between the total positive feedback
and the total negative feedback participant i has submitted.
PathTrust was one of the first attempts to apply reputation methods to Grid
computing by approaching VO management phases. They approached only partner
selection and did not tackle organisational aspects. Their model still lacks of dyna-
mics, as the feedback is collected only at the dissolution of the VO. But, the advance
in the field is given by the fact that ideas from previous research were successfully
transferred in the area of virtual organisations and computational grids.
Focus points:
− General purpose solution for member selection during the VO formation phase.
− Advance in the field is given by the fact that ideas from previous research were
successfully transferred in the area of virtual organisations and grids.
Limitations:
− Trust is regarded as single aspect. There is no support for addressing multiple
quality factors, such as availability, reliability, accuracy and etc.
− Approaches only partner selection and does not address organisational aspects.
− Trust model lacks dynamics. Feedback is collected only at the VO dissolution.
− Esoteric trust model. There is absolutely no support for controlling the trust
calculation externally based on adaptation for specific job requirements.
Publications: [58]
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SeGO
Classification: Approximative » fuzzy-logic.
Description: The Secure Grid Outsourcing (SeGO) system conceptualised and
developed at the University of Southern California, is intended for secure scheduling
of a large number of autonomous and indivisible jobs to Grid sites. The SeGO
system has a different focus from the work described in this thesis, as it is focused
on sabotage-tolerance by combining evaluations of job success rate (i.e. reputation)
and self-defence capability to find an overall trust value while this thesis is focused
on improving resource allocation and scheduling. However, a unique feature of
the SeGO system is that its authors employ fuzzy inference for binding security in
trusted Grid computing environments. The utilisation of fuzzy inference for deriving
trustworthiness makes this highly relevant to this thesis.
As aforementioned, the SeGO authors define the trust metrics based on the site
reputation and self-defence capability of a resource. The first characteristic is the
behaviour attribute of a site and is composed of four parameters related to jobs
behaviours like: Prior job execution success rate, cumulative site utilisation, job
turnaround time, and job slowdown ratio. The second criterion is based on defence
capabilities of a site namely, the IVS related capabilities, Anti virus capabilities,
firewall capabilities, and secure job execution capabilities. Fuzzy logic is used to
integrate the different capabilities to finally develop the trust metric.
Focus points:
− General purpose solution based on an hierarchical fuzzy-logic trust model spe-
cifically designed for distributed security enforcement in grids.
− Trust is regarded as multiple aspect as it is based on multiple quality factors.
Limitations:
− SeGO does not look at trust negotiation as an assumption is made that all
resources have prior agreement for participating in Grid operations.
− SeGO makes an assumption that sites report their information honestly. The-
refore, the possibility of malicious resources is not considered.
− Esoteric trust model as the permutation of quality factors is fixed as well as
the fuzzy membership functions.
Publications: [60, 61, 68, 75]
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Jia & Qu
Classification: Approximative » fuzzy-logic.
Description: Jia & Qu propose a reputation system for resource selection in com-
putational grids, which is intended to leverage the guarantee of trustworthiness and
reliability. Their reputation model offers both evaluation and decision making ba-
sed on fuzzy partial ordering techniques thus in order to model the multi-faceted
and uncertain features of trust. The proposed approach makes fuzzy partial order
modelling on each resource provider’s multi-faceted reputation, integrates overall
information, and choose proper resource providers according to the final integrative
order. The trust model is implemented on top of SOA, which has two fundamental
components: Grid Reputation Service and Grid Contract Service offering a combi-
nation of reputation ratings and types of SLA negotiation contracts.
The main steps for resource selection are: first retrieve ratings for the candidate
providers, then analyse and aggregate each aspect of ratings, finally according to
the aggregated ratings from all aspects build fuzzy partial order relation and make
the final selection.
Focus points:
− General purpose solution for combining resource provider selection with repu-
tation mechanisms taking both QoS (Quality of Service) and QoP (Quality of
Protection - i.e. sabotage tolerance) into unified consideration.
− The trust model is based on fuzzy partial order relations to model resource
providers inferior and superior relationship. In addition, it supports service
negotiation based on three types of SLAs: Resource, Task and Binding.
− Trust is regarded as multi-faceted. There is support for addressing multiple
quality factors, such as availability, reliability, accuracy and etc.
Limitations:
− Esoteric trust model. There is absolutely no support for controlling the trust
calculation externally based on adaptation for specific job requirements.
− There is no support for aggregating trust based on an organisational and VO
basis as their solution merely addresses reputation of resource providers.
Publications: [59]
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2.4 Critical Analysis
2.4.1 Discussion
As aforementioned, there are numerous trust management systems available as a
result of countless research initiatives in various computing environments, such as the
Internet, electronic markets, mobile ad-hoc networks and P2P systems. Reputation-
based trust management is a rapidly growing research area in Grid computing offe-
ring solutions for the sabotage-tolerance problem in desktop grids as well as solutions
for improving the resource allocation and scheduling in classical grids.
The state of the art solutions presented in this review propose reputation-based
trust management for Grid computing environments that are primarily intended for
QoS aware resource selection and allocation. There is a strong need to verify that
none of the existing solutions model the subjective aspect of trust and therefore
justify the need for a new reputation-based trust management system.
In practical terms, this implies allowing Grid client components (such as resource
brokers, meta-schedulers and monitoring toolkits) to actively participate in the trust
and reputation evaluation process utilising QoS negotiation means. This should be
achieved by endeavouring an exoteric approach towards trust management, where
Grid clients are prompted to stipulate reputation evaluation criteria to match their
specific job requirements, the global trust context and attitude towards risk.
The reputation evaluation criteria should be comprised of a permutation of QoS
aspects (e.g. availability, reliability, and etc) as well as relationship rules, such as
weight factors between the QoS aspects and between direct and indirect sources.
Moreover, the reputation evaluation criteria should be consolidated with opportu-
nistic trust based decisions allowing Grid client applications to predefine a threshold
of trustworthiness reflecting on their individual attitude to risk. An additional need
is for the reputation evaluation criteria to support targeting at multiple levels such
as resource, organisation and VO utilising trust aggregation techniques.
Based on the aforementioned requirements, Table 2.4 was created in order to
summarise and compare the relevant properties of each of the reviewed solutions.
As indicated by the table, none of the existing solutions model the subjective nature
of trust as all listed solutions are based on esoteric reputation queries. Consequently,
none of the existing solutions can be catered for different types of job requirements as
all of them propose a central reputation service providing deterministic, predefined
metrics for selecting a trusted resource from a list of possible alternatives.
Given the fact that reputation is composed of multiple aspects (e.g. availability,
reliability, accuracy and etc) [92], Azzedin & Maheswaran [14, 15, 16], GridEigen-
Trust [28, 57, 30] and PathTrust [58] are considered limited as these solutions per-
ceive reputation as single aspect. The GridPP [133, 134, 135] solution is considered
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limited as well since its model aspects are finite and fixed (availability & reliability)
with no consolidation support; thus confining the notion of multi-faceted reputation.
Other solutions, such as the ones proposed by Jia & Qu [59] address this limita-
tion by treating reputation as multi-faceted and uncertain. Similarly to SeGO [60,
61], it employs fuzzy-logic inference for modelling the uncertainty aspect of trust.
However, while SeGO proposes fuzzy-logic for reducing platform vulnerability and
guiding the defence deployment across Grid sites, Jia & Qu accommodate a fuzzy
partial ordering model for improving resource selection which is more relevant to
the work described in this thesis. Nevertheless, they do not allow any control over
the permutation of quality aspects (e.g. capability, honesty and reliability), the
range and domain of the fuzzy partial-order sets used for evaluation nor ability for
aggregating trust as their solution merely addresses reputation of resource providers.
The solution proposed by Aziz & Silaghi [53, 54] offers an exoteric feedback me-
chanism utilising a subjective utility function encompassing one or more issues of
interest (e.g. expected QoS). In this approach, the reputation of an entity is built
from the aggregation of the reputation of each of its issues of interest from the pers-
pective of the user. While this mechanism is a step forward towards subjective trust,
it lacks the ability for exoteric reputation querying as there is no control over the
quality aspects. In addition, this solution associates between a user and a resource
as users are required to supply a utility function with each job submission. This
thesis discourages this approach as reputation management is perceived as a system
level service (i.e. middleware infrastructure) which should be abstracted away from
Grid users - not doing so will negatively impact the overall user experience.
Despite the research achievements in trust and reputation management in com-
putational grids, there is still substantial work to be undertaken in this field. The
adoption of multi-faceted trust as well as the utilisation of fuzzy-logic partial or-
dering are both welcome additions, as they allows addressing the complexity and
uncertainty aspects of trust. In addition, the introduction of QoS and SLA ne-
gotiation between two parties (e.g. service consumer and service producer) further
extends the frontier as it marks an important step in the direction towards subjective
based trust management. However, as the literature review and the critical analysis
concluded, none of the existing solutions support exoteric based reputation queries
which are adapted to the criteria of the submitted job, the global trust context, risk
aptitude and etc. In order to fill this gap and address the current shortcomings in
the state of the art, a synergistic reputation-policy based trust model is required.
The proposed synergy functionality is required at two distinct levels: (i) usage
of policy assertions to stipulate reputation evaluation requirements thus combining
elements of reputation-based and policy-based trust models; and (ii) integration of
a multi-faceted evaluation model with a fuzzy inference based decision model.
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2.4.2 Rationale
In order to justify the need for a reputation-policy based trust model, an hypo-
thetical scenario shall be used for demonstrating how it can be applied within the
financial industry for supporting different types of intensive data operations.
A leading investment bank utilises an enterprise Grid as part of its underlying
meta-computing IT infrastructure. This infrastructure is comprised of several com-
puting and storage clusters distributed at multiple geographical regions and spanning
multiple internal divisions of the bank. Each cluster is managed locally and cha-
racterised by varying levels of delivered service quality. For example, some clusters
produce reliable computation results yet they tend to become non-available due to
frequent CPU overloading. In contrast, other clusters are usually available however
they tend to produce inaccurate results due to greedy configuration methods.
Several types of analytics jobs are executed on the enterprise Grid overnight.
Two of them are the historical Volume Distribution Profile (VDP) generation and
European stock options pricing. These two types of analytics jobs are very different
in terms of their service quality requirements and therefore, different subsets of
the infrastructure should be utilised in order for each job to run and complete
successfully. The historical VDP generation involves segmenting each supported
stock S trading day into several time intervals (bins) and computing the average
percentage of daily volume traded during each specified bin (time interval). The
output of this computation is a decimal number Sbinn for each bin such that Sbinn ∈
[0,1]. The accuracy of this number is highly crucial for the business divisions of
the bank as it directly impacts investment decisions. However, if one or more bins
are missing due to non-available resources, a previous day distribution profile can
substitute the missing entries and result in a suboptimal yet acceptable solution.
In contrast, the European options pricing formula utilises a Monte-Carlo method
for generating several thousand trajectories of price paths for an underlying stock
ST via pricing simulation, which results in a distribution of the stock price, ST at
time t = T (i.e. the option exercise date). In order for this method to be valid,
many trajectories have to be simulated so a large number of computing resources
must be available. However, since option pricing is a stochastic process (i.e. involves
generating random numbers) the accuracy of the computing resources is less relevant.
In this scenario, the Grid client application is likely be a resource broker. Given
the current state of the art, the resource broker can be integrated with a reputation-
based trust management system. This action upgrades the resource broker into
a trust-aware resource broker, in which trust is integrated into resource manage-
ment [15, 54]. The trust levels produced by the reputation-based trust management
system can be considered by the resource broker for selecting the final list of re-
sources. According to Chakrabarti [80], there are two common ways for making
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trust-based decisions: threshold-based and rank-based functions.
In a threshold-based function, a predefined threshold t (where 0≤ t≤ 1) is com-
pared against a list of evaluated resources R, such that if a resource trust level is tlr
is equal or greater than t (i.e. tlr ≥ t), it is appended to final list R′ (R′ ⊆ R).
Filter : R→ R′
∀r ∈ R •
Filter(r, t) =
1 if tlr ≥ t;0 if tlr < t;
A rank-based function is useful when the calculated trust level of a single entity
does not convey much information unless it is compared with the trust levels of other
entities. In such function, the relative position of a resource r(n) in a descending
ordered list Rank(R) (i.e. rank order) where tlr(n) ≥ tlr(n+1) is compared with a prede-
fined percent p (where 0≤ p≤ 100) of the cardinality of R - i.e. #R. This essentially
translates to: select the first p% of resources out of the rank order of R.
Filter : R→ R′
∀r ∈ Rank(R) •
Filter(r,p) =
1 if r(n)≥ round(0.01p ·#R);0 if r(n)< round(0.01p ·#R);
Due to the current shortcomings in this field, none of the existing solutions would
have been able to negotiate QoS based on the requirements of the submitted job.
Effectively, none of the existing solutions would have allowed the resource broker to
define reputation evaluation criteria targeting the relevant QoS aspects and rankings
for the specific job. In addition, none of the existing solutions incorporates a decision
model which allows mappings of trust values into trust levels. Given the limitations
in the state of the art, both presented jobs (VDP generation and European option
pricing) would have allegedly produced less than favourable results.
In an ideal scenario, the resource broker should have been able to provide reputa-
tion evaluation criteria thus adjusting the trust and reputation evaluation process.
In this example, the resource broker could have been able to specify 0.9/0.1 reliabi-
lity/availability weight ratio for the volume distribution profile generation job and
0.1/0.9 reliability/availability weight ratio for the European options pricing job and
as a result, preemptively select relevant clusters and optimise both computations.
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2.5 Conclusions
This chapter encompassed three objectives. The first objective was to discuss
the background research activities including the emergence of trust management in
various computing environments, the common methodologies for managing trust (i.e.
policy-based and reputation-based) and review the key elements of reputation-based
trust management systems including common trust evaluation methodologies.
The second objective was to discuss the related work regarding reputation-based
trust management in Grid computing. This section initialised with a description
regarding the evolution of trust management in computational grids. Consecutively,
it continued with a literature review presenting the state of the art solutions cur-
rently available. This section finalised with a table summarising and comparing the
properties of the existing solutions and highlighting their key differences.
The third objective is divided into three sections. The first section was to provide
a critical analysis of the existing solutions. In the second section, a generalisation
is made regarding the shared deficiencies of the existing solutions. Finally, in the
third section a justification is made for a novel synergistic reputation-policy based
trust model. In conclusion, the main outputs of this chapter are the following:
− Comprehensive background research identifying the key elements of reputation-
based trust management systems and common trust evaluation methodologies.
− Generalisation of the deficiencies in the state of the art Grid reputation-based
trust management systems and an identification of the main requirements in
order to address these deficiencies.
− Solid justification for introducing a novel reputation-policy trust model based





The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the synergistic reputation-policy based
trust model, which is a key contribution of this research thesis (RC1). The main
objective of this model is to address the deficiencies of existing models identified
during the state of the art and critical analysis and consecutively offer a novel trust
model in which its emphasis is on modelling the subjective aspect of trust.
Therefore, this chapter is divided into two sections. The first section discusses
the envisioned requirements and characteristics that the reputation-policy trust mo-
del should possess describing its novelty points and advantages over existing trust
models. The second section describes in great detail the anatomy of the model in-
cluding internal artifacts, their key interactions required for producing trust level
values and the main constraints (or boundaries) imposed on the model.
3.2 Toward Reputation-Policy Based Trust Management
3.2.1 Overview
As aforementioned, the existing Grid reputation-based trust management systems
are typically evolved around community reputation services for computing resources
trust values. The purpose of these reputation services is to enable an adequate
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level of confidence when performing resource selection using single, deterministic
reputation algorithms. The trust metrics calculation for these algorithms is esoteric
thus limiting external involvement in the trust and reputation evaluation process.
Advanced approaches in this field (such as the utility models [53, 54]) consider the
multi-faceted characteristic of trust as well as SLA and QoS negotiation prior to
service consumption [52]. However, none of the existing trust models offers a fine-
grained methodology for exoterically evaluating trustworthiness of Grid computing
resources, based on subjective interpretations of trust and adapted contextual factors
such as the type of the submitted job, the global trust value, risk aptitude and etc.
This identified limitation has stimulated the motivation behind the synergistic
reputation-policy based trust model for Grid resource selection. It is essentially a
reputation-based trust model; however it is fortified with policy assertions utilised for
stipulating reputation evaluation requirements. This introduction stands in contrast
to policy-based trust management systems where policy assertions are utilised in the
context of stipulating resource access control. As a result, this model forms a synergy
between the elements of reputation-based and policy-based trust models.
The novelty of the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model lies in its
inherent ability to encourage an active participation in the trust and reputation
evaluation processes. This is achieved by enabling Grid clients (such as resource
brokers, meta-schedulers and monitoring systems) to extend their existing standard
reputation queries with a set of reputation-policy assertions constituting as trust
decision strategies. As a central aspect of the model, each trust decision strategy is
comprised of an evaluation model represented by a permutation of opinion elements
(QoS aspects) as well as a decision model comprising of decision rules describing
mappings between trust values and correspondent trust levels. Together they form
a complete trust metrics blueprint for the reputation algorithm. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the concept of a trust decision strategy.
Figure 3.1: Concept of a Trust Decision Strategy
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In practical terms, this implies that Grid clients should be supplied with means for
evaluating the trustworthiness of Grid computing resources by articulating subjec-
tive trust based decisions reflecting their intrinsic view on trust and the type of job
they wish to submit. For example, two Grid client programs may have different opi-
nions and decision actions regarding the trustworthiness of the same Grid resource,
given their job requirements, the global trust context and evaluation criteria. This
behaviour is based on the theorem described in the problem statement of this thesis
proclaiming that a reputation-policy based trust model would allow an elevated de-
gree of fine-grained resource selection and consecutively optimise the overall quality
of computations by reducing the rate of job execution failures.
3.2.2 Reputation-Policy Concepts
Characteristics
The philosophy behind the reputation-policy trust model is that reputation is per-
ceived as subjective matter as well as context dependent. This stands in accordance
with the theoretical work made by Gambetta [13] who envisions trust as subjective
belief a trusting agent has in the capability of a trusted agent to deliver a quality
service for a given job context and time slot as well as Jøsang et al. [22] who develo-
ped the subjective logic for modelling and analysing situations involving uncertainty
and incomplete knowledge. The reputation-policy subjective behaviour is reflected
in both the evaluation of entities as well as in making trust based decisions.
The evaluation of entities in the reputation-policy trust model is based on ele-
ments from discrete models proposed by Azzedin and Maheswaran [14, 15, 16] - i.e.
calculating trust values by combining direct and indirect aggregations of reputation
feedback ratings. However, the reputation-policy trust model extends the standard
discrete models to reflect the multi-faceted aspect of trust, so separate trust value
calculations are performed for each segregated aspect (i.e. availability, reliability
and etc.) and then combined thus in order to produce the overall trust value. This
stands in accordance with both Jia & Qu [59] as well as Aziz & Silaghi [54] who
implemented the multi-faceted aspect of trust as part of their solutions. The main
difference is that they incorporate multi-faceted trust as part of the SLA metrics (i.e.
provider-promised factors) whereas the reputation-policy trust model incorporates
it as part of the reputation evaluation criteria (i.e. consumer-expected factors).
Incorporating a multi-faceted discrete model for the evaluation of entities serves
the advantage of attaining a fine degree of exoteric control over which context to eva-
luate against, which quality aspects to address and prioritise, which trust sources to
blend (experience and/or reputation), which Trust Decay Function (TDF) to include
and etc. yet maintain the coherence and comprehensibility of discrete models.
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Trust based decisions in the reputation-policy trust model are achieved by utili-
sing a fuzzy inference system [82]. While Hwang & Song [60] and Jia & Qu [59] pro-
pose fuzzy-logic for reducing platform vulnerability and improving resource selection
respectively, the reputation-policy trust model endorses fuzzy-logic for opportunis-
tically making trust based decisions based on risk aptitude and the global context.
The utilisation of fuzzy-logic for the decision model serves the advantage of dealing
with uncertainty and complexity associated with the decision making process.
Trust levels are normalised in the reputation-policy based trust model as a conti-
nuous value between 0 and 1 and therefore aligned with most related work. This also
serves the advantage of providing some form of probabilistic measurement for trust
and reputation. The combination of a discrete Evaluation Model and a fuzzy-logic
based Decision Model formulates the synergistic reputation-policy paradigm over a
consolidated fuzzy-discrete trust model which provides both trust evaluation as well
as the management of trust based decisions. This is in accordance with Jøsang et
al. [24] who perceive the notions of trust and risk as tightly coupled and therefore
sees the need to formalise the relationship between the two aspects.
Assumptions
1. A collection of third-party recommendation agents exists in which each recom-
mendation agent periodically submits reputation feedback ratings. This could
possibly take the form of a monitoring system measuring and reporting the
delivered QoS for each evaluation requested quality aspect.
2. All entities (i.e. users, resources and services) have been previously mutually
authenticated and authorised in order to interact with each other.
3. All interacting trusting agents trust the intentions and the recommendations
(i.e. non-biased ratings) produced by the reputation-policy trust model.
4. The creation, selection and management of relevant trust decision strategies
is the exclusive responsibility of the trusting agents. The trusting agents are
required to decide on the job reputation requirements and weigh it against
the intended execution capacity, the depth of feedback ratings the global trust
context and risk aptitude prior to submitting a trust decision strategy.
5. The trust level values provided by the reputation-policy trust model are merely
recommendations. Therefore, the final resource selection should be subjected
to additional constraints (e.g. software, hardware, capacity and etc.) and
possibly filtered by either a threshold-based or a rank-based function.
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Constraints
1. The reputation-policy trust model does not support reputation feedback que-
ries as it relies on recommendation agents for submitting feedback ratings.
2. The reputation-policy trust model is intended for rating trusted agents (e.g.
resources and services) and not users.
3. The reputation-policy trust model does not consider the credibility of the
recommender RTF) as it assumes all recommendations are biased free.
4. No default trust level value is provided in case there are no feedback ratings.
5. The quality aspects listed in the trust decision strategies must not contain
aspects which are not defined in the Customised Matrices Pool (CMP).
Considerations
The reputation-policy trust model considers the several characteristics, which are
illustrated in Figure 3.2. The envisioned characteristics include the following:
− Aggregation of reputation criteria: The most predominant consideration
of this model revolves around the definition of trust and how to model trust
using policy assertions. As reputation criteria varies given different job re-
quirements and perception of trust, the model is required to adapt to various
scenarios and allow multiple interpretations by different trusting agents. Gi-
ven the multi-faceted aspect of trust, the solution proposed in this research
breaks down trust into a permutation of opinion elements (i.e. quality aspects).
Each opinion is considered as atomic building block of trust and a collection
of opinions constitutes as single view on trust. Grid clients can assemble dif-
ferent views using different sets of opinions and setting weights between them.
The aggregation of opinions defines an evaluation strategy and a collection of
evaluation models can be aggregated inside a (TDS repository).
− Level of aptitude: The reputation-policy trust model considers the degree of
aptitude trusting agents acquire prior to submitting trust decision strategies.
Strategies can be assembled either statically (via a central repository) or dy-
namically. In both cases, the decision on which evaluation strategy to submit
is dependent on the information available in the reputation-policy data store.
For example, if a strategy contains an evaluation model which dictates high
importance on availability as an opinion factor, trusting agents which intend
to use this strategy for evaluating resources, should have means of acquiring
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if availability feedback information is available and the length of this infor-
mation before deciding on submitting the strategy. This information should
be made available through data mining techniques and allow it to be queried
before engaging with reputation evaluation. The reputation-policy trust mo-
del considers this requirement for submitting optimised strategies, however,
it assumes that when trusting agents submit strategies, they have previously
selected a relevant strategy based on the available information.
− Level of abstraction: The reputation-policy based trust model does not
require user involvement in manually selecting and submitting trust decision
strategies. Instead, the bulk of the work is shifted to the trusting agent which
acts on behalf of its users by - (i) contacting the TDS repository, (ii) obtai-
ning the relevant TDS for the given type of job, (iii) submitting a reputation
query and (iv) obtaining the results. This serves the advantage of directing
an implementation of this model as a system level service which abstracts the
details away and therefore enhances the overall user experience.
− Extensible framework: The reputation-policy trust model considers dif-
ferent VOs which may have different requirements based on the context of the
computation. For example, a mission critical financial computation VO may
have different reputation evaluation requirements from an e-science research
VO which, is more likely to be tolerant to execution failures. As a result,
the reputation-policy trust model allows extending its evaluation framework
through the following means: (1) Allowing VO administrators to define the
opinion factors available for evaluation, (2) Definition of new rules for reputa-
tion evaluation; and (3) Definition of new rules for trust decision making.
Figure 3.2: Reputation-Policy trust model considerations
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3.3 Synergistic Reputation-Policy Based Trust Model
3.3.1 Overview
The key contribution of this research is promoted by the synergistic reputation-
policy trust model (RC1). In contrast to existing esoteric reputation-based trust
models, the reputation-policy trust model encourages external involvement in the
trust and reputation evaluation process. It promotes the use of well-defined policy
grammar to stipulate reputation evaluation requirements for each submitted job and
therefore it creates a synergy between the principles of policy and reputation thus
resulting in finer grained control over making trust based decisions.
Actors
The reputation-policy trust model acknowledges three predominant actors: trus-
ting agent, trusted agent and a third-party recommendation agent:
− The trusting agent is defined as an entity who has faith or belief in another
entity in a given context and at a given time slot. In the context of this disser-
tation, the trusting agent is a resource consumer, implemented as a software
component that acts on behalf of a human user or another software component.
− The trusted agent is defined as an entity in whom faith or belief has been
placed by another entity in a given context and at a given time slot. In the
context of this thesis, the trusted agent is a resource provider, implemented as
a software component that provides access to a service or computing resource.
− The third-party recommendation agent is defined as an entity which provides
a reputation feedback regarding a trusted agent in a given context and at a
given time slot. The feedback is comprised of an opinion and a feedback value.
Requirements
The reputation-policy trust model is required to provide functionality for evalua-
ting trusted agents trustworthiness and for submitting reputation feedbacks. Figure
3.3 illustrates a high level use case diagram of the reputation-policy trust model.
It depicts the actors and the two main use cases served by the model: Evaluate
Trusted Agent Trustworthiness and Submit Rating Feedback. Both use cases include
the Obtain Reputation-Policy Evaluation Requirements use case as it is required in
both the evaluation of trusted agents as well as for submitting recommendations.
The trusting agent is required to contact the model in order to evaluate the
trustworthiness of one or more trusted agents, an organisation or an entire VO. This
includes obtaining the reputation-policy evaluation requirements and contacting one
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or more third-party recommendation agents in order to collect their feedbacks re-
garding their historical experiences with the evaluated trusted agents.
Once a trusting agent is bound to a trusted agent, the trusting agent notifies the
third-party recommendation agent which monitors the trusted agent performance
(outside the scope of the model). Once the interaction between the third-party
recommendation agent and the trusted agent is complete, the third-party recom-
mendation agent submits a reputation feedback which measures the quality of the
interaction. In order to rate interactions, the third-party recommendation agent
should compare the level of service provided by the trusted agent to the quality of
service guaranteed in the service level agreement (SLA) using a utility function.
The model does not concentrate on this aspect as it assumes the feedback values
are generated externally. However, it does allow submitting reputation feedbacks
regarding different quality factors. The third-party recommendation agent uses the
reputation-policy evaluation requirements previously defined for selecting the trusted
agent in order to determine which quality factors to submit reputation feedbacks for.
For example, if the reputation-policy requirements contained availability and re-
liability as quality factors, then the recommendation agent would have been required
to submit reputation feedbacks for each of these factors. The feedbacks themselves
should be first compared with the counterpart SLA metrics provided by the trusted
agent and then weigh against the historical reputation feedbacks, such that the grea-
ter depth of historical interactions with the trusted agent the less impact on the final
feedback value. This approach is advantageous to existing feedback formulae as it
considers both the multi-faceted characteristic of trust as well as blending historical
feedback ratings to the standard SLA projected vs delivered delta calculation.
Figure 3.3: Reputation-policy trust model use case diagram
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3.3.2 Model Structure
Overview
The reputation-policy trust model is based on a distributed data model where
trust data is divided between the trusting agent and the recommendation agents.
The trusting agent stipulates its reputation-policy requirements in a form of a trust
decision strategy document while the historical reputation feedbacks provided by
the recommendation agents are aggregated into opinion matrices data structures.
When calculating reputation, the reputation algorithm initiates a correlation
process between the opinions defined in the trust decision strategy and the opinion
matrices. This process involves a reconciliation of each opinion element (i.e. QoS
aspect) defined in the trust decision strategy with it’s historical information coun-
terpart in order to compute the trust values. Each trust value tv ∈ [0,1] is defined as
the average of the aggregated historical reputation feedbacks made by recommenda-
tion agents weighted by the opinions and rules defined in the trust decision strategy.
This value represents the general confidence over the competency of a particular
trusted agent adapted to the trusting agents subjective perception of trust.
Once the correlation process is complete, the trust values are routed through
a Decision Rule Engine (DRE) in order to quantify the corresponding trust level
values. The purpose of this step is to provide a decision metric that assists in
determining the amount of trust that the trusting agent should have in the trusted
agent. This metric takes into account the trust values produced via the Correlation
Process (CP) as well as the mapping and decision rules defined in the trust decision
strategy. It represents the overall level of trust the trusting agent should have in
a trusted agent adapted to the trusting agent opportunistic characteristic of trust.
In addition, it places semantics or linguistic definitions to provide an approximate
meaning expressed in natural language to each level of trustworthiness.
Finally, an analytics report is generated containing trust data analysis for each
evaluated trusted agent. The analysis contains a report entry for each trusted agent
including the trust value, the trust level and an analysis of each linguistic definition
and its degree of membership. The trusting agent processes the report and examines
the obtained trust level to determine the degree of which it should trust a particular
trusted agent. It is important to note that the produced trust level value is simply
a recommendation over the trustworthiness of the trusted agent. Practically, the
trust level should be combined with additional factors which are outside the scope
of the model (e.g. software packages, hardware, number of CPUs, memory and etc.)
prior to making a final decision whether to engage with a trusted agent or not.
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Process Analysis
Figure 3.4 illustrates a high level interaction between the trusting agent and the
reputation algorithm when evaluating trusted agent trustworthiness. During steps
1-3, the trusting agent obtains the TDS from the TDS repository. It is important
to note that the model does not impose specific storage facilities so strategies can
be persisted and retrieved by different storage mediums such as databases, local or
remote file systems. During steps 4-5, the trusting agent constructs a reputation-
policy query (RPQ) which contains the TDS as well as a list of trusted agents to
evaluate as well as context and time information. The query is then submitted to
the Reputation Algorithm (RA) for processing. During steps 6-8, the reputation
algorithm contacts the Correlation Process (CP) which in turn contacts the opinion
matrices (not illustrated) in order to generate a trust value for each evaluated trus-
ted agent. The opinion matrices interface an underlying data store which contains
the historical reputation feedbacks supplied by recommendation agents. The trust
value is generated by contacting each opinion matrix individually to return the trust
value for a single aspect (i.e. availability, reliability and etc) and then accumulating
the results based on the evaluation criteria in the (TDS). During steps 9-10, each
trust value is routed to the Decision Rule Engine (DRE) in order to generate a cor-
responding trust level value. The DRE dictates the usage of fuzzy logic reasoning
for mapping between trust values and trust levels. During steps 11-12, The Repu-
tation Algorithm (RA) generates a Reputation-Policy Report (RPR) and returns it
back to the trusting agent which makes a trust based decision based on the analysis
documented in the report. The following subsections describe the artifacts.
Figure 3.4: Reputation-policy trust model sequence diagram
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Internal Artifacts
Figure 3.5 illustrates the internal artifacts of the reputation-policy trust model.
It contains six elements: (i) Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ), (ii) Reputation Algo-
rithm (RA), (iii) Correlation Process (CP), (iv) Customised Matrices Pool (CMP),
(v) Decision Rule Engine (DRE) and (vi) Reputation-Policy Report (RPR). These
are described in the following subsections using the Z notation [116].
Figure 3.5: Reputation-policy trust model internal artifacts
Definition 1: Reputation-Policy Query
The Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ) is an extended reputation query which contains
a trust decision strategy as well as context data. It is an inquiry made by a trusting
agent for quantifying the trust level of one or more trusted agents. The inquiry is




Figure 3.6 illustrates the structure of the Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ). The
query - RPQ is composed context data - CD and trust decision strategy - TDS.
Figure 3.6: Reputation-Policy Query building blocks (RPQ = Reputation-Policy
Query, CD = Context Data, TDS = Trust Decision Strategy)
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Definition 1.1: Context Data
The Context Data (CD) artifact contains the following parameters:
− Context ID - the identifier of the context for which the reputation query is
made for (e.g. store data, computation service and etc).
− Trusting agent ID - The identifier of the trusting agent which is used for
validating the agent making the request as well as for differentiating between
the trusting agent and peer agents when processing the evaluation model.
− Trusted agent(s) ID - The identifiers of the trusted agents. This field can
also be extended to include an organisation (collection of trusted agents) and
even en entire VO (collection of organisations).
− Cut-off datetime - the start date of which to gather the feedback data. A
null value assumes to use the earliest date a feedback was ever submitted
− Trust decay function - the rate of trust decay. This results in assigning
a weight to each submitted feedback given greater importance to feedbacks
submitted closer to the time the query was made. the trust decay function is
completely exoteric so that the trusting agent can supply virtual any type of





trustedAgentIDs : P ID
cutoffDateTime : DATETIME
trustDecayFunction : TRUSTDECAYFUNCTION
Definition 1.2: Trust Decision Strategy
The TDS artifact is a structured document containing an aggregation of repu-
tation evaluation requirements as well as trust decision rules. This document is
submitted by the trusting agent to the Reputation Algorithm (RA). These require-
ments stipulate the desired QoS aspects to be evaluated and their weight factors as
well mappings between trust values and correspondent trust levels. It is comprised
of: (i) Evaluation Model and (ii) Decision Model.
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Figure 3.7: Context Data building blocks (CD = Context Data, CID= Context ID,
TGID = Trusting Agent ID, TDID = Trusted Agents IDs, CDT = Cutoff DateTime,




Figure 3.8: Trust Decision Strategy building blocks (TDS = Trust Decision Strategy,
EM = Evaluation Model, DM = Decision Model)
Definition 1.2.1: Evaluation Model
The Evaluation Model (EM) is a discrete trust model based on the theoretical work
made by Azzedin and Maheswaran [14, 15, 16]. However, it extends their model to
support multi-faceted trust. The purpose of the evaluation model is to support the
subjective aspect of trust. It is used by the correlation process to contact the opinion
matrices and generate a trust value for each evaluated trusted agent.
EvaluationModel
opinions : POpinion
(let o == Opinion • o ∈ opinions; )
∑o.weight ∈ opinions = 1
Figure 3.9 illustrates the structure of an evaluation model. The evaluation mo-
del EM is comprised of a finite set of opinions (O1, . . . ,On). There are two logical
constraints regarding the evaluation model: (i) Each opinion o in POpinion must
be unique such as: ∀ i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} ,(i 6= j) : oi 6= oj ; and (ii) the summation of all
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opinion weights must be equal to 1 - i.e. ∑o.weight ∈ opinions = 1.
Figure 3.9: Evaluation Model building blocks (EM = Evaluation Model, O = Opi-
nion)
Definition 1.2.1.1: Opinion
An opinion is an atomic building block of trust which reflects a single QoS aspect
(e.g. availability, reliability, data accuracy and etc). The VO administrator defines
a set of opinions applicable for the VO during the identification phase. Each defined
opinion in the set corresponds to an historical feedback ratings counterpart - Opinion
Matrix (OM) which is located inside a Customised Matrices Pool (CMP). Therefore,
the opinion elements stipulated in the EM must be a subset of the opinions defined
by the VO administrator. Let o define an opinion, OEM defines a set of opinions
defined in the EM and let OCMP denote a set of opinions defined by the CMP. The
opinion inclusion constraint is defined as: OEM ⊆ OCMP. An opinion O is defined as:
OPINIONTYPE ::= availability | reliability | data accuracy | etc.
fuzzy value : 0 . .1
Opinion
type : OPINIONTYPE
weight : OPINIONTYPE→ fuzzy value
sources : PSource
(let s == Source • s ∈ sources; )
∑s.weight ∈ sources = 1
Where type ∈ N1 defines the type of the opinion (i.e. availability, reliability and
etc.), weight ∈ [0,1] defines the weight of the opinion (i.e. importance) and sources
defines the trust sources. Figure 3.10 illustrates the structure of an opinion. The
opinion O is comprised of its type To, its weight Wo and a source set S.
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Figure 3.10: Opinion building blocks (O = Opinion, To = Type of opinion, S =
Source set, Wo = Weight of opinion)
Definition 1.2.1.1.1: Source
A trust source is a reference for information such as reputation or experience.
The source defines the gathering location for an opinion. An experience source
means the self experience the trusting agent had achieved with the trusted agent
whereas reputation means (third-party) peer agents experiences with the trusted
agent. Sources for an opinion can have a weight factor, indicating the importance
of one source type over another source type.
SOURCETYPE ::= experience | reputation
Source
type : PSOURCETYPE
weight : SOURCETYPE→ fuzzy value
Figure 3.11: Source building blocks (S = Source set, Ts = Type of source, Ws =
Weight of source)
In general, weight factors form part of a larger concept known as relationship rules.
Rules are general constraints which can be attached to elements (e.g. decisions,
opinions and sources) or group of elements. Rules are modelled using fuzzy logic,
indicating a degree of influence of one rule over another. The weight for a source is
modelled using a fuzzy value indicating the degree of importance where 1 represents
complete importance, and 0 for irrelevance. Similarly to sources, opinions can have
weight factors associated with them, indicating an importance of an opinion over
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another. A set of n opinions constitutes as an evaluation model forming the ontology
aspect of the reputation policy. The output of the evaluation model is a value referred
to as trust value and it serves as an input to the decision model.
In summary, the EM consists of a set of opinions where each opinion is associated
with an opinion type (QoS factor) and opinion weight (importance). In addition each
opinion contains a set of sources, where each source is associated with a source type
(gathering location) and source weight (importance). Using the evaluation model,
two trusting agents can potentially receive different trust values for the same trusted
agents due to the opinions, sources and weights defined in each model.
Definition 1.2.2: Decision Model
The Decision Model (DM) contains an aggregation of trust decision rules. It is ba-
sed on a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) for mapping the trust values produced by the
correlation process into trust levels. The purpose of the decision model is to support
the opportunistic aspect of trust by taking an advantage of various circumstances
(e.g. risk aptitude, global context and etc) for determining the trustworthiness of a
trusted agent. Figure 3.12 illustrates the structure of the decision model. It contains





Figure 3.12: Decision Model building blocks (FZS = Fuzzifier Set, DZ = Defuzzifier,
DRS = Decision Rule Set)
Definition 1.2.2.1: Fuzzifier
The fuzzification allows the definition of one or more membership functions for a
given input variable (e.g. trust value or context value). It is comprised of a fuzzifier
name - i.e. the name of the input variable and a set of terms (TS). Each term specifies
a membership function with a distinct name (e.g. ’poor’, ’good’, ’excellent’) and a
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series of axis points defining the length and scale of the membership function.
[TERM]




Figure 3.13: Fuzzifier building blocks (FZ = Fuzzifier, FN = FuzzifierName, TS =
Term Set)
Definition 1.2.2.2: Defuzzifier
The defuzzification aspect is the process of producing a quantifiable trust level
values by using the defined decision rules and applying a defuzzification method
such as CoG (Center of Gravity) or MoM (Middle of Maximum).
ACCUMULATIONMETHOD ::= max | bsum | nsum






A DecisionRule (DR) is defined as an if-then statement. All decision rules are
evaluated in parallel, and the order of the rules is unimportant. The rules themselves
are useful because they refer to variables and the adjectives that describe those
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Figure 3.14: Defuzzifier building blocks (DZ = Defuzzifier, AM = Accumulation
Method, TS = Term Set, DM = Defuzzification Method)
variables. For example the following expression constitutes as a rule for mapping
between an "‘EXCELLENT"’ term for trust value and a "‘HIGH"’ term for trust
level: "‘IF TrustValue is EXCELLENT THEN TrustLevel IS HIGH"’.
DecisionRule
ruleID : ID
expression : ID→ TEXT
Figure 3.15: DecisionRule building blocks (ID = RuleID, E = Expression)
Figure 3.16 illustrates the overall structure of a Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ)
comprising of Context Data (CD) and a Trust Decision Strategy (TDS). The TDS
is comprised of an Evaluation Model (EM) as well as a Decision Model (DM) thus
forming complete trust metrics for the Reputation Algorithm (RA).
Definition 2: Reputation Algorithm
The Reputation Algorithm (RA) artifact acts as a façade to the Correlation Pro-
cess (CP). It accepts as an input a Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ) and returns a
Reputation-Policy Report (RPR) as a result of the computation. The purpose of
the reputation algorithm artifact is to facilitate the interaction between the trus-
ting agent with both the CP and the Decision Rule Engine (DRE). The RA can be
used to facilitate the processing of an RPQ by: (i) validating and deserialising the
reputation query data, (ii) generating and serialising the RPR.
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ReputationAlgorithm
process : ReputationPolicyQuery→ ReputationPolicyReport
Definition 3: Correlation Process
The Correlation Process (CP) involves matching each opinion defined in TDS with
its historical references in the opinion matrices and calculating the trust value for
that opinion. The correlation process is designed as a multi-threaded algorithm. It
is supplied with three arguments: (i) set of opinion types, (ii) set of resources (iii)
and context data (CD) information extracted from the reputation query. Processing
instructions dictate context factors (e.g. Cutoff Time (COT), Trust Decay Function
(TDF), etc.) which influence the values contained by an Opinion Matrix (OM). The
generation of trust value for each evaluated resource is comprised of three steps:
− OM initialisation - For each opinion type defined in the EM, the CP forks a
Child Correlation Process (CCP). Each TDS opinion type is routed via CMP
in order to return a correspondent OM. For example, if the EM defined availa-
bility and reliability as opinion types, the CP will allocate two correspondent
opinion matrices. The values in each opinion matrix are dictated by the opi-
nion type routed to the CMP, the volume of historical reputation feedbacks
and the contextual data used for controlling the underlying data store.
− OSM population - The CCP operates on the opinion matrix and computes
the overall trust value for the particular opinion type (e.g. trusted agent: 1
opinion: availability value: 0.83). This is achieved by using the opinion sources
(reputation and experience) and accumulating the opinions from the different
third-party recommendation agents and applying the source weight rules on
each agent (if the third-party recommendation agent is the trusting agent, then
the experience rule is applied). Each opinion based trust value is stored inside
an Opinion Summary Matrix (OSM). The OSM consists of a set of evaluated
trusted agents as rows and opinion based trust values as columns.
− RVT generation - This step commences once all child correlation processes
have returned to the parent process. The CP computes the overall trust value
by accumulating the trust value for each trusted agent opinion type and mul-
tiplying is with the opinion weight rule using a weighted mean. Each resource
and value pair are inserted into a hash table known as Resource Value Table
(RVT). Once the RVT generation is complete, the CP returns it back to the
reputation algorithm for trust decision processing and report generation.
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CorrelationProcess
process : POpinion→ ResourceValueTable
Figure 3.17: Correlation Process building blocks (CP = Correlation Process, CCP
= Child Correlation Process)
Definition 4: Customised Matrices Pool
The Customised Matrices Pool (CMP) artifact stores a collection of opinion ma-
trices (OM) thus facilitating access to a particular opinion matrix by a child correla-
tion process. Each opinion matrix is mapped to a single opinion (e.g. the availability
opinion matrix is mapped to the availability opinion). It is important to note that
the model does not dictate an underlying data store for the opinion matrices so
different storage mediums can be used (e.g. database tables, file systems and etc).
CustomisedMatricesPool
OMS : POpinionMatrix
Figure 3.18: Customised Matrices Pool building blocks (CMP = Customised Ma-
trices Pool, OM = Opinion Matrix)
Definition 4.1: Opinion Matrix
An Opinion Matrix (OM) is a tabular data structures which stores the historical
reputation feedbacks submitted by third-party recommendation agents on transac-
tion completion. For each opinion defined in the CMP universe there is one and
only one correspondent OM, storing reputation feedback data regarding that opi-
nion. This characteristic is of particular importance during the CP, where each
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opinion defined by inside the EM is matched with its OMs counterpart.
After an execution completes, a trusting agent is required to rate the quality of
the transaction using an evaluation feedback mechanism. This mechanism gathers a
score value for each opinion originally defined by the trusting agent using the trust
decision strategy. A replica of the evaluation feedback is stored by the Customised
Matrices Pool (CMP) in order to be utilised by the opinion matrices.
The general matrix model M(O) for an opinion contains columns {C1, . . . ,Cj}
representing a set of trusted agents and rows {R1, . . . ,Ri} representing a set of trusting
agents. It is important to note that the set of the trusted agents {C1, . . . ,Cj} is
evaluated against an identical context (.e.g store data) and opinion (e.g. availability).
The fuzzy value of each cell inside an opinion matrix represents a computed trust
value for an opinion over n executions between a trusting agent and a trusted agent.
It is important to note that the value can also be null. Typically, the value will
be computed using standard mean. However, the computation of the value can be
controlled by the trusting agent using cut-off time and a trust decay function.
M(O) =

v1,1 v1,2 v1,3 . . . v1,j
v2,1 v2,2 v2,3 . . . v2,j
v3,1 v3,2 v3,3 . . . v3,j
...
...
... . . .
...
vi,1 vi,2 vi,3 . . . vi,j

The fuzzy value v[i,j] represents a computed trust value for an opinion over n
executions between trusting agent α and trusted agent β . It is important to note








Definition 5: Decision Rule Engine
The Decision Rule Engine (DRE) represents a trustworthiness scale. It is based
on a fuzzy inference system for mapping an arbitrary trust value (and optionally -
a context value) into a trust level based on the supplied decision model policies.
DecisionRuleEngine
tv : fuzzy value
cv : fuzzy value
decisionModel : DecisionModel
process : (tv,cv)→ tl
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Figure 3.19: Decision Rule Engine building blocks (DRE = Decision Rule Engine,
TV = Trust Value, CV = Context Value, DM = Decision Model, TL = Trust Level)
Definition 6: Reputation-Policy Report
The Reputation-Policy Report (RPR) artifact is the final generated output of the
reputation-policy trust model. The report is comprised of a collection of report
items (RIi . . .RIn) where each report item RIk,(i≤ k ≤ n), contains a trust value and
level pair (tvk, tlk) corresponding to each evaluated trusted agent (Figure 3.20).
Figure 3.20: Reputation-Policy Report building blocks (RPR = Reputation-Policy




Definition 6.1: Report Item
As aforementioned, a Report Item (RI) entity RIk,(i ≤ k ≤ n) is comprised of a
trust value and level pair (tvk, tlk) for a single evaluated trusted agent. Each trust
value tvk is mapped to a single trust level tlk, such that (0≤ tvk, tlk ≤ 1).
ReportItem
tv! : fuzzy value
tl! : tv!→ fuzzy value
rules : PRule
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Definition 6.1.1: Rule A Rule (R) is a breakdown of each decision rule and
the degree of participation within that rule. For example, suppose rule ID=3 has a
degree value of 0.27, this implies 27% participation in fuzzyset ID=3.
Rule
ruleId! : ID
degree! : ruleId→ fuzzy value
Figure 3.21: Rule building blocks (R = Rule, ID = ID, DEG = Degree)
3.4 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter was to describe the synergistic reputation-policy
trust model including merits, considerations and limitations. This was achieved
by discussing the characteristics of the model whilst reflecting on its value-added
functionalities and comparing them to the state of the art. This aspect also involved
listing global considerations, constraints and assumptions. In addition, the structure
of the model was elaborately described including its internal artifacts and process
interactions. In conclusion, the main outputs of this chapter are the following:
− Proposition of a synergistic reputation-policy based paradigm which combines
elements of reputation-based and policy-based trust models; that is subjecti-
vely stipulating reputation evaluation criteria using policy assertions.
− Promotion of an exoteric reputation-based trust model which endeavours ac-
tive participation in the trust and reputation evaluation processes; that is a
trust model in which the metrics for trust and reputation are created, selected
and managed externally utilising trust decision strategies which reflect on the
submitted job QoS requirements, the global trust context and risk aptitude.
− Consolidation of an evaluation model based on a multi-faceted discrete trust
model and a fuzzy logic based decision model thus tightly coupling the notions
of trust and risk and forming a consolidated fuzzy-discrete trust model. The
conjunction of this chapter outputs constitute as the first research contribution:
RC1: Synergistic Reputation-Policy Based Trust Model.
Chapter 4
Grid Reputation-Policy Based
TMS Architecture & Querying
Mechanism
4.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce theGrid Reputation-Policy Based Trust
Management Service (GREPTrust) [78]. The main objective of the GREPTrust
service is to provide a solid reference implementation for the synergistic reputation-
policy based trust model. This involves defining a service architecture which incorpo-
rates the various artifacts of the model into a single, self-contained Grid reputation-
based trust management service. This definition is supported by an analysis of the
architecture components (RC2) placing additional emphasis on the Grid resource
querying mechanism (RC3) and the VO aggregated querying mechanism (RC4).
Therefore, this chapter is comprised of two sections - Grid Reputation-Policy Ba-
sed TMS architecture and the Grid Reputation-Policy Based Querying Mechanism.
The first section provides an overview of the service architecture including its three
subsystems (client, service and data), its scope within service-oriented environments
and the main characteristics which differ GREPTrust from existing Grid reputation-
based TMS. The second section elaborately discusses the reputation querying me-
chanism provided by the GREPTrust architecture including querying support for a
single or a set of resources as well as for aggregated reputation queries.
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4.2 Grid Reputation-Policy Based TMS Architecture
4.2.1 Overview
Introduction
The purpose of GREPTrust is to provide a solid reference implementation for the
reputation-policy based trust model. GREPTrust is required to support VOs during
the formation and operation phases, that is - during the negotiation period with the
VO candidates regarding their participation in the VO as well as during the main
life-cycle execution period. During the VO formation phase GREPTrust could be
used to assist in screening the participating parties to ensure that they would be able
to fulfil their service level agreements. GREPTrust provides three major functions
for the participating entities: capturing reputation-policy requirements, computing
resources trustworthiness and evaluating resources after transactions.
GREPTrust properties can be summarised in Table 4.1. It is a non-centralised
trust model as trust data is distributed between Grid clients and the reputation
algorithm. The Grid clients submit TDS files containing the trust metrics to the
reputation algorithm which exploits opinion matrices which gather their data from
the ratings feedback records stored in the reputation-policy data store. The type
of the model is a synergistic reputation-policy as it leverages policy assertions for
evaluation resources reputation. Therefore, the nature of the reputation algorithm
is exoteric, as it allows external manipulation to the trust and reputation evaluation
process using subjective statements which are injected to the correlation process.
This property stands in contrast to all existing Grid reputation-based trust mana-
gement systems. The classification of this solution is fuzzy-discrete. Trust metrics
normalise trust values and represent them as a fuzzy value ranging between 0 and 1.
Evaluation feedback is supplied as continuous values which are calculated based on
the discrepancies between the SLA agreement and actual quality of service provided.
# Property Value
1. System GREPTrust
2. Classification Deterministic-Approximative »
Fuzzy-Discrete
3. Centralised data No
4. Trust metrics [0,1]
5. Trust aggregation Yes
6. Multi QoS aspects Yes
7. Esoteric reputation querying No
8. QoS/SLA negotiation QoS negotiation via policy assertions
9. Type of feedback Continuous
Table 4.1: GREPTrust properties summary
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Functional Requirements
GREPTrust is required to seamlessly integrate into the service provider-consumer
model of SOA-based architectures such as Web services and service oriented grids.
With consideration to Grid computing environments, GREPTrust is argued to be
suited for providing advanced services as part of a core Grid middleware. It is
expected to address three requirements: (i) trust evaluation of a single or a set of
resources, (ii) trust aggregation based on an organisational and VO basis and (iii)
inference of the trustworthiness of a single resource based on the global context (i.e.
either via the trust of the organisation the resource belongs to or the entire VO).
For example, a typical Grid reputation-policy based scenario involves a resource
broker acquiring information regarding the availability of computing resources uti-
lising an information service such as the MDS [89] or R-GMA [88, 90]. Resources
may advertise their capabilities through SLA contracts and publish them to the
information service so that they can be queried by the resource broker. Each SLA
contract contains one or more resource-guaranteed QoS parameters. It may specify
the levels of availability, serviceability, performance, operation, or other attributes
of the service like billing and even penalties in the case of violation of the SLA.
Let Φ define the universal set of resource-guaranteed QoS parameters. A job sub-
mitted to the resource broker is manifested by a job description file, which contains
a list of parameters describing the job. In the context of this thesis, two additio-
nal parameters are introduced: (i) store a reference to a Trust Decision Strategy T
that is associated with the type of the submitted job and (ii) a threshold value v
indicating the minimum expected resource trust level.
The evaluation model ramification of the TDS contains a permutation of client-
expected QoS parameters. Let Θ define the set of client-expected QoS parameters.
The resource broker can filter the list of potential resources RΘ based on Θ⊆Φ, such
that the list of client-expected QoS parameters is a subset of the resource-guaranteed
ones. T and RΘ are submitted to the reputation-policy trust model which processes
the request and returns a trustworthiness report for each resource r ∈ RΘ. Each
resource trust level rv is compared with the threshold v using (∀r | r ⊆ RΘ→ rv ≥ v)
in order to generate the final set of resources for selection.
After transaction completion, the Grid client compares the actual level of service
provided with the one guaranteed by the SLA contract. Any noted differences are
recorded and deducted from the total score. The Grid client uses the same TDS
used for selecting the resource to indicate which factors to provide ratings for. For
example, if a TDS contains availability and reliability as evaluation factors, the Grid
client uses these factors as comparison indicators. Once the comparison is completed,
the Grid client submits a feedback report which contains for each resource, a break
down of each factor and the feedback value. GREPTrust collects these values and
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stores them in the Reputation-Policy Data Store.
Figure 4.1 illustrates an example of a Grid middleware architecture utilising
GREPTrust. A job submitted via a Grid portal reaches a resource broker (1). The
resource broker contacts a Grid Information Service (GIS) in order to retrieve a list
of available resources and their published resource-guaranteed QoS capabilities (2).
The resource broker contacts the TDS repository to retrieve the desired TDS for the
given job including client-expected QoS capabilities (3). The resource broker decides
on the final list of resources, constructs a reputation-policy query and submits the
query to GREPTrust (4) which evaluates the query and then returns a reputation-
policy report. The resource broker evaluates the report and decides on the final list
of resources to utilise for the job computation (5). During the execution of the job, a
Grid Monitoring Service (GMS) monitors the performance of the selected resources
(6) and once completed - it provides feedback ratings (7).
Figure 4.1: GREPTrust Middleware solution




Figure 4.2 illustrates the GREPTrust architecture, which is comprised of three
underlying subsystems: Client system (Grid Client, TDS Repository), Service sys-
tem (Reputation-Policy Service Façade, Querying Manager, Feedback Manager and
Admin Manager) and Data system (Reputation-Policy Data Store).
Figure 4.2: GREPTrust Management Service architecture
Client System
The client system enables clients (e.g. resource brokers, monitoring toolkits) to
select predefined trust decision strategies from the TDS Repository by specifying
an ID which identifies the strategy to be processed by the reputation algorithm. It
is important to note that prior to strategy selection, the client should analyse on
the current job requirements, the available ratings feedback information and the VO
characteristics and selects the most suitable strategy used for resource evaluation.
Since this strategy selection algorithm is outside the scope of this research, it
has been identified as a possible direction for future work. At the current state,
however, it is assumed that an analysis has been conducted by the Grid client prior
to selecting the strategy from the TDS repository. Once a strategy is selected, a
reference to the strategy is submitted to a Grid client, which obtains the strategy
from the repository and appends it to a reputation-policy query. In addition, the
query also contains a set of resources to be evaluated and context information.
Service System
The Grid client submits the query on behalf of the VO user to the reputation-
policy service façade, which incorporates the façade design pattern thus providing
simplified interface to GREPTrust internal components. The reputation-policy ser-
vice façade contacts the querying manager to calculate the trust values based on the
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given resources and the strategy instructions. The querying manager calculates the
trust values by contacting the Reputation-Policy Data Store (RPDS) for obtaining
historical reputation feedbacks and manipulating these records with the evaluation
criteria set in the TDS. The trust values are then passed through a Decision Rules
Engine (DRE) which uses the decision rules supplied inside the Decision Model (DM)
of the TDS to map each trust value into trust level.
The final step involves generating a Reputation-Policy Report (RPR), which is
essentially a structured report containing each evaluated resource and its associated
trust level. The trust level indicates the amount of trust a Grid client should have
in the evaluated resource based on the given TDS. It is important to note that
GREPTrust leaves the rank/threshold based functions to be decided upon by the
Grid client. For example, if the Grid client defines a threshold value of 0.8, a resource
which obtains a trust level of 0.9 it will be valid for selection whereas a resource
which obtained a trust level of 0.7 will be rejected.
In addition to resource querying management, GREPTrust is designed to allow
the provision of resource evaluation feedbacks after a job has been completed. This
is available through the Feedback Manager (FM) component. Grid clients are requi-
red to provide reputation feedbacks for each of the utilised Grid resources so that
feedback could be used for future resource evaluations. The purpose of the Admin
Manager (AM) is to manage the historical reputation feedback data available inside
the RPDS. The underlying data model is described in the following section.
Data System
GREPTrust relies on a well defined relational data model for storing and mani-
pulating historical rating feedbacks (Figure 4.3). It contains five different entities:
− Client - The client entity stores information regarding Grid clients. This entity
is important for identifying the Grid client making the reputation evaluation
request as well as for calculating reputation values when requiring to differen-
tiate between the current Grid client experience and reputation recommenda-
tions made by peer Grid clients.
− Resource - The resource entity stores information regarding Grid resources.
This information is used when Grid clients select to evaluate a single resource,
a collection of resources or the entire VO.
− Execution - The execution entity stores information regarding job executions
(e.g. execution ID, client ID, resource ID and completion datetime). This is
the most important entity in the model as it intermediates Grid clients and
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resources and keeps track of the historical executions. Each execution may
contain one or more feedbacks.
− Feedback - The feedback entity stores information regarding feedbacks supplied
by Grid clients. A feedback is a segregated piece of rating information supplied
and stored as part of an execution and it is always associated with a single
opinion type. For example, consider an execution between Grid client A and
computing resource B. Upon execution completion, the execution entity will
store the execution details and the feedback entity will store any feedback
A supplies regarding B. If A used the opinions availability and reliability as
reputation evaluation criteria, then two records will be added to the feedback
entity, each of each contains feedback value ranging between 0 and 1.
− Opinion - The opinion entity stores information regarding available opinion
types supported by the VO (e.g. availability, reliability and etc). When a
reputation feedback entry is recorded, it is always associated to an opinion
which is defined in the opinion entity and linked to the feedback entity.
Figure 4.3: RPDS - Reputation-Policy Data Store entity-relationship diagram
4.3 Grid Reputation-Policy Based Querying Mechanism
4.3.1 Overview
The Reputation-Policy Based Querying Mechanism is responsible for the reputa-
tion querying facilities in GREPTrust. There are three types of supported reputation
queries: (i) reputation queries for a single or a set of resources (ii) aggregated repu-
tation queries which allow querying the reputation of an organisation based on the
reputation of each of its contributed resources as well as querying the reputation
of an entire VO based on the reputation of its underlying organisations; and (iii)
Grid resource inference, which allows inferring about the trustworthiness of a single
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resource based on the global context. These features address the aforementioned
requirements for reputation management in Grid computing. Section .2.3 in appen-
dix .2 contains sample outputs for each of the supported types of reputation-policy
queries resulting from invoking the reputation-policy querying mechanism.
4.3.2 Grid Resource Reputation Querying Mechanism
Overview
The Grid resource reputation querying mechanism is available through the Que-
rying Manager (QM) component of GREPTrust. This component is directly in
charge of Grid resource querying facilities. In addition, multiple instances of the
QM can be utilised for performing aggregated reputation queries intended for dis-
covering the reputation of organisations based on their individual resources they
contribute. Figure 4.4 illustrates the architecture of the Query Manager.
The querying mechanism enables Grid clients to evaluate resources based on the
reputation evaluation criteria they supply to the Query Manager. Grid clients are
required to submit a Reputation-Policy Query (RPQ) to the Query Manager, which
contains the trust decision strategy as well as context information such as client ID,
the IDs of the resources to evaluate, the cutoff date time (the start date of which to
gather the feedback data) and the trust decay function which specifies the rate of
decay for historical rating feedbacks. The QM processes the RPQ and generates a
Reputation-Policy Report (RPR) and sends it back to the Grid clients.
Appendix .2.1 contains several class diagrams illustrating the structure the Que-
rying Manager (QM). This includes RPQ, TDS, EM, DM, RPR, CP, CMP diagrams.
Algorithm 1 describes the three steps required for the Reputation Algorithm (RA)
to generate an RPR from RPQ: (i) Processing the TDS Evaluation Model (lines 16-
18), (ii) Processing the TDS Decision Model (lines 19-36); and (iii) Generating a
Reputation-Policy Report (lines 37-38). Appendixes .2.2 and .2.2 include sample
TDS and RPR files correspondingly. In line 16, a TDS is obtained by extracting
it from the RPQ and deserialising into an object model using the TDSSerializer.
In line 17, a new instance of the Correlation Process (CP) is created supplying it
with the Evaluation Model (EM) and Context Data (CD). In line 18, the Process
method is called on the CP which returns a Resource Value Table (RVT). The RVT
is defined as a hashtable consisting of resource identifier and trust value pairs.
In line 19, the DM is extracted from the TDS. If the DM was defined in the TDS
then a new instance of the Decision Rule Engine (DRE) is created (lines 20-22). The
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Figure 4.4: Query Manager architecture
DRE is a wrapper around a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) which enables mappings
of trust values onto trust levels. In line 23, a new instance of a Report entity is
created used for generating the Reputation-Policy Report (RPR).
In lines 24-36, the Reputation Algorithm (RA) iterates through the RVT. In line
25, a new instance of a Resource entity is created supplying it with the resource key
ReK and the computed trust value ReV. In line 27, each resource trust value ReV is
passed as an argument to the Process method. The Process method returns a Rule
Table (RuT). The RuT is defined as a hashtable in which the TRUST LEVEL key
points to the inferred trust level whilst the remaining keys are the rule identifiers
point to the evaluated trust value degree of membership in each rule.
In lines 28-34, the Reputation Algorithm (RA) iterates through the RuT. If the
key is TRUST LEVEL then the trust level RuV is assigned to the Resource entity
(line 30). Otherwise, a Rule entity is appended to the Resource entity, consisting of
the rule ID RuK and the degree of membership RuV.
In line 37, a new instance of a Reputation-Policy Report (RPR) is created by
supplying it with the Report entity. The RPR is returned to the calling Grid client
(line 38). The following subsections elaborate on processing each of these steps.
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Algorithm 1: RA::Process(RPQ) algorithm
1: RPQ: reputation-policy query
2: CP: correlation process
3: RVT: resource value table
4: CD: context data
5: EM: evaluation model
6: DM: decision model
7: DRE: decision rule engine
8: Rep: report entity
9: Res: resource entity
10: ReK: resource key
11: ReV: resource value
12: ReT: rule table
13: RuK: rule key
14: RuV: rule value
15: RPR: reputation-policy report
16: TDS← TDSDeserializer(TDS(RPQ))
17: CP← Create(EM(TDS), CD(RPQ))
18: RVT← Process(CP)
19: DM←DM(TDS)




24: for all (ReK, ReV) ∈ RVT do
25: Res← Create(ReK, ReV)
26: if DM 6= null then
27: RuT← Process(DRE, ReV)
28: for all (RuK, RuV) ∈ RuT do
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TDS Evaluation Model Processing
Overview The first step in processing the RPQ involves processing the TDS Eva-
luation Model. During this step the Reputation-Algorithm (RA) utilises the TD-
SDeserializer to extract the trust decision strategy out of the Reputation-Policy
Query (Algorithm 1, line 16). The purpose of the TDSDeserializer is to convert the
input TDS (marshalled as an XML string) into an object domain model. Conse-
cutively, the RA creates a new instance of the Correlation Process (CP) passing it
the Evaluation Model (EM) and Context Data (CD) as arguments (Algorithm 1,
line 17). Finally, the Process method is called on the CP which returns a Resource
Value Table (RVT) entity once the method completed (Algorithm 1, line 18).
The following displays an example of the EM, including an evaluation for two
opinions (O1,O2) where O1 has 0.7 weight ratio and O2 has 0.3 weight ratio. Both
opinions define experience and reputation as trust sources - both 0.5 weight ratio.
1 <TrustEvaluationModel>
2 <Opinions>
3 <Opinion Type=" 1 " Weight=" 0 .7 ">
4 <Sources>
5 <Source Type=" Exper ience " Weight=" 0 .5 " />
6 <Source Type=" Reputation " Weight=" 0 .5 " />
7 </Sources>
8 </Opinion>
9 <Opinion Type=" 2 " Weight=" 0 .3 ">
10 <Sources>
11 <Source Type=" Exper ience " Weight=" 0 .5 " />





Correlation Process Algorithm 2 further elaborates on the CP Process method.
For each opinion entity O in the Opinion List (OL) of the Evaluation Model (EM),
the correlation process spawns a new child process - Child Correlation Process (CCP)
and supplies it with the opinion and Context Data (CD) as arguments (Algorithm 2,
line 10). The Process method is called on each CCP in a separate thread (Algo-
rithm 2, line 11). All CCPs are granted synchronised access to a shared entity -
Opinion Accumulator (OA). The purpose of the OA is to intermediately store 1 : M
mappings of resource identifiers and weighted values, one for each evaluated opinion.
Once all CCPs completed, the OA is ready to be processes into a Resource Value
Table (RVT) utilising the Summary method (Algorithm 2, line 13).
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Algorithm 2: CP::Process() algorithm
1: EM: evaluation model
2: OL: opinion list
3: CD: context data
4: O: opinion entity
5: OA: opinion accumulator
6: CCP: child correlation process
7: RVT: resource value table
8: OL←OL(EM);
9: for all O ∈OL do





Child Correlation Process Algorithm 3 elaborates on the CCP Process func-
tion. This algorithm describes the processing of an arbitrary opinion Ok within the
OL (where 1 ≤ k ≤| OL |). The Customised Matrices Pool (CMP) is supplied with
opinion Ok and Context Data (CD) and returns an m× n Opinion Matrix (OM)
for opinion Ok - i.e. OM(Ok) where m refers to the number of evaluating clients
and n refers to the number of evaluated resources (Algorithm 3, line 6). An en-
try in the matrix OM(Ok)[i,j] (1≤ i≤ m,1≤ j≤ n) defines feedback value client i has
accumulated for resource j. This feedback value is based on formula 3.1 in chapter 3.
Algorithm 3: CCP::Process() algorithm
1: CMP : customised matrices pool
2: CD : context data
3: OM(Ok) : opinion matrix
4: Ok : opinion
5: RVT(Ok) : resource value table for Ok
6: OM(Ok)← CMP(Ok,CD)
7: RVT(Ok)← Solve(OM(Ok))
8: while at synchronised state do
9: Put(OA,Ok,RVT(Ok))
10: end while
The Solve function is called on OM(Ok) which returns a Resource Value Table
(RVT) for opinion Ok - i.e. RVT(Ok). RVT(Ok) is defined as a hash table consisting of
the set of evaluated resources {R1, . . . ,Rn} as keys and the set
{
V(R1)Ok , . . . ,V(Rn)Ok
}
as associated opinion-level trust values. This is denoted by formula 4.1:






















The trust value of a resource Rr (1 ≤ r ≤ n) is defined as a weighted mean com-
prising of two components: (i) the requesting client feedback value V(C1) multiplied
by the stipulated experience weight factor ωe ;and (ii) the average of feedback va-
lues provided by all the other clients ∑
|CT|
i=2 V(Ci)
|CTi| (where | CT |= m) multiplied by the
stipulated reputation weight factor ωr. This is denoted by formula 4.2:
V(Rr)Ok = ωeV(C1)+ωr
∑|CTr|i=2 V(Ci)
| CTr | ,(2≤| CTr |,ωe+ωr = 1) (4.2)
Opinion Matrix Algorithm 4 elaborates on the OM Solve function. The prin-
ciple behind this function is to transpose the opinion matrix OM(Ok), such that each
pair (r,ct) ∈ {R1 7→ CT1, . . . ,Rn 7→ CTn} defines mappings between each evaluated re-
source r and client table ct which is comprised of grouping each client and feedback
value. This serves the advantage of calculating the trust value of each resource r



































The transposed matrix is stored in a Resource Table (RT(Ok)) entity (Algorithm 4,
line 15). The value V(Rr)OK represents a computed trust value for resource r and
opinion Ok. It can contain one of the following options: (i) -1, which is a default
value in case neither experience nor feedback values recorded (Algorithm 4, line 20);
(ii) mean of reputation values, in case no experience is recorded (Algorithm 4, line
22); (iii) the experience value V(C1) in case no reputation feedbacks are recorded
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(Algorithm 4, line 26) and finally (iv) - experience and reputation (Algorithm 4, line
28). The return value of the Solve function is RVT(Ok) hash table.
Algorithm 4: OM::Solve() algorithm
1: CMP : customised matrices pool
2: OM(Ok) : opinion matrix for opinion Ok
3: Ok : opinion
4: Rr : arbitrary resource r
5: CID : client ID
6: CTr : client table associated to Rr
7: RT(Ok) : resource table (transposed opinion matrix)
8: | CTr |: size of client table
9: | RT |: size of resource table
10: V(C1) : trust value supplied by the client
11: V(Rr)OK : computed trust value for resource r and opinion Ok
12: ωe : experience weight factor
13: ωr : reputation weight factor
14: RVT(Ok) : resource value table for opinion Ok
15: RT(Ok)← OM(Ok)T
16: for parallel Rr such that 1≤ r ≤| RT(Ok) | do
17: V(C1)← Remove(CTr[CID])
18: if V(C1) = -1 then
19: if | CTr |= 0 then
20: V(Rr)OK ← V(C1) {neither experience nor reputation}
21: else






25: if | CTr |= 0 then















The RVT(Ok) hash table is supplied together with Ok as arguments to Put function
(Algorithm 3 line 9). This function iterates through the elements of RVT(Ok) and
each trust value is multiplied with the stipulated opinion weight ωOk (0≤ ωOk ≤ 1)
and stored in a Value List (VL) hash table:
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for all (Rr,VOk) ∈ RVT(Ok) do
VL[(Rr,ωOk ×VOk)]
end for
Opinion Accumulator As aforementioned, the Opinion Accumulator (OA) stores
1 : M mappings of resource identifiers and weighted trust values. It is a hash table
where the set of keys {R1, . . . ,Rn} is named Resource List (RL) and the set of values -
Value List (VL) contains an associated set of weighted values
{
ωO1VO1 , . . . ,ωO|OL|VO|OL|
}
,



















ωO1VO1 ,ωO2VO2 , . . . ,ωO|OL|VO|OL|
}
(4.4)
Algorithm 5 elaborates on the Summary function (Algorithm 2, line 13). The
purpose of this function is to generate the final RVT entity from the OA.
Algorithm 5: OA::Summary() algorithm
1: R: resource
2: TV(R): trust value for resource R
3: VL: value list
4: OA: opinion accumulator
5: RK: resource key
6: WV: weighted value
7: RVT: resource value table
8: for all (R,VL) ∈ OA do
9: TV(R)← 0
10: for all (RK,WV) ∈ VL do
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The final RVT entity is a hash table consisting of the keys {R1, . . . ,Rn} and a set
of values
{
TV(R1), . . . ,TV(Rn)
}
. This is denoted by formula 4.5:
RVT =

R1 7→ TV(R1)⇔ ∑|OL|n=1ωOnVOn
R2 7→ TV(R2)⇔ ∑|OL|n=1ωOnVOn
R3 7→ TV(R3)⇔ ∑|OL|n=1ωOnVOn
...
Rn 7→ TV(Rn)⇔ ∑|OL|n=1ωOnVOn
(4.5)
Each resource Ri is mapped to summation of the set of weighted opinion-level
trust values
{
ωO1VO1 , . . . ,ωO|OL|VO|OL|
}
in VL, yielding the overall trust value TV(Ri).
This is denoted by formula 4.6:





Since VOn = V(R1)On , formula 4.2 can be used to represent overall trust value for











ωOo = 1) (4.7)
The final RVT entity is returned by the OA Summary function in (Algorithm 5,
line 17) to the CP Process function in (Algorithm 2, line 13) which eventually returns
to the RA Process function in (Algorithm 1, line 18). This completes the required
steps for the processing the evaluation model.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the Correlation Process (CP) architecture and summarises
its underlying processing steps:
1. Spawning a Child Correlation Process: (CCP(Ok,CD).
2. Contacting the CMP and obtaining an associated OM(Ok,CD).
3. Generating an opinion-level RVT(Ok).
4. Constructing the Opinion Accumulator OA from the underlying opinion level
{RVT(O1), . . . ,RVT(On)}.
5. Producing the final RVT from OA.
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Figure 4.5: Correlation Process Architecture
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TDS Decision Model Processing
Overview The second step in processing the RPQ involves processing the Decision
Model (DM). The purpose of this step is to map the trust value TV(Ri) onto a trust
level TL(Ri) using fuzzy inference function Φ, denoted by formula 4.8:
TL(Ri) =Φ(TV(Ri)),(0≤ TL(Ri)≤ 1) (4.8)
During this step, the Reputation-Algorithm (RA) obtains the DM from the TDS
and then creates a new instance of Decision Rules Engine (DRE) (Algorithm 1, lines
19-22). The DRE is essentially a wrapper object for the JFuzzyLogic [131] Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS) library. When a new instance of the FIS is created, the DM
is passed as an argument to the DRE constructor and then converted into Fuzzy
Control Language (FCL [82]) language constructs (Algorithm 1, line 21).
Consecutively, the RA iterates through the RVT (Algorithm 1, lines 24-36).
Each resource trust value ReV is passed as an argument to the process method
(Algorithm 1, lines 27). Internally, the DRE obtains the Fuzzy Rule Set (FRS) from
the FIS. The FRS defines a set of IF-THEN mapping rules, obtained from the DM.
The DRE sets the trust value variable inside the FRS and passes in the trust value
and eventually calls the Evaluate function on the FRS. The outcome of the TDS
decision model Processing is a a Rule Table RuT, in which the TRUST LEVEL key
points to the inferred trust level whilst the remaining keys are the rule identifiers
pointing to the evaluated trust value degree of membership in each rule. Figure 4.6
illustrates the DRE architecture. It is comprised of three components: fuzzification,
defuzzification and rule-based inference engine, described in the following sections.
Figure 4.6: DRE Architecture
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Fuzzification The input variable, trust value, is fuzzified using the Fuzzifier block
defined in the DM. This requires a determination of the degree to which the input
trust value TV(Ri) belongs to each of the predefined fuzzy sets via membership
functions. The result of the fuzzification is a fuzzy degree of membership µ in
the qualifying linguistic set x, (µ(x) ∈ [0,1]). In the example illustrated in 4.7,
the DM Fuzzifier block defines three linguistic terms comprising of a name as well
as a membership function. For instance, the term poor uses a piece-wise linear
membership function defined by points (X0 = 0.0,Y0 = 1) and (X1 = 0.5,Y1 = 0.0).
1 <Fuz z i f i e r Name=" trust_value ">
2 <Terms>
3 <Term Name=" poor ">
4 <Points>
5 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
6 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
7 </Points>
8 </Term>
9 <Term Name=" good ">
10 <Points>
11 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
12 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
13 <Point X=" 1 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
14 </Points>
15 </Term>
16 <Term Name=" e x c e l l e n t ">
17 <Points>
18 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 0 .0 " />




23 </ Fu z z i f i e r>
Figure 4.7: Fuzzification Membership Functions
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Rule-Based Inference Engine The fuzzy inference process executes in three
steps. In the first step, each of the rules in the Rules block defined in the DM is pro-
cessed. Each rule defines a mapping between the fuzzification and the defuzzification
blocks and uses an implication method, such as min (minimum) which truncates the
output fuzzy set. In this example, three rules are defined, so the output of the first
step is in a form of three truncated fuzzy sets.
Step 1: Implication
» input: Mapping rules + implication method » output: 3 truncated fuzzy sets
1 <TrustDecis ionModel>
2 . . .
3 <!−− t v : \ g l s { t r u s t va lue } t l : \ g l s { t r u s t l e v e l }
4 <Rules>
5 <Rule Id=" 1 " Express ion=" IF␣ tv␣ IS␣poor␣THEN␣ t l ␣ IS␣none " />
6 <Rule Id=" 2 " Express ion=" IF␣ tv␣ IS␣good␣THEN␣ t l ␣ IS␣ l im i t ed " />




The subsequent step is to accumulate all output sets. accumulation is the process
by which the fuzzy sets that represent the outputs of each rule are combined into a
single fuzzy set using an accumulation method, such as max (maximum).
Step 2: Accumulation
» input: 3 truncated fuzzy sets + accumulation method » output: acc. fuzzy set
Defuzzification The final step is the defuzzification process. The input for the
defuzzification process is the accumulated fuzzy set and the output is a single num-
ber. The DM defines a Defuzzification method, such as CoG (Centre of Gravity),
which returns the centre of area under the curve to produce the trust level TL(Ri).
The output variable trust level is defuzzified to get a crisp output number (bet-
ween 0 and 1). This is defined using the Defuzzifier block of the DM. Similar to
the fuzzification block, linguistic terms are defined. For instance, the term none
uses a piece-wise linear membership function defined by points (X0 = 0.0,Y0 = 1.0)
and (X2 = 0.2,Y2 = 0.0) illustrated in Figure 4.8. In addition, the Defuzzifier block
requires a definition of an accumulation method and a defuzzification method.
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1 <De f u z z i f i e r Name=" t ru s t_ l e v e l " AccumulationMethod="MAX"
Defuzz i f i ca t ionMethod="COG" DefaultValue=" 0 ">
2 <Terms>
3 <Term Name=" none ">
4 <Points>
5 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
6 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
7 </Points>
8 </Term>
9 <Term Name=" l im i t ed ">
10 <Points>
11 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
12 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
13 <Point X=" 0 .8 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
14 </Points>
15 </Term>
16 <Term Name=" f u l l ">
17 <Points>
18 <Point X=" 0 .8 " Y=" 0 .0 " />




23 </ De f u z z i f i e r>
Figure 4.8: Trust Level Membership
Figure 4.9 illustrates the steps involved when mapping a trust value TV(Ri) onto
the trust level TL(Ri) using the DM and DRE components (including 3 different
samples). In addition, a surface graph is presented, demonstrating general trust
value to trust level mappings based on the supplied DM.
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Figure 4.9: Mapping Trust Values to Trust Levels in MATLAB R©
Reputation-Policy Report Generation
The final step involves generating the Reputation-Policy Report (RPR). During
this step the RA iterates through the RVT and the Rule Degree Table (RuT) where
for each resource, the resource identifier, the computed trust value and trust level
are printed as well as the RuT values (Algorithm 1, lines 28-34). The reports is
returned back to the calling client as an XML string (Algorithm 1, lines 37-38). The
following listing is a sample RPR output of the querying mechanism:
1 <Report Timestamp="2009−10−26␣20 : 0 6 : 0 7 .734 ␣GMT">
2 <Resource Id=" 1 " Value=" 0 .42 " Leve l=" 0 .63 ">
3 <Rules>
4 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .17 " />
5 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />




The RPR contains a reputation entry for a single Grid resource: R1. The resource
entry contains a trust value (0.42), computed by processing the evaluation model
and trust level (0.63), computed by routing the trust value through the DRE and
applying a set of decision rules. Each rule is printed with degree value indicating
the membership of the trust level within that rule (e.g. 17% participation in rule 3
- ’EXCELLENT’ and 0% participation in rules 1 and 2 - ’POOR’ and ’GOOD’).
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4.3.3 VO Aggregated Reputation Querying Mechanism
Overview
The aggregated reputation querying mechanism provides a valuable extension to
the Grid resource reputation querying mechanism. It allows trust aggregation on an
organisational basis by obtaining the trust value for an organisation contributing one
or more resources or even obtaining the reputation trust for an entire VO based on
the individual trust of its members. In addition, it allows inferring the trust value
for an individual resource based on the trust and reputation of the organisation
the resource belongs to (i.e. resource inference). These properties are of great
importance in the context of VO formation and operation phases as they assist in
partnership formation and the binding of selected partners into the actual VO.
The basic principle behind the aggregated reputation querying mechanism is to
leverage the aforementioned Grid resource reputation querying mechanism and apply
it in a larger context. This serves the advantage of using the same TDS antecedently
used for evaluating a single or a set of resources with the intention of evaluating a
participating organisation or even an entire VO. Recall Formula 4.6, the overall
trust value for an organisation Org is defined as the mean value of its contributed
resources. This is denoted by Formula 4.9:
TV(Orgi) =
∑|RVT|i=1 TV(Ri)
| RVT | ,(1≤| RVT |,1≤ i≤| Org |) (4.9)
Where each resource in RVT is a resource contributed by organisation Orgi (r ∈
RVT → r ∈ Orgi). Similarly, the overall trust value for a virtual organisation VOi is
defined as the mean value of its participating organisations {Org1, . . . ,Orgn}:
TV(VOi) =
∑Org∈VO TV(Org)
| Org | ,(1≤| Org |,Org ∈ VOi) (4.10)
Where the variables TL(Orgi) and TL(VOi) refer to the aggregated trust level of an
organisation and a VO correspondingly. In the context of this thesis, the aggregated
trust value of an entity (e.g. entity, organisation, VO) is also referred to as context
value. This stands in contrast to the term trust value (formula 4.6), which solely
refers to the trust value of a single entity.
In order to simplify the annotation used throughout the remaining sections, the
variable TV(Cc) shall be used to define the trust value of an arbitrary context Cc
(1≤ c≤ ∞). correspondingly, TL(Cc) refers to the trust level of context Cc.
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GREPTrustAggregator
Overview Considering a VO comprising of M underlying organisations where each
organisation contains N resources, the computational complexity of processing the
evaluation model for the VO is O(M×N). In order to reduce the execution time
of such computation, the GREPTrustAggregator (GTA) component is introduced.
The rationale behind incorporating GTA is to utilise and control multiple instances
of GREPTrust, where each instance computes in parallel a portion of the evaluation
model input dataset (i.e. a subset of the resources or a subset of the participating
organisations) thus scaling the GREPTrust solution for very large grids.
Solution Figure 4.10 illustrates the GTA solution. In contrast to Figure 4.1, in
this constellation the resource broker contacts the GTA component instead of the
GREPTrust component. This also simplifies the reputation evaluation process from
the resource broker perspective - instead of contacting and aggregating the results
from multiple GREPTrust instances, the GTA acts as a façade to the aggregation
solution, thus hiding the complexity involved from the resource broker. Figure 8 in
appendix .2.1 illustrates a UML class diagram of GREPTrustAggregator.
Figure 4.10: GREPTrustAggregator Solution
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System Components Figure 4.11 illustrates the GTA architecture. It retains
resemblance to the QM architecture (Figure 4.4) as it also comprised of three steps
for processing an RPQ: (i) Process TDS Evaluation Model (Algorithm 6, lines 6-
9), (ii) Process TDS Decision Model (Algorithm 6, lines 10-11) and (iii) Generate
Reputation-Policy Report (Algorithm 6, lines 12-13). As a matter of fact, steps (ii)
and - (iii) are identical between the GTA and QM architectures. Therefore, the
remaining sections will concentrate on GTA step (i), comprising of GTAggregator,
ResourceAggregator, GTProxy and GTResourceAllocator.
Figure 4.11: GREPTrustAggregator Architecture
Algorithm 6: RA::Query(RPQ) algorithm
1: RPQ: reputation-policy query
2: DM: trust decision model
3: CV: context value
4: Rep: report entity
5: RPR: reputation-policy report
6: CV← ProcessEvaluationModel(RPQ)
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TDS Evaluation Model Processing The TDS evaluation model processing step
is primarily managed by the GTAggregator component. The GTAggregator com-
ponent accepts an RPQ as an input parameter and returns a context value - CV. In
the aggregative model, the resource identifier field in the RPQ stores the evaluated
context ID - CID (such as organisation or VO). The advantage of this approach is
that it retains the RPQ structure without a need to introduce a specific field for
context ID. Algorithm 7 describes the top level steps required for processing the eva-
luation model. It is comprised of the following functions: (i) ResourceAggregator()
- (Algorithm 7, line 6), (ii) BuildDepthMeanValues() - (Algorithm 7, line 10) and
(iii) ProcessDepthMeanValues() - (Algorithm 7, line 11).
Algorithm 7: GTA::ProcessEvaluationModel(RPQ) algorithm
1: RPQ: reputation-policy query
2: CID: context ID
3: CT: context table
4: TM: total means
5: TV(Cc): trust value for context c
6: CT← ResourceAggregator(CID)







ResourceAggregator The purpose of the ResourceAggregator component is to
translate given context ID - CID into a tree data structure where each node contains
an underlying resource ID. In order to achieve this structure, it is assumed that the
ResourceAggregator utilises a Grid Information System (GIS) such as MDS [89] or
R-GMA [88, 90] (appendix .2.2). This is converted into a context table CT:
1 CT = {
2 D2 −> {
3 104=[17 , 18 , 19 , 20 , 2 1 ] ,
4 103=[14 , 15 , 1 6 ] ,
5 102=[10 , 11 , 12 , 1 3 ] ,
6 101=[3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ] }
7 D1 −> {
8 100=[1 , 2 , 22 ]}}
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Based on Figure 4.12, the context table CT is organises the underlying resources
by the depth level of the tree. It is essentially a hash table where the keys are the
depth level and the values is an additional hash table comprising of resource root
context RC and its contained elements. This is achieved using a post-order traversal.
BuildDepthMeanValues The purpose of the BuildDepthMeanValues function is
to iterate through the context table CT and produce a Depth Mean Value (DMV).
The DMV is a hash table comprising of the depth level of the tree as the key and an
array of average values of all siblings within the same depth level as the value. In
the following listing example, in depth 2, 0.44 is the mean value of of resources 3-9,
0.59 of 10-13, 0.61 of 14-16 and 0.46 of 17-21. In depth 1, 0.46 is the mean value of
resources 1, 2 and 22. Algorithm 8 describes the BuildDepthMeanValues function.
1 DMV={ 2=[0 .44 , 0 . 59 , 0 . 61 , 0 . 4 6 ] , 1= [0 . 46 ] }
Algorithm 8: GTA::BuildDepthMeanValues(RPQ, items) algorithm
1: CT: context table
2: DMV: depth mean value
3: RC: root context
4: KVP: key value pair
5: DIndices← ReverseKeys(CT)
6: for index = 0 to Size(DIndices) do
7: Depth← DIndices[index]
8: RC← Items.Get(depth)









In order to obtain the trust value for each resource set in each depth level, the
Invoke function is used on available GREPTrust instances (Algorithm 8, line 13).
The returned PRR is extracted and a mean value function is performed on it (Algo-
rithm 8, line 14) and finally inserted into the DMV hash table (Algorithm 8, line 16).
The GREPTrust invocation function is further described in the following section.
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GREPTrust Invocation The purpose of the GTA invoke method is to allocate
an available GREPTrust resource and utilise it for querying a depth entry (e.g.
103 7→ {14,15,16}). In order to submit a query a GREPTrust instance, the GTRe-
sourceAllocator component pools a collection of predefined GREPTrust instances
and allocates an idle instance (Algorithm 9, line 3). A reference to the allocated
GREPTrust instance is stored inside the GTProxy component, forming an interface
to the actual GREPTrust object (i.e. proxy design pattern). The GTProxy is in-
voked with the modified RPQ - i.e. containing a subset of resources (Algorithm 9,
line 5) and eventually returns an RPR (Algorithm 9, line 7).
Algorithm 9: GTA::Invoke(RPQ) algorithm








ProcessDepthMeanValues The purpose of the ProcessDepthMeanValues func-
tion is to iteratively calculate the mean trust value at each depth level (n,n−1, . . . ,1)
and produce an array of the total mean values TM at depth level 1.
Algorithm 10: GTA::ProcessDepthMeanValues() algorithm
1: TM: total means
2: if Size(DMV)> 0 then
3: DMVKeys← ReverseKeys(DMV)








1 TM=[0 .53 , 0 . 4 6 ]
Once the TM is produced, a mean value function is performed on its elements
(Algorithm 7, line 12) which produces the final trust value for the given context
TV(Cc). Using the listing above, this value would be (0.53+0.46)2 ∼= 0.5
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Grid Resource inference
Grid resource inference allows inferring about the trustworthiness of a single re-
source based on the global context, such as an organisation the resource belongs to
or the VO in which it participates. This is useful in scenarios where the trust level
of an arbitrary resource has to consider the global context, which is used as an index
measure. Formula 4.11 defines the trust level for a context-aware resource TL(Ri)CA:
TL(Ri)CA =Φ(TV(Ri),TV(Cc)),(Ri ∈ Cc) (4.11)
It retains similarity to the standard trust level formula, (formula 4.8). However,
in formula 4.11, the fuzzy inference function Φ, accepts an additional parameter
TV(Cc), which refers to the trust value of context Cc of which resource Ri belongs to.
The trust level of Ri is marked with CA in order to emphasise that the trust level is
context-aware. Figure 4.13 illustrates a constellation for Grid resource inference. In
this type of settings, two reputation-policy queries are performed in a series, where
the output of the first query (containing the aggregated context value - CV), serves
as an input for the second query. The required steps are performed as follows:
1. The resource broker obtains TDS1 from the TDS repository. TDS1 contains
reputation evaluation criteria for an aggregated context.
2. The resource broker constructs a reputation-policy query - RPQ1 comprising
of TDS1 and submits it to an instance of GREPTrustAggregator.
3. GREPTrustAggregator processes the aggregated query and returns a reputation-
policy report - RPR1 for the aggregated context CV (0≤ CV ≤ 1).
4. The resource broker obtains TDS2 from the TDS repository. The DM section
of TDS2 contains two Fuzzifier subsections - one for the fuzzification of the
produced trust value of the evaluated resource and the second - for the fuzzifi-
cation the context value. This approach evaluates the trust level whilst taking
into account the global context (a sample TDS is available in appendix .2.2).
5. The resource broker constructs a new reputation-policy query RPQ2 which
contains TDS2 and CV. The RPQ2 is submitted to an instance of GREPTrust.
6. GREPTrust returns the a reputation policy report RPR2, which contains context-
adjusted trust level TL for the evaluated resource (0≤ TL≤ 1).
The advantage of this constellation is that it utilises and interlinks GREPTrust
and GREPTrustAggregator components without any need to introduce a specific
component for Grid resource inference. The only two modifications required are in
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Figure 4.13: Grid Resource Inference Solution
the DM aspect of the TDS: (i) introduction of context value membership functions
in the Fuzzifier section and (ii) additional IF-THEN rules in the Rules section.
Figure 4.14 illustrates a surface graph demonstrating the mappings between trust
and context value to trust level. An interesting feature of the graph is that even if
the trust value is relatively high (> 0.5), the trust level still remains low as long as
the context value is low (< 0.5). In contrast, if the context value is very high (> 0.7)
and the trust value is very low (approaching 0), the overall trust level remains fairly
high (between 0.5 and 0.6). This shows how adjustments are made in boundary
cases where trust value rankings are extremely above or below the context value.
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Figure 4.14: Mapping Trust & Context Values to Trust Levels in MATLAB R©
4.4 Conclusions
The main objective of this chapter was to introduce the Grid Reputation-Policy
Based Trust Management Service (GREPTrust), including its functional require-
ments within the context of virtual organisations and system components. An
additional aim of this chapter was to introduce the Grid reputation-policy based
querying mechanism, which constitutes as a central aspect of GREPTrust. This
included an analysis of the process of evaluating the trustworthiness of a single or a
set of resources as well as an analysis regarding the process of performing aggregated
reputation queries. In conclusion, the main outputs of this chapter are the following:
− Elaborative description of the architectural components of GREPTrust. This
constitutes as the second research contribution: RC2: Grid reputation-policy
trust management service architecture.
− Process analysis of the Grid resource reputation querying mechanism. This
constitutes as the third research contribution: RC3: Grid resource reputation
querying mechanism.
− Process analysis of the VO Aggregated reputation querying mechanism inclu-
ding Grid resource inference. This constitutes as the forth (and final) research
contribution: RC4: VO aggregated reputation querying mechanism.
Chapter 5
GREPTrust Testbed, Case
Study & Simulation Design
5.1 Introduction
This chapter serves three purposes: (i) introduce the GREPTrust testbed archi-
tecture by discussing the design requirements for allowing side-by-side comparison
of GREPTrust exoteric reputation model with the GridPP esoteric reputation mo-
del; (ii) present a case study which is highly applicable to the financial industry
and utilises the GREPTrust testbed; (iii) describe a workflow simulation based on
the business requirements and comparison strategies identified by the case study.
The simulation is conducted by executing two Grid jobs; the first job utilises the
resources recommended by GridPP while the second job - by GREPTrust.
Therefore, this chapter is divided into three sections - GREPTrust Testbed, Case
Study and Simulation Design. The first section describes the testbed environment
including system constraints and resolutions as well as the mandatory steps required
for producing a Trust Comparison Report (TCR) listing the resources evaluated by
GridPP and GREPTrust. The second section describes a real-world computational
finance case study, which includes a problem domain, scenario description and com-
parison strategy. The third section describes the steps required for the workflow
simulation, including symbol data generation, VDP jobs execution and comparison
analysis. This section concludes with a representation of the simulation results.
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5.2 GREPTrust Testbed
5.2.1 Overview
The implementation of an adequate testbed is of paramount importance for the va-
lidation of GREPTrust and the success of this research. The main requirement from
such testbed is to allow an efficient deployment of the synergistic reputation-policy
based trust model as a Grid service and simulate interactions between Grid clients,
GREPTrust and Grid resources. The objective of this testbed is to constitute as an
automated testing framework for comparing Grid reputation models as well as for
revealing if the reputation-policy paradigm assists in improving resource selection
under mission critical scenarios. The initiative behind this trust evaluation exer-
cise is to vigilantly observe the testbed procedures required for producing a Trust
Comparison Report (TCR), in which every evaluated Grid resource is associated
with the trust levels assigned to it by both GREPTrust and GridPP reputation mo-
dels. Consequently, the testbed execution workflow is comprised of three consecutive
steps: feedback data generation, TDS selection and Resource evaluation.
Feedback Data Generation The feedback data generation step is concerned
with creating historical ratings feedback values for each of the supported opinions
(i.e. availability and reliability). This step is of paramount importance as both re-
putation models solely rely on feedback data in order to calculate trust levels. Even
though obtaining production feedback data from the UK SAM test results would be
highly captivating, it would obstruct the versatility and flexibility in generating sce-
nario driven data (e.g. high reliability/low availability), resulting in limited number
of combinatorial test cases. Essentially, this step is a central part of a larger scope
data generation process which involves creating values for the entire data model,
including opinions, clients, resources, executions as well as feedbacks. Therefore,
the total number of feedbacks is denoted by the following formula:Nexecutions = Nclients×Nresources×NrecordsNfeedbacks = Nexecutions×Nopinions (5.1)
The number of executions is the product of the number of clients, the number of
resources and the number daily recorded executions. Consecutively, the number of
feedbacks is the product of the number of executions and the number of opinions.
For the testbed simulation purposes: 2 opinions (availability and reliability), 10
clients, 22 resources (equal to the number of GridPP participating sites) and 681
daily executions were defined. Therefore, the number of executions is 10 x 22 x 681
= 149,820 records and the number of feedbacks is 149,820 x 2 = 299,640 records.
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The feedback data samples are drawn upon an approximated normal (Gaussian)
distribution for each of the 22 participating resources. This function is supplied
with 3 parameters: The random variable x representing the number of resources
(i.e. 22), the mean µ controlling the centre point of the distribution and variance σ
controlling the spread of the feedback values within the distribution:






Essentially, x represents the number of the participating sites in the VO for which
to generate feedback samples for (i.e. 22 feedbacks), µ represents the VO average
feedback value and σ represents the volatility of the VO. Since the permissible range
of the feedback distribution must conform to the rule: f (x; µ,σ2)∈ [0,1], the function
is normalised in the following way:
Pvo(x) =

0 for f (x; µ,σ2)< 0;
1 for f (x; µ,σ2)> 1;
f (x; µ,σ2) otherwise;
(5.3)
so that every feedback value greater than 1 is normalised to 1 and every feedback
value less than 0 is normalised to 0. The value Pvo(x)[i] represents the average
feedback value for resource i. This feedback value serves as the mean parameter (µ)
for a similar distribution function which generates the feedback distribution made
for that particular resource (repeated for availability & reliability). It is calculated
in the following way:
Pr(x) =

x = 6810; (10 clients x 681 daily executions)
µ = Pvo(x)[i];
σ = 0.02; (constant value)
f (x; µ,σ2)
(5.4)
Figure 5.1 illustrates a scatter chart which compares the average availability and
reliability values for each of the 22 simulated testbed resources. As can be seen from
the diagram, the overall reliability value is significantly higher (µ = 0.9) as well as
significantly more stable (σ = 0.01) than the overall availability value (useful for
simulating non-available yet reliable resources).
TDS Selection The TDS selection step is concerned with manually fine tuning
the trust evaluation and decision criteria to be submitted along to the heuristic
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Figure 5.1: Feedback comparison example
GREPTrustResource instance. As the deterministic instance is provided with a
constant TDS in each execution, the heuristic GREPTrustResource instance, on the
other hand, can be supplied with an optimised TDS considering different constraints,
such as job requirements, opinion feedback data (average value & standard devia-
tion), selection threshold, execution time (translated to minimum number/ratio of
resources) and etc. For example, considering a Grid resource with the following
attributes: avg. availability value = 0.3; avg. reliability value = 0.9. Suppose the
evaluation model initially dictated equal weight on availability and reliability (i.e.
50%) due to the job requirements, then the aggregated trust value would be 0.6.
However, assuming that the constraints: threshold value = 0.7; min. resource ratio
= 100% implying that the decision model can be used in order to map trust value
of 0.6 (and above) to trust level 0.7 in order to meet the requirements.
Resource Evaluation The resource evaluation step is concerned with processing
both TDS files and generating a trust evaluation comparison. In Figure 5.2, both
heuristic and deterministic GREPTrustResource instances are being compared. The
horizontal axis lists Grid resources 1 to 22 and the vertical axis denotes the trust
level. The circle and square series points represent GridPP and GREPTrust trust
levels respectively. This example illustrates how the decision model in the TDS
could be used when the Grid client has previously acquired negative impression on
the VO characteristics (e.g. unreliable Grid) and set the trust level 0.6 as minimum
threshold. The decision model is being used in the GREPTrust example to harden
the criteria for matching competent resources and as the graph shows, the resources
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evaluated by GREPTrust have comparably lower trust levels than their counterparts
evaluated by GridPP. Out of 22 resources, only 2 resources were reported competent
enough for selection by GREPTrust, whilst 10 resources were reported competent
by GridPP. This demonstrates how GREPTrust can reduce the risk of job execution
failure using external reputation evaluation criteria.
Figure 5.2: Model comparison sample
5.2.2 Infrastructure
The GREPTrust testbed architecture was designed for comparing the GREPTrust
reputation model with an existing reputation model for proving the advantages of
stipulating reputation requirements when qualifying resources for selection. The
comparison to an existing model is challenging as GREPTrust is based on heuristics
as opposed to the deterministic models offered by other reputation solutions. The
reason for that is that GREPTrust trust metrics are stipulated externally in the
TDS file whereas existing reputation models rely on a central reputation algorithm
bounded to esoteric trust metrics which do not support external manipulation.
In order to address this challenge, it has been decided to deploy two instances of
GREPTrust. The first instance represents a heuristic approach where it is capable
of accepting a different TDS file with each execution depending on the historical
feedback data, VO characteristics, the job requirements and risk tolerance - all
acquired prior to any execution. The second GREPTrust instance represents a
deterministic approach, which is modelled after the reputation algorithm used by
the GridPP project. This instance uses constant TDS configuration consisting of
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permutation of a single opinion (availability), equal weight rules and no decision
model, effectively mapping trust values as trust level values. The reason for this
configuration is justified by the nature of the GridPP reputation algorithm.
While being used by the UK SAM tests for maintaining availability and reliabi-
lity historical feedback data regarding the participating sites, the GridPP reputation
algorithm executes test jobs on regular basis in order to continually assert the mini-
mum functionality required for a site to participate in the computation. Each batch
of tests measures the Computing Element (CE), Storage Element (SE) and Sto-
rage Resource Manager (SRM) of each participating site and records the aggregated
feedback value reflecting its overall performance. In GridPP, when a Grid client
such as a resource broker or a job scheduler acquires resources for job submission it
is capable of contacting the reputation algorithm and obtain two feedback datasets
(availability and reliability factors) for each of the participating sites. However, only
one dataset can be used at any time. In other words, since a consolidation option is
not supported by the GridPP reputation algorithm, only one the of the reputation
factors is selected (i.e. availability) for evaluating Grid resources and in addition,
options to stipulate weight rules and Decision Model (DM) trustvalue→ trustlevel
mappings are omitted in order to model the crude state of the feedback data.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the GREPTrust testbed architecture. It is comprised of
six logical packages: GREPTrustAnalysis, GREPTrustResource, GREPTrustAPI,
GREPTrustTestBed, GREPTrustAdmin and GREPTrustDB. The central package
is GREPTrustTestBed, which is implemented on top of the GridSim simulation envi-
ronment [76]. Since GridSim allows streamlined deployment of software components
as Grid resources, it was found highly suitable for providing infrastructure services
for GREPTrustTestBed. Consequently, GREPTrustTestBed deploys two GREP-
Trust resources (heuristic and deterministic). Both resources access the GREPTrus-
tAPI component, which contains the core querying logic and accessibility to the
historical ratings feedback data residing in the GREPTrustDB component. GREP-
TrustDB data model is managed by GREPTrustAdmin, which contains the relevant
logic for generating the ratings feedback data structure as well as generating and
populating that data. GREPTrustTestBed contains the simulation logic used for
initialising the simulation environment, instantiating the two GREPTrust resources
and a generic Grid client constructing two reputation-policy queries, submitting each
query to a GREPTrust resource and storing the resource evaluation reports in the
file system. The GREPTrustAnalysis package wraps the entire testbed environment.
It accommodates an automated testing framework for executing different simulation
scenarios. This framework uses Python configuration scripts for preparing each sce-
nario simulation, controlling the GREPTrust testbed using the JPype [132] bridge
library and plotting simulation results to MATLAB R© for further data analysis.
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Figure 5.3: GREPTrust testbed architecture
Table 5.1 lists GREPTrust testbed packages and their architecture component
counterparts. The GREPTrust testbed packages are roughly correspondent to the
service architecture subsystems (client, system and data) as they provide concrete
implementation for the architecture specification yet with additional functionality
considering the testbed. For example, GREPTrustAdmin auxiliary methods for
generating random sample data used as ratings feedback in addition to the data
querying logic described in the architecture specification. In contrast, the GREP-
TrustTestBed package does not directly map to any component since it is a container
package for both GREPTrustResource instances as well as GREPTrustAPI. Appen-
dix .3.1 contains a diagram demonstrating the dependencies between the packages.
5.2.3 System Constraints & Resolutions
Since essentially GREPTrust is both an infrastructure service and an interme-
diate process within a supply chain (resource selection matchmaking process), it is
subjected to several design and implementation constraints. Table 5.2 summarises
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Package/component mapping
Package Sub.Sys. Component
GREPTrustAnalysis Client Grid client & TDS repository
GREPTrustResource Service Reputation-Policy Service Façade
GREPTrustAPI Service Querying Manager (QM)
GREPTrustTestBed Service n.a. - no matching component in GREPTrust
GREPTrustAdmin Service Admin Manager (AM)
GREPTrustDB Data Reputation-Policy Data Store (RPDS)
Table 5.1: GREPTrust testbed architecture mapping
the testbed constraints and their resolutions & assumptions measurements which
are taken in order to eliminate signs of vagueness regarding the testbed design.
# Constraint Resolution
C1 Deploying GREPTrust as a Grid ser-
vice.
Decision was made to design the
GREPTrust testbed architecture
which leveraged the GridSim simula-
tion environments as an underlying
infrastructure.
C2 Comparing GREPTrust heuristic
model to GridPP deterministic mo-
del.
Decision was made to deploy two
instances of GREPTrust. The
first instance (heuristic) uses varying
TDS based on different constraints
while the second (deterministic) uses
constant TDS with each execution.
C3 Simulating feedback data generation
for each of the supported opinions
(availability & reliability).
Feedback sample data drawing using
an approximated normal (Gaussian)
distribution for each of the partici-
pating resources.
C4 Deciding on an optimised TDS given
client/job criteria.
Assumption is given so that the se-
lection of an optimised TDS reflec-
ting the client/job criteria is perfor-
med prior to the reputation query
(i.e. TDS optimisation is outside the
scope of the research).
C5 Deciding on the final set of resources. Assumption is given so that the final
set of resources is subjected to addi-
tional set of constraints which may
be imposed due to hardware/soft-
ware requirements, regional & policy
settings and etc.
Table 5.2: GREPTrust testbed constraints & resolutions
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5.3 Case Study
5.3.1 Overview
The purpose of this case study is to provide a meaningful, tangible context for
evaluating the reputation-policy trust model. The problem domain for this case
study is taken from an increasingly popular field in computational finance known as
algorithmic trading [101]. This term refers to the utilisation of computer programs
for entering trading orders with the computer algorithm deciding on certain aspects
of the order such as the timing, price and the final quantity of the order. Sell-side
vendors (e.g. brokers) offer execution-type algorithms intended for slicing orders (i.e.
large block of shares) submitted by institutional traders and efficiently ensuring that
each sliced order is getting the best possible price with minimum market impact.
These algorithms encapsulate complex quantitative models which rely on histo-
rical analytics for determining the algorithm behaviour. The integrity and validity
of the data supplied by these analytics is of paramount importance for the perfor-
mance of the trading algorithms. Corrupt values are generally hard to detect during
pre-trade hours and may result in unexpected trading behaviours and financial loss.
The presented case study is focused on generating an historical volume distribu-
tion profile (VDP) for a VWAP trading algorithm [102]. The process for generating
this type of analytics typically consists of segmenting each stock trading day into
time intervals (bins) and computing the average percentage of daily volume traded
during each bin. Figure 5.4 illustrates an example of a volume distribution profile for
Vodafone Group Plc. The horizontal axis denotes the bin series whilst the vertical
axis denotes the percent of volume. In this example, the trading day is segmented
into 36 fifteen minute bins and each bar represents a 21 day average percent of
daily volume traded during that bin. Being a scheduled driven trading strategy, the
VWAP trading algorithm processes orders over specified time horizon and spreads
each trade in proportion to the generated historical volume distribution. Extreme
sensitivity to accurate generation of volume profiles and impact on strategy perfor-
mance make the historical volume distribution profiles analytics suitable subject for
assessing and evaluating the performance of competing reputation models.
5.3.2 Scenario Description
An international agency brokerage firm offers algorithmic execution services for its
clients, which typically consist of large investment funds and asset managers. The
algorithmic trading suite automates trading executions based on investment stra-
tegy and desired asset class. The entire suite relies on a daily historical volume
distribution profile for processing trading executions for all shares (i.e. symbols).
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Figure 5.4: Volume distribution profile for Vodafone Group Plc
An overnight process handles the generation of historical volume distribution
profiles for each symbol within the symbol universe (6,466 names in total). The
process outputs a single volume distribution profile comprising of 232,776 entries
(6,466×36 bins) where each entry contains a compound key of a SEDOL (symbol
unique identifier) and bin number in the left column (e.g. 4119054.bin1) and a value
depicting the 21 day average percent of traded volume for the given SEDOL and bin
number (about 3% of total volume for 4119054.bin1), as listed in Table 5.3.






. . . . . .
Table 5.3: Sample volume distribution profile content
Once generated, the volume distribution profile is then multi-casted across the
network into each Algorithmic Trading (AT) server approximately one hour before
the market opening time (08:00 am). Due to the computational intensive nature of
this process, it has been decided to utilise an enterprise Grid infrastructure which
would split the profile generation process across multiple nodes and result in higher
throughput accordingly. Figure 5.5 illustrates a high-level view of underlying Grid
infrastructure components. SE1 is a storage element which contains the symbol
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universe. CE1-CEN are computing elements (CE) which represent parallel running
computing nodes, each of which processes a portion of the symbol universe. SE2 is
a storage element (SE) which contains the assembled volume distribution profile.
Figure 5.5: Proposed Grid infrastructure for improved VDP generation
During user acceptance testing (UAT), it has been discovered that although the
usage of an enterprise Grid infrastructure has decreased the overall time required
for generating the volume distribution profile, frequent resource computation and
network errors resulted in either missing or corrupt entries in the file, consecutively
leading to anomalies in the trading algorithms behaviour such as over/under/non
trading during different fragments of the trading day. As an immediate step, it has
been decided to implement a failover mechanism which switched to the previous
day profile in case the output of the generation process contained missing entries.
Despite being a suboptimal solution (as bin values tend to change on a daily basis),
it assisted when one or more CE nodes were not available. A greater challenge
required addressing erroneous entries due to reliability issues within the CE nodes,
as it is virtually impossible to determine whether a bin value is corrupt or not.
This situation has raised a business demand for investing in a reputation-based
trust management system which is efficient in filtering out low quality computing
resources as well as flexible enough to cater for specific job requirements (as the
proposed enterprise Grid infrastructure may be utilised for generating different types
of analytics). Intensive business analysis has produced the reputation requirements
for generating historical volume distribution profiles (summarised in Table 5.4).
Since availability is already addressed by the failover mechanism, it is set to low
priority. Job running time is rather flexible (as long as it completes before the
market opening time). This provides room to select the highest quality resources.
In contrast, reliability is a critical factor and is therefore set to high priority.
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Quality Factor Priority
Availability Low
Job running time Medium-Low
Reliability High
Table 5.4: Quality factors and priorities
5.3.3 Comparison Strategy
The consecutive task was to compare competing reputation models based on the
requirements specified in Table 5.4. Since GREPTrust allows external involvement
in the trust and reputation evaluation process, a specialised TDS had been prepared
in order to cater for the specific job requirements:
1 TrustDec i s i onSt rategy {
2 EvaluationModel {
3 Ava i l a b i l i t y := 0 . 1 ;
4 Re l i a b i l i t y := 0 . 9 ;
5 } ;
6 Decis ionModel {
7 Fu z z i f i e r { Poor ; Good ; Exce l l en t ; }
8 De f u z z i f i e r { None ; Limited ; Fu l l ; }
9 } ;
10 } ;
Lines 2-5 denote the evaluation model which defines low weight on availability
(0.1) and high weight on reliability (0.9). Lines 6-9 denote the decision model
which is comprised of a fuzzifier, containing the membership functions: Poor, Good
and Excellent as well as a defuzzifier, containing the membership functions: None,
Limited and Full. It is important to emphasise that the TDS used by GREPTrust
is flexible. This means that the weight ratio between the availability and reliability
opinions as well the values for the membership functions within the decision model
may vary in accordance to generated feedback data, job running time and threshold.
In contrast, GridPP employs an esoteric reputation model which does not consi-
der multiple factors. Therefore, in order simulate GridPP a TDS was prepared with
a single opinion (availability) equal weight rules and no decision model:
1 TrustDec i s i onSt rategy {
2 EvaluationModel {
3 Ava i l a b i l i t y := 1 . 0 ;
4 } ;
5 } ;
Recall the steps comprising the trust evaluation (feedback data generation, TDS
selection and resource evaluation); the generated output is a list of resources printed
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along with the recommendations made by each reputation model (GREPTrust and
GridPP). In order to reveal which model tends to provide superior recommendations
and the circumstances by which it does, it has been decided to execute two Grid jobs
where the first job utilises the resources recommended by GridPP while the second
utilises the resources recommended by GREPTrust. Each job attempts to generate
a volume distribution profile based on the resources it has been recommended with.
Once both jobs complete, the two generated volume distribution profiles are
compared to the original volume distribution profile (which contains 100% valid
entries) in order to find out which job yields an output of higher proximity to the
original volume distribution profile. If a second job’s volume distribution is of higher
proximity then it can be assumed that it was the result of higher quality resource
selection. This serves as the benchmark criteria for the simulation process.
5.4 Simulation Design
5.4.1 Overview
The purpose of the workflow simulation is to utilise the GREPTrust testbed envi-
ronment and conduct a comparative analysis based on the recommendations made
by GridPP and GREPTrust, with the intention is to discover which reputation mo-
del tends to provide superior recommendations and the circumstances by which it
does. The context for this comparative analysis is driven from the previously descri-
bed case study where the aim was to optimise the generation of volume distribution
profiles in terms of reducing the number of missing or corrupted entries in relation to
the total number of entries within the file. Figure 5.6 illustrates the steps comprising
the simulation process (S1−S5) for conducting the comparative analysis.
Figure 5.6: Steps comprising of the simulation process
The input for the simulation is the finite set of resources recommended by each
reputation model (S1) and a predefined threshold for controlling the final list of
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selected resources (T). The simulation process constructs two correspondent Grid
jobs - PROC1 (GridPP) and PROC2 (GREPTrust). Since this is merely a simulation
task, the objective is not to generate the volume distribution profile from scratch but
instead use the original volume distribution profile (VDP) as input for both PROC1
and PROC2. Each Grid job subdivides a copy of the original VDP between the
resources it has been allocated to using round-robin scheduling algorithm and based
on the probability of each resource to fail a computation cycle, it makes a decision
whether to corrupt the currently held volume distribution entry or not (S2).
Once completed, the simulation process outputs two VDP files - VDP1 and VDP2
generated by PROC1 and PROC2 respectively (S3− S4). Both files are compared
with the original VDP file in order to discover which computation yielded an output
which is of higher degree of approximation (S5). This delta comparison serves as an
experiment benchmark criteria intended for evaluating GREPTrust and GridPP re-
putation models (B). The following formula provides a definition for the benchmark
comparison function. It returns true if the percentage change between VDP2 and
VDP is smaller than the percentage change between VDP1 and VDP, thus implicitly








Table 5.5 describes the steps required for conducting a standard GREPTrust
testbed experiment. Steps (1−3) are part of the trust evaluation, which was already
described in section 5.2.1. Steps (4− 6) are part of the jobs simulation. Step (4)
is concerned with generating the symbol data used as input for both PROC1 and
PROC2. It is comprised of both the symbol universe as well as the original volume
distribution for each stock symbol within the universe. Step (5) is concerned with
executing both volume distribution profiling jobs and storing the results to VDP1
and VDP2. Step (6) is concerned with comparing VDP1 and VDP2 with the original
VDP by counting the number of missing entries, the number of corrupted entries
and the number of valid entries and plotting the results into a bar chart.
GREPTrust testbed experiment
1. Feedback data generation
Trust evaluation 2. TDS selection
3. Resource evaluation
4. Symbol data generation
Jobs simulation 5. VDP jobs execution
6. Comparison analysis
Table 5.5: Steps comprising of a standard GREPTrust testbed experiment
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5.4.2 Jobs Simulation
Symbol data generation The symbol data generation step involves generating
the symbol data used as input source for both PROC1 and PROC2. Figure 5.7
defines the symbol analytics data store using an entity-relationship diagram. It is
comprised of five entities: symbol, binslot, voldist, voldist proc1 and voldist proc2.
The symbol entity contains the symbol universe - i.e. the entire list of symbols used
for simulation purposes (6,466 entries). The binslot entity contains numbering and
time slots for the 36 predefined bins (e.g. bin1 - 07:45, bin2 - 08:00 and etc). The
voldist entity is an association of the symbol and binslot entities (6,466 symbols×
36 bins = 232,776 entries). Volume of this scale provides adequate amount of data
for interpolating the number of volume distributions allocated to each Grid resource
during both job executions. As a result, this greatly increases the overall probability
of a calculation to fail and corrupt the bins for the currently volume held distribution.
Table 5.6 defines the mappings between the logical volume distribution profiles:
VDP, VDP1 & VDP2 (illustrated in Figure 5.6) and their respective entity coun-
terparts: voldist, voldist proc1 & voldist proc2. As illustrated in Figure 5.7, the
voldist proc1 and voldist proc2 entities are replicas of the voldist entity as the vol-
dist entity constitutes as the original volume distribution while voldist proc1 and
voldist proc2 are intended for storing the volume distributions generated by PROC1
and PROC2 respectively. Therefore, each entity contains an identical set of attri-
butes: {bin,SEDOL,value} where bin is a bin identifier (range between 1-36), SEDOL
is the symbol unique identifier and value is the bin value. This type of constellation
serves the advantage of identically rectifying the structure and scale of the volume
distribution data within the entity join: VDP on VDP1 on VDP2 thus allowing









VDP voldist 232,776 entries 232,776 entries
VDP1 voldist proc1 0 entries 232,776 entries
VDP2 voldist proc2 0 entries 232,776 entries
Table 5.6: Entity to table mapping including initial & post-executions states
In addition, Table 5.6 displays the pre and post execution states of the enti-
ties voldist, voldist proc1 and voldist proc2. Since the voldist entity constitutes
as an archetype, the content of it’s underlying data is not influenced during the
testbed life cycle (amongst job executions as well as between testbed experiments).
Therefore, for efficiency purposes, the volume distribution data within voldist en-
tity is merely loaded once and that is before conducting the first testbed expe-
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Figure 5.7: SADS - SEDOL Analytics Data Store entity-relationship diagram
riment. In contrast, the voldist proc1 and voldist proc2 entities are transient.
Each job execution begins with nil entries in it’s associated entity, which is gra-
dually filled during the course of the execution. When each execution completes,
the number of entries stored are equal to the number entries in the voldist entity
(| VDPn |=| VDP | ; n ∈ {1,2}). Therefore, on simulation completion, the following
cardinality rule is attained: |VDP| = |VDP1| = |VDP2|. During the tear down of a
testbed experiment, the volume distribution data within these entities is truncated
(| VDPn |= 0; n ∈ {1,2}) in order to prepare for subsequent experiments.
VDP Jobs Execution The VDP jobs execution step involves submitting and
executing two sequential Grid jobs - PROC1 (GridPP) and PROC2 (GREPTrust)
with the intention to simulate the generation of two volume distribution profiles for
a universe of 6,466 symbols. The resources utilised by these two jobs are based on
the resource recommendations made by GridPP and GREPTrust reputation models
capped by the predefined threshold function. The main principle behind the VDP
job is to split symbol universe U with volume distribution scale d among n resources




,where n≥ 0 (5.6)
Since Ud is identical to the cardinality of VDP, the dataset allocation formula
can be written also as: P(ri) = |VDP|n . The main purpose behind this linear inter-
polation is to allow equal share of data allocated between the selected resources
and therefore eliminate any bias towards a particular resource. An assumption is
made that all resources are idle at the initialisation of the job execution and that
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processes are assigned to resources via round-robin scheduling - i.e. assign a task to
the next available resource and so forth. A collection of processes {P(r1), . . . ,P(rn)}
constitutes as Grid job J such as J = {P(r1), . . . ,P(rn)}. Since this is merely a simu-
lation activity, the objective is to concentrate of assessing the quality of the selected
resources rather than concentrate on generating a new volume distribution profile
with each job execution. As a result, each Process Pi iterates through it’s allocated
SEDOL list SPi (| S |= Un ), where for each individual SEDOL s the original volume
distribution vd is loaded by resource ri and held during time interval ∆t while being
computed. This process can be expressed in the following manner:

∀P(ri) ∈ J, where J = {P(r1), . . . ,P(rn)}
∀s ∈ Spi , where Spi =
{
Spi,1 , . . . ,Spi,j
}vd′ := Compute(s,vd) for ∆tSave(s,vd′, table), where table ∈ {voldist proc1,voldist proc2}
(5.7)
During the time interval ∆t under the Compute(s,vd) method, a heuristic decision
is made whether to interfere with the currently held volume distribution (vd) and
result in corrupting the underlying bin values:
vd′ := Compute(s,vd) =

DoAvailability(vd) if factor(m) = 1;
DoReliability(vd) if factor(m) = 2;
vd otherwise;
(5.8)
As illustrated, there are three possible outcomes for the Compute(s,vd) method:
availability interference, reliability interference or no interference (This can be enu-
merated as F = {1,2,0} where F is defined as the factor identifier). Realistically,
there can be additional fail factors; however - for simulation purposes, the list of
fail factors is narrowed down to the ones relevant for supporting the case study (i.e.
availability and reliability). In addition, in order to streamline the simulation pro-
cess, an decision is made so that at most, one fail factor can result per computation
at interval ∆t - i.e. [(availability⊕ reliability)⊕none].
The decision on which factor to fail, is performed using a blend of stochastic
and deterministic elements. The deterministic element uses the resource average
feedback value for that factor (fv) and compares it to a random generated integer
rand := random(1,100), such that if fv≤ rand then it is appended to the filtered factor
matrix F, where the first column is the factor identifier and the second column is the
factor value. The comparison is made against each defined factor (i.e. availability
and reliability). As a result, the cardinality value m of matrix F is: 0≤ m≤ 2.









This blend of stochastic and deterministic elements serves the advantage of being
dependent on an historical feedback value for for determining the resiliency of a
resource yet still subject to unpredicted behaviour occurrences. Consequently, the
factor() function has three possible outcomes; no action - if the cardinality value m
of the matrix F is equal to 0, the first row (f[1,∗]). Alternatively, if the m= 1 or select
a randomised row, in case m≥ 1.
factor(m) =

0 if m = 0;
f[1,∗] if m = 1;
f[random(1,m),∗] if m > 1;
(5.10)
Figure 5.8 illustrates an archetypical (or original) volume distribution profile and
compares it to scenarios where it is being corrupted due to a reliability and avai-
lability failures (utilised by the DoReliability() and DoAvailability() functions). The
first chart denotes a correctly calculated volume distribution profile. As denoted
by the second chart (DoReliability()), a simulation of reliability corruption results
in the bin values being shuﬄed through a stochastic permutation of their original
positions. In the third chart (DoAvailability()), all bin values are scrapped and set
to the value -1, This is in order to simulate non-existing entries as a consequence of
a resource not being available during the time period of the computation.
In order clarify all the previously explained steps and considerations confining
the VDP jobs executions, Figure 5.9 illustrates a high level sequence diagram of
a single job execution. In Step (1), the Execute(R, T) method is called, supplied
with the path to the Trust Comparison Report (TCR) file and the predefined thre-
shold. In steps (2-6), a list of resources is obtained and filtered based on the resource
recommendations capped by the threshold function. In step (7), a Grid job is ins-
tantiated where in step (8) - it is invoked using the Run() method. The Grid job
runs multiple processes (step (9)) where each process operates on a batch of SEDOL
identifiers. The original VDP is loaded for each SEDOL in a batch (steps (10-12))
and submitted to it’s target resource (step (12)), where it is altered based on the
tendency of a resource to fail a computation. The GetFactor() method (step (13))
encompasses a heuristic algorithm which assigns the fail factor to the volume dis-
tribution currently held by the resource (Failfactor ∈ {Availability,Reliability,None}).
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Figure 5.8: Modifications to an original volume distribution profile
The (potentially) modified volume distribution (VD’) is returned by the resource to
the calling process (step (14)), which saves the volume distribution entries in SADS
(where Table ∈ {voldist proc1,voldist proc2}) (step (15)). Steps (10-15) are repeated
for each SEDOL within a SEDOL array assigned to a resource by a process. Once
completed, an acknowledgement is returned to the calling Grid job (step (16)). Steps
(9-16) are performed in parallel for each process within the process array of a Grid
job. Once completed, an acknowledgement is returned to the Execution Manager.
Steps (2-17) are repeated twice (for PROC1 and PROC2 jobs). Once completed,
an acknowledgement is returned which terminates the simulation. Appendix .3.2
contains a description of algorithms comprising of the simulation process.
As previously described, the output of the simulation yields three data sets (VDP,
VDP1 and VDP2) containing the original volume distribution profile (VDP), the vo-
lume distribution profile generated by GridPP recommended resources (VDP1) and
the volume distribution profile generated by GREPTrust recommended resources
(VDP2). The intention of generating these data sets is allow side-by-side compari-
son of each of the of the volume distribution entries populated into each data set.
This is in order to quantify the quality of the generated output and consecutively
assess the performance of GridPP and GREPTrust reputation models.
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Figure 5.9: Steps comprising of the job execution process
Comparison Analysis The final step in the simulation process is the comparison
analysis. This step utilises the three datasets generated as a result of the jobs
execution step, by joining them together and performing a side-by-side comparison
(VDP on VDP1 on VDP2), such that each entry in VDP1 and VDP2 is compared with
the equivalent original entry in VDP. the comparison analysis algorithm maintains
a collection of three arrays for both VDP1 and VDP2. The first array keeps a count
of the number of valid entries, the second array keeps a count of the number of
corrupted entries and the third array keeps a count of the missing entries.
Once the simulation completed, these two sets of arrays are compared in order
to find out with execution resulted with a higher count of valid volume distribution
entries. It is important to note that realistically corrupted volume distribution
entries should be further analysed in order to assess the degree of corruption (i.e.
the deviation of each entry from it’s archetype entry). However, for the simulation
purposes, all corrupted entries are assumed to be equally harmful.
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5.4.3 Representation of Simulation Results
Figure 5.10 illustrates an example of VDP jobs simulation output, generated as
a result of the comparison analysis algorithm. The output contains two sets of bar
charts (one for each computation). The intention of this type of chart is to quantify
the results of each computation by counting the number of missing entries (i.e. non-
available entries), corrupted entries and valid entries. The left set represents PROC1
results (GridPP) while the right - PROC2 results (GREPTrust).
Each set is comprised of three bars - green, yellow and red. The green bar
counts the number of valid entries whilst the yellow and red bars count the number
of missing and corrupted entries respectively. The label on top of each bar indicates
the number of computation cycles as well as the number volume distribution entries.
A computation cycle refers to the time frame in which a particular resource holds an
entire distribution for a given SEDOL S (i.e. the set of values: Sbin1(v), . . . ,Sbin36(v))
and a decision is being made whether to corrupt the held entries or not.
In this example, the green bar for GridPP contains the indicator: (1977|71172)
meaning that 1,977 computation cycles completed successfully - that is 1,977 SEDOL
entries out of 6,466 that were computed without any failures. The second indicator
is the number of valid volume distribution entries (calculated as 1,977× 36 bins =
71,172 entries) meaning that 71,172 records in dataset VDP1 are identical to original
dataset - VDP. Each computation set in the chart contains two types of scores:
standard score and effective score. A standard score Ss is defined as the ratio between





As a result, GridPP generated a score of 30.58%, since 71,172/232,776×100=
30.58% while GREPTrust generated a score of 71.03%. In contrast, the effective
score Se takes into account the number of non-available entries a into the calculation.
This is done with consideration to the case study where non-available entries are
considered benign while non-reliable (i.e. corrupt) entries are extremely harmful for





With respect to the effective score, GridPP generated the result 31.12%, since
(71,172+ 1,260)/232,776× 100 = 31.12% while GREPTrust generated an effective
score of 71.45%. This particular example clearly indicates a scenario where GREP-
Trust vastly outperforms GridPP. Considering the previously described benchmark
formula f (VDP2,VDP1), the delta between the datasets VDP2 and VDP is much
smaller than the delta between VDP1 and VDP providing higher degree of proxi-
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Consequently, the spreads between the scores and the effective scores are 40.46%
and 40.33% respectively. These exceptional results are a combination of a constel-
lation where availability feedbacks are ideal while reliability feedbacks are relatively
low and GREPTrust considered both factors while GridPP considered merely one.
Figure 5.10: Sample VDP jobs simulation results highlighting bars in yellow - missing
entries, red - corrupted entries and green - valid entries
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5.5 Conclusions
This chapter encompassed three objectives. The first objective was to introduce
the GREPTrust testbed architecture. It discussed the design requirements for al-
lowing side-by-side comparison of GREPTrust exoteric reputation model with an
esoteric one, such as GridPP. In addition, it observed procedures required for ge-
nerating reputation model Trust Comparison Report (TCR) as well as constraints
and resolutions affecting the design of the testbed.
The second objective was to present a case study, which is highly applicable to
the financial industry. It focused on generating historical volume distribution profile
analytics for a VWAP trading algorithm (Volume Weighted Average Price). The
intention of this objective was to provide a meaningful, tangible context for evalua-
ting the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model and consequently identify a
niche area where Grid reputation-based trust management systems could be applied
in order to optimise the quality of critical computations.
The third objective was to describe a workflow simulation based on the busi-
ness requirements and comparison strategies identified by the second objective (case
study). In particular, it identified the benchmark criteria to be applied when perfor-
ming comparison analysis and described in detail each step of the simulation. The
third objective finalised by presenting a sample bar chart which compares the results
of the jobs based on GridPP and GREPTrust recommendations. In conclusion, the
main outputs of this chapter are:
− Construction of a dedicated Grid testbed which enables the following:
1. Deployment of GREPTrust as a Grid service and simulate interactions
between Grid clients, GREPTrust and Grid resources.
2. Infrastructure for an automated testing framework which enables com-
parison between exoteric and esoteric reputation models. A decision was
made to compare GREPTrust reputation model with the production avai-
lable GridPP reputation model.
− Identification of niche area, based on a computational finance case study where
GREPTrust can potentially optimise mission critical computations by allowing
adaptation for specific job requirements.
− Decision of a benchmark criteria for evaluating the performance of Grid jobs





The purpose of this chapter is to perform a comparative analysis of GREPTrust
and GridPP reputation models based on the previously described financial case
study. The general aim is to find out the conditions by which GREPTrust out-
performs GridPP as well the conditions by which it does not. This is achieved by
performing a series of testbed experiments followed by a post-mortem analysis.
Therefore, this chapter is divided into two sections - Experimental Results and
Post-mortem Analysis. The first section describes the methodology used for conduc-
ting the testbed experiments and consecutively presents the experimental results
themselves. The second section provides a discussion based on an interpretation of
the experimental results and concludes over the required criteria by which GREP-
Trust is expected to improve resource selection in computational grids. Appendix 4
contains a dissection of the experimental results demonstrating individual test cases.
6.2 Experimental Results
6.2.1 Overview
As previously aforementioned, the GREPTrust testbed was designed with the
purpose of enabling side by side comparison of esoteric and exoteric reputation
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models. In the series of the presented experimental results, the GridPP esoteric
reputation model is compared with GREPTrust exoteric reputation model. The
evaluation of the performance of each model is derived from the results of the VDP
job computation based on the set of resources recommended by each model.
The global test plan layers three batches of experiments: (i) preliminary (ii)
single factor and (iii) multi factor. The preliminary experiments are essentially a set
of sanity tests. They are meant to ensure that when both GREPTrust and GridPP
are provided with the same TDS, the computation results are rather identical.
The single factor batch of experiments assigns both GREPTrust and GridPP
reputation models to a single feedback factor (i.e. availability). This provides a
fair starting point for comparison as GridPP does not consolidate multiple feedback
factors when calculating reputation. The implication of this behaviour is that both
models do not consider reliability feedbacks and as a result, both computations are
exposed in terms of reliability failures. The TDS used by GREPTrust therefore uses
a static trust evaluation model and a discretionary trust decision model.
The multi factor batch of experiments retains the static single factor TDS used
by GridPP; however it expands GREPTrust to its full capability so it can be supplied
with multiple factors (i.e. availability and reliability) as well as the discretionary
trust decision model. This layering testing methodology allows to vigilantly observe
the features of the reputation-policy based trust model by gradually increasing the
set of capabilities it provides. Table 6.1 summarises the three experiment batches.
# Batch Description
B1 Preliminary experiments Sanity tests. GREPTrust and
GridPP are provided with an iden-
tical TDS.
B2 Single factor experiments GREPTrust and GridPP are assi-
gned to a single factor (availability).
In addition, GREPTrust utilises a
discretionary DM.
B3 Multi factor experiments GridPP is assigned to a single factor
(availability). GREPTrust utilises
multiple factors (availability and re-
liability) as well as a discretionary
DM.
Table 6.1: Experiment batches summary
Each experiment batch is comprised of one or more scenarios. Each scenario
defines different ranges for the availability and reliability feedbacks (e.g. mean va-
lue and standard deviation) and consists of one or more test cases. Each test case
spreads the feedback data (within the range of the scenario) and is comprised of one
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or more executions, where each execution provides a different TDS to GREPTrust.
It is important to note that given the fact that each test case defines a different
set of availability and feedback data, different set of resources will be selected each
time. Figure 6.1 illustrates an example where two sets of resources are selected by
GREPTrust in two different test cases (B3S2TC1-1A and B3S2TC4-1A). GREP-
Trust uses the same TDS in both test cases (Aw = 0.5,Rw = 0.5, no DM). However,
as the feedback data differs between the two test cases, different set of resources are
selected by GREPTrust each time. In this example, resources 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,
17, 18, 19, 22 are selected in B3S2TC1-1A and resource 18 in B3S2TC4-1A. These
resources were selected as they are distributed above the threshold value (0.6). Since
the availability feedback data is identical in both test cases (0.6), GridPP selected
the same set of resources. If the availability feedback data was different between the
two test cases, GridPP would have selected a different set of resources as well.
In addition, given the VDP jobs execution, availability and feedback data also
control the tendency of a resource to fail (and correspondingly corrupt the volume
distribution entry as discussed in Chapter 5). The same resource can be selected
in two different test cases but contribute to produce different results in case its
overall accumulated availability or reliability feedback value was different between
the two test cases. For example, a resource can have 0.9 for availability and 0.3 for
reliability as mean feedback values for one test case and 0.9 for availability and 0.9
for reliability as mean feedback values for another test case. Suppose GREPTrust
uses 0.5/0.5 availability/reliability weight ratios for its evaluation model, the same
resource will be selected in both test cases (it will receive a trust value of 0.6 for the
first test case and 0.9 for the second test case). The fact that the resource has a very
low reliability feedback value in the first test case would increase the probability that
it would corrupt a VD entry and negatively impact the produced score.
This is an example scenario where the discretionary decision model can prove
useful for addressing such a limitation. The decision model can be used in a res-
trictive fashion to further narrow down the number of selected resources. This is
achieved by disqualifying the selection of lower end quality resources (i.e. resources
which are closer to the threshold than other resources) thus in order to find out if it
would increase the results produced by GREPTrust. The surface of the restrictive
decision model used throughout the experiments is illustrated in Figure 4.9 (Chap-
ter 4). Based on the figure, a resource would need to acquire a trust value of at
least 0.75 in order to be obtain the trust level of 0.6 (i.e. threshold value) and be
qualified for selection. Given the previous example, a resource would need to have
0.9 for availability and at least 0.6 for reliability (instead of 0.3) in order to obtain
the trust value of 0.75 and above. On the downside, this adjustment mechanism
may completely block a computation as a result of disqualifying all resources in case
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-1A (avg. avai-
lability feedback = 0.6, avg. reliabi-
lity feedback = 0.6)
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-1A (avg. avai-
lability feedback = 0.6, avg. reliabi-
lity feedback = 0.15)
Figure 6.1: Controlling resource selection using feedback data
none of the resources passed the threshold value after applying the decision model.
If this is not the desirable outcome, the decision model can be made less restrictive
(by changing the fuzzy membership sets comprising of the model) or completely
discarding the decision model. Figure 6.2 illustrates an example where two sets of
resources are selected by GREPTrust in two different executions of the same test
case. The resources selected by GREPTrust in execution B2S2TC1-1A are solely
driven from the evaluation model (100% weight on availability) whereas in execution
B2S2TC1-1B, the restrictive decision model provides an additional layer of filtering
and results in a subset of the original selection (8 resources instead of 12 resources).
(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B2S2TC1-1A (avg. avai-
lability feedback = 0.6, avg. reliabi-
lity feedback = 0.6)
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B2S2TC1-1B (avg. avai-
lability feedback = 0.6, avg. reliabi-
lity feedback = 0.6)
Figure 6.2: Controlling resource selection using a restrictive Decision Model
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Tables & Figures Explained
Figures 6.3 and 6.3 describe the tables and figures used throughout the different
experiments.
Figure 6.3: Test case table
Figure 6.4: Test case executions table & trend chart
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6.2.2 Batch 1: Preliminary Experiments
Overview
The purpose of this type of experiments is to ensure that both GREPTrust and
GridPP behave in a similar manner when they are supplied with an identical TDS.
The two models are expected to recommend an identical set of resources and conse-
quently the two produced outputs (VDP1,VDP2) should receive a similar score. The
TDS supplied to both models merely contains a trust evaluation model comprising
of a single opinion (availability). This TDS is assigned to GridPP for the rest of the
experiments. This batch includes a single scenario - B1S1 as listed in table 6.2.
# Description
B1S1 Simultaneously increasing availability and decreasing reliability feedback
data.
Table 6.2: Batch B1 scenarios
Scenario B1S1: Simultaneously increasing availability and decreasing re-
liability
In Scenario B1S1, the availability feedback data is gradually increased whilst
simultaneously the reliability feedback data is gradually decreased. The purpose of
this scenario is to demonstrate that the produced results for VDP1 and VDP2 should
be identical regardless of the state of the feedback ratings. This scenario contains
three test cases: B1S1TC1, B1S1TC2 and B1S1TC3 as listed in table 6.3.
# Feedback data
B1S1TC1 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.1)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.1)
B1S1TC2 A→ (µ = 0.75,σ = 0.1)
R→ (µ = 0.45,σ = 0.1)
B1S1TC3 A→ (µ = 0.90,σ = 0.1)
R→ (µ = 0.30,σ = 0.1)
Table 6.3: Scenario B1S1 test cases
In the current scenario, each test case is associated to a single execution (as there
is no change to GREPTrusts TDS). Table 6.4 lists the executions: 1A, 1B and 1C
are corresponding to test cases B1S1TC1, B1S1TC2 and B1S1TC3. The Execution
Load Capacity (ELC), which informs on the percentage of utilised resources based
on the recommendations of the models, is set to 59% for execution 1A and 100%
for executions 1B and 1C. In execution 1A, the mean availability feedback data was
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set to 0.6, which resulted in several resources falling below the threshold value (0.6)
whilst in execution 1B, where the mean availability feedback data was relatively high
(0.75) - all resources surpassed the threshold. This is also the case for execution 1C,
where the availability feedback data was set to very high (0.9). Similarly, the stan-
dard scores for PROC1 and PROC2, P1SS and P2SS as well as their corresponding
effective scores P1ES and P2ES are in high approximation to each other.
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




65.85% 82.97% 65.25% 82.82%




44.63% 57.56% 46.37% 58.52%




30.33% 35.25% 30.71% 35.57%
Table 6.4: Test case B1S1TC1/2/3 executions
Scenario analysis Figure 6.5 illustrates the execution trend for scenario B1S1
in which the spread (subtraction) of the standard scores (P2SS - P1SS) and the
effective scores (P2ES - P21ES) for each execution are plotted as two series on a line
chart. As depicted in the chart the trend for both the standard score spread and
the effective score spread is approximating a plateau as the range difference in the
results is around 1%. This counts as the expected behaviour for this scenario. The
noticable differences between the standard and effective scores are due to the large
number of missing entries for both PROC1 and PROC2 (appendix .4, Figure 10).
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Figure 6.5: Execution trend for scenario: B1S1
6.2.3 Batch 2: Single Factor Experiments
Overview
The purpose of this type of experiments is to ensure that both GREPTrust and
GridPP initiate the experiments with a fair starting point for comparison as GridPP
merely relies on availability. Since GREPTrust is restrained from defining multiple
opinion factors in this batch of experiments, it is left with parameters for adjus-
ting experience and reputation ratios and a trust decision model in its reputation
querying arsenal. This batch includes three scenarios as listed in Table 6.5.
# Description
B2S1 Ideal availability & low reliability
B2S2 Consistent availability & gradually decreasing reliability
B2S3 Consistent reliability & gradually decreasing availability
Table 6.5: Batch B2 scenarios
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Scenario B2S1: Ideal availability & low reliability
Scenario B2S1 deals with a situation where availability feedback data is ideal
(Aµ = 1) whilst reliability feedback data is low (Aµ = 0.3). This scenario is selected
in order to demonstrate a boundary case where GridPP and GREPTrust models are
completely unaware in terms of reliability as both do not consider this factor when
performing trustworthiness evaluation. This scenario contains a single test case:
# Feedback data
B2S1TC1 A→ (µ = 1.0,σ = 0.0)
R→ (µ = 0.3,σ = 0.2)
Table 6.6: Scenario B2S1 test cases
Test case: B2S1TC1
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES








29.14% 29.14% 29.40% 29.40%








28.94% 28.94% 28.56% 28.56%








29.35% 29.35% 28.46% 28.46%
Table 6.7: Test case B2S1TC1 executions
Table 6.7 lists the executions for test case B3S1TC1. This test case is comprised
of three executions, where each execution differs in terms of the experience and
reputation ratio trust sources of the availability factor. A usage of a trust decision
model would not be advantageous in this scenario as availability is ideal for all
resources and therefore no trustworthiness scaling is needed. The ELC is identical
across all test cases - 100% as all resources were qualified for selection by both
GridPP and GREPTrust. Similarly, the standard scores for PROC1 and PROC2,
P1SS and P2SS as well as their corresponding effective scores P1ES and P2ES are
in high approximation to each other and therefore of no real significance.
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Scenario analysis Figure 6.6 illustrates the execution trend for B2S1TC1. As
depicted in the chart, there is no real trend for either the standard score spread or
the effective score and therefore GREPTrust has no real advantage in this scenario.
This is due to three reasons: (i) GREPTrust trust evaluation model is assigned to
availability and therefore, it is exposed in terms of reliability issues, (ii) no usage of
a trust decision model for the reasons previously explained and (iii) no significant
advantage of adjusting experience and reputation ratio in this scenario.
Figure 6.6: Execution trend for test case: B2S1TC1
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Scenario B2S2: Consistent availability & gradually decreasing reliability
The aim of scenario B2S2 is to explore a situation in which availability feedback
data remains consistent (Aµ = 0.6) while reliability feedback data (Rµ) gradually
decreases (0.6,. . . ,0.15). As GREPTrust is merely assigned to availability, it can not
place weight on reliability and as a result GREPTrust is not expected to have a clear
advantage over GridPP. This scenario contains four test cases as listed in Table 6.8.
# Feedback data
B2S2TC1 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.10)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.10)
B2S2TC2 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.10)
R→ (µ = 0.45,σ = 0.10)
B2S2TC3 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.10)
R→ (µ = 0.30,σ = 0.01)
B2S2TC4 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.10)
R→ (µ = 0.15,σ = 0.01)
Table 6.8: Scenario B2S2 test cases
Test case: B2S2TC1
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




74.78% 87.81% 75.12% 87.15%




75.32% 87.49% 79.59% 89.48%
Table 6.9: Test case B2S2TC1 executions
The produced scores by P1 and P2 are considerably different between Table 6.7
and Table 6.9. While in Table 6.7 the standard and effective scores for P1 and P2
are around 29% in Table 6.9 they sharply increase to 75%+ for the standard score
(P1 and P2) and 87%+ for the effective score (P1 and P2). The sharp increase in the
scores is due to a combination of two reasons: (i) ideal availability and low reliability
feedback data in B2S1TC1 versus (ii) moderate availability and reliability feedback
data in B2S2TC1. In a combination of ideal availability and low reliability feedback
data, both GridPP and GREPTrust would qualify all resources for selection (as
the TDS used by both models considers merely availability) disregarding the fact
that reliability feedback data is low (0.3). As a result, during the simulations for
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B2S1TC1 a large number of volume distributions were corrupted (around 165,000
entries out of 232,776 total entries) producing relatively low scores for P1 and P2.
In contrast, in B2S2TC1 the availability feedback data was moderate - i.e. smaller
number of resources were selected and from those resources that were selected less
reliability corruptions occurred as the overall reliability data was higher (0.6).
Test case: B2S2TC2
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




50.63% 63.44% 50.40% 62.74%




50.68% 63.16% 55.49% 65.31%
Table 6.10: Test case B2S2TC2 executions
Test case: B2S2TC3
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




29.68% 42.19% 29.21% 41.90%




29.00% 41.79% 30.65% 40.98%
Table 6.11: Test case B2S2TC3 executions
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Test case: B2S2TC4
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




16.19% 27.88% 15.90% 28.19%




16.89% 28.95% 18.45% 28.77%
Table 6.12: Test case B2S2TC4 executions
Tables 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 demonstrate noticable differences between the
standard and effective scores. These differences are due to the large number of
missing entries for both PROC1 and PROC2 (appendix .4, figures: 12, 13 and 14).
Scenario analysis
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 illustrate the execution trend for scenario B2S2. As depicted in
both charts, GREPTrust demonstrates a slight performance advantage over GridPP.
All test cases present an increase in the standard score spread (peaking at 4.81% in
scenario B2S2TC2). As for the effective score, test cases B2S2TC1 and B2S2TC2
demonstrate a slight increase in the effective score while a slight decrease in test cases
B2S2TC3 and B2S2TC4. The ELC has decreased to 36% for execution 1B across
all test cases as a result of the restrictive trust decision model which disqualified
19% resources. To summarise, in a single factor settings a trust decision model
can be used to narrow down the number of resources or alternatively expand the
number of resources resulting in either a slight performance improvement (in a case
of narrowing down) or a slight under performance in a case of expanding the number
of resources in comparison to GridPP without any distinct advantage to any model.
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(a) Execution trend for test case: B2S2TC1
(b) Execution trend for test case: B2S2TC2
Figure 6.7: Execution trend for scenario: B2S2
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(a) Execution trend for test case: B2S2TC3
(b) Execution trend for test case: B2S2TC4
Figure 6.8: Execution trend for scenario: B2S2 (continued)
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Scenario B2S3: Consistent reliability & gradually decreasing availability
Scenario B2S3 attempts to explore a situation in which availability feedback data
gradually decreases (0.6,...,0.15), while reliability feedback data remains consistent
around the threshold value (Aµ = 0.6). The purpose of this scenario is to demons-
trate how GREPTrust can overcome decreasing availability feedback data using an
accommodating trust decision model. In this scenario, it is expected that under cer-
tain Aµ value, GridPP would cease its recommendations completely. Similarly, due
to the restrictive trust decision model used by GREPTrust, it is expected to cease
recommendations as well and possibly even before GridPP does as GREPTrust is
expected to filter our more resources than GridPP. This scenario contains four test
cases - B2S3TC1, B2S3TC2, B2S3TC3 and B2S3TC4 as listed in Table 6.13.
# Feedback data
B2S3TC1 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B2S3TC2 A→ (µ = 0.45,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B2S3TC3 A→ (µ = 0.30,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B2S3TC4 A→ (µ = 0.15,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
Table 6.13: Scenario B2S3 test cases
Test case: B2S3TC1
Test case B2S3TC1 is identical to test case B2S2TC1 (Aµ = 0.6,Rµ = 0.6). The-
refore, the results produced in Table 6.9 shall be reused for test case B2S3TC1.
Test case: B2S3TC2
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




60.73% 77.53% 61.85% 78.13%
1B Aω = 1 TV→ TL P1 =
27%
P2= 9%
61.49% 76.97% 60.98% 72.92%
Table 6.14: Test case B2S3TC2 executions
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Test case: B2S3TC3
In Table 6.15, the ELC remained at 5% for P1 and P2 across executions 1A and
1B. In execution 1A, a single resource (ID=14) was qualified for the computation
receiving a mutual trust level value of 0.74 by GridPP and GREPTrust. In execution
1B, the same resource received a trust level value of 0.74 by GridPP and 0.6 by
GREPTrust due to the restrictive trust decision model. As both values still meet
the threshold requirements, the same resource was qualified by both GridPP and
GREPTrust in scenario 1B and as a result the ELC factor remained identical.
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES
1A Aω = 1 - P1= 5%
P2= 5%
42.45% 55.35% 41.77% 55.43%
1B Aω = 1 TV→ TL P1= 5%
P2= 5%
41.66% 54.55% 42.05% 55.18%
Table 6.15: Test case B2S3TC3 executions
Tables 6.14 and 6.15 demonstrate substantial differences between the standard
and effective scores. These differences are due to the large number of missing entries
for both PROC1 and PROC2 (appendix .4, figures: 15 and 16).
Test case: B2S3TC4
In Table 6.16 neither GridPP nor GREPTrust could qualify any resource for selec-
tion. This is due to an extremely low availability feedback data (Aµ = 0.15) GridPP
which resulted in all resources trust levels to set below the threshold value (0.6).
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES
1A Aω = 1 - P1, P2=
0%
- - - -
1B Aω = 1 TV→ TL P1, P2=
0%
- - - -
Table 6.16: Test case B2S3TC4 executions
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(a) Execution trend for test case: B2S3TC2
(b) Execution trend for test case: B2S3TC3
Figure 6.9: Execution trend for scenario: B2S3
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Scenario analysis
Figure 6.9 illustrates the execution trend for scenario B2S3. Similar to scenario
B2S2, GREPTrust does not demonstrate a real performance advantage over GridPP
This results in an approximately 4.27% spread in test case B2S3TC1, execution 1B
to approximately -0.51% spread in test case B2S3TC2, execution 1B despite the
usage of a restrictive trust decision model which narrowed down resources.
Througout scenario B2S3, the standard and effective scores produced in Tables 6.9
and 6.14- 6.16 were continuously decreased until discontinued in Table 6.16. The
decrease in the results is not related to the decrease of the ELC but rather to
the deterioration of the availability feedback value in each test case. This scenario
concludes with slight performance advantage to GREPTrust in scenarios B2S3TC1
and B2S3TC3 as well as slight under performance in scenario B2S3TC2.
6.2.4 Batch 3: Multi Factor Experiments
Overview
The purpose of this type of experiments is to evaluate GREPTrust performance
when its trust evaluation model is eligible to support multiple opinion factors, such
as availability and reliability whilst GridPP remains assigned to availability. This
constellation has great importance with respect to the requirements of the case
study as opinion weights can be adjusted to reflect a trade off between a desirable
computation (i.e. minimum number of corrupt entries) and execution load capacity.
This batch includes three complementing scenarios to 6.5, as listed in Table 6.17.
# Description
B3S1 Ideal availability & low reliability
B3S2 Consistent availability & gradually decreasing reliability
B3S3 Consistent reliability & gradually decreasing availability
Table 6.17: Batch B3 scenarios
Scenario B3S1: Ideal availability & low reliability
Scenario B3S1 is an expansion of scenario B2S1. Given an ideal availability feed-
back data (Aµ = 1) and low reliability feedback data, GREPTrust has a clear advan-
tage of placing weight on reliability such that (Aω ≤ Rω) and consequently optimise
the computation. In contrast, GridPP is expected to assume that all resources are
valid for selection as it would completely ignore the reliability factor. The reason for
including this boundary case scenario is to reveal the maximum spread GREPTrust
can achieve over GridPP. This scenario contains a single test case - B3S1TC1:
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# Feedback data
B3S1TC1 A→ (µ = 1.0,σ = 0.0)
R→ (µ = 0.3,σ = 0.2)
Table 6.18: Scenario B3S1 test cases
Table 6.19 lists the executions for test case B3S1TC1. This test case is compri-
sed of six executions, where in each execution the pool of resources for PROC2 is
throttled by either increasing the reliability weight (in the expense of the availability
weight) or by placing a trust decision model with restrictive trustworthiness scaling.
The purpose of choosing this set of executions is to demonstrate the process of re-
source selection optimisation. This is achieved by initially placing an equal ratio of
availability and reliability opinions (1A) and then gradually increasing the reliability
weight until reaching 0.9 (3B). Any attempt to additionally increase the reliability
weight ratio would result in GREPTrust disqualifying all VO resources as none of
the selected resources would have passed the threshold value for the execution.
Test case: B3S1TC1
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES






29.60% 29.60% 40.63% 40.63%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5




29.01% 29.01% 56.91% 56.91%






28.55% 28.55% 54.08% 54.08%
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7
TV→ TL P1 =
100%
P2= 5%
28.67% 28.67% 72.73% 72.73%





29.06% 29.06% 74.11% 74.11%
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9
TV→ TL P1 =
100%
P2= 5%
29.88% 29.88% 74.05% 74.05%
Table 6.19: Test case B3S1TC1 executions
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Scenario analysis Figure 6.10 illustrates the execution trend for test case B3S1TC1.
As depicted in the chart, the trend for both the standard score spread and the effec-
tive score spread is continually increasing which implies that GREPTrust is vastly
outperforming GridPP. The standard and the effective score spread series: 1A -
11.09%, 1B - 27.90%, 2A - 25.53%, 2B - 44.06%, 3A - 45.05%, 3B - 44.17% demons-
trate clear advantage to GREPTrust. This behaviour is the result of two predo-
minant factors: (i) continuous weight balancing between availability and reliability
(gradually increasing reliability weight over availability weight) and (ii) usage of a
restrictive trust decision model which provides an additional layer of filtering (in 1B,
2B and 3B). At peak settings (execution 3A) GREPTrust manages to outperform
GridPP by approximately 45% for the spread of both the standard score and the
effective score. This counts as paramount improvement over scenario B2S1.
Figure 6.10: Execution trend for test case: B3S1TC1
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Scenario B3S2: Consistent availability & gradually decreasing reliability
Scenario B3S2 is a multi factor expansion of scenario B2S2. The aim of this sce-
nario is to explore a situation in which availability feedback data remains consistent
(Aµ = 0.6) while reliability feedback data (Rµ) gradually decreases (0.6, . . . ,0.15). It
is expected that the greater the feedback delta between availability and reliability
is, the more likely for GREPTrust to outperform GridPP as it can place heavier
weight on reliability (in the expense of availability weight) and as a result filter out
as much as possible non-reliable resources. The performance of GridPP is expected
to decrease as reliability feedback data decreases. This scenario contains four test
case - B3S2TC1, B3S2TC2, B3S2TC3 and B3S2TC4 as listed in Table 6.20.
# Feedback data
B3S2TC1 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B3S2TC2 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.45,σ = 0.20)
B3S2TC3 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.30,σ = 0.20)
B3S2TC4 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.15,σ = 0.20)
Table 6.20: Scenario B3S2 test cases
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Test case: B3S2TC1
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES






76.06% 87.95% 76.18% 87.81%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5




74.79% 87.29% 80.56% 90.40%






74.62% 87.07% 74.65% 87.12%
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7




75.09% 87.70% 80.33% 89.79%






75.58% 87.61%- 76.00% 88.18%
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9




74.93% 87.21% 79.45% 90.01%
Table 6.21: Test case B3S2TC1 executions
Figure 6.11: Execution trend for test case: B3S2TC1
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Test case: B3S2TC2
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES






50.74% 63.30% 58.23% 72.02%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 9%
49.04% 61.97% 70.82% 82.77%






50.71% 63.49% 62.50% 79.43%
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 5%
50.67% 62.48% 73.41% 85.06%






49.74% 62.37%- 60.42% 84.49%
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 9%
49.57% 62.68% 60.86% 89.07%
Table 6.22: Test case B3S2TC2 executions
Figure 6.12: Execution trend for test case: B3S2TC2
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Test case: B3S2TC3
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES






29.54% 42.19% 50.71% 59.46%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 0%
- - - -






29.57% 42.07% 48.55% 66.07%
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 0%
- - - -





29.82% 42.34% 41.25% 87.01%
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 0%
- - - -
Table 6.23: Test case B3S2TC3 executions
Figure 6.13: Execution trend for test case: B3S2TC3
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Test case: B3S2TC4
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES





15.91% 28.30% 41.51% 53.03%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 0%
- - - -





- - - -
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 0%
- - - -





- - - -
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9
TV→ TL P1 =
55%
P2= 0%
- - - -
Table 6.24: Test case B3S2TC4 executions
In Table 6.21, despite decreasing the availability weight whilst increasing the re-
liability weight the P2 ELC factor remained at 55% for executions *A and 36% for
exections *B. Moreover, the scores for P1 and P2 remained relatively similar across
all executions. This is due to having identical reliability and availability feedback
data. In such a circumstance, weight adjustments do not make any difference.
In Table 6.22, the scores for P2 spike throughout executions *B. This is due to
a restrictive trust decision model which was added on to the evaluation model set
throughout executions *A. The restrictive trust decision model filtered out lower
ranking resources in each *B execution and resulted in an improved overall score.
In addition, the standard score for P2 is considerably smaller in 3B comparing to its
produced standard scores in 1B and 2B. In execution 3B, two resources were selected
by GREPTrust - 11 (Aµ = 0.51,Rµ = 0.82) and 12 (Aµ = 0.71,Rµ = 0.74) whereas in
execution 2B for example, a single resource was selected - 2 (Aµ = 0.76,Rµ = 0.73).
As previously described, the mean feedback value controls the tendency of a resource
to corrupt a volume distribution entry during a computation. Since resource 11 has
considerably lower availability feedback ratings, it contributed to the lower score
produced by P2 in execution 3B. This also explains the relatively high effective
score in 3B as the effective score counts also the number of missing entries.
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Scenario analysis
Figures 6.11 - 6.13 illustrate the execution trend for scenario B3S2. As anticipated,
the bigger the delta between reliability and availability feedback data, the greater the
score spread between GREPTrust and GridPP. In test cases B3S2TC1 and B3S2TC2
the standard score spread peaked between approximately 5.77% (B3S2TC1, 1B) and
22.74% (B3S2TC2, 2B). In contrast, in test cases B3S2TC3 and B3S2TC4 the score
spread climbed to a peak range of approximately 21.17% (B3S2TC4, 3B) and 25.6%
(B3S2TC3, 1A). The effective score spread peaked at a range of 26.39% (B3S2TC2,
3B) and 44.67% (B3S2TC4, 3A) counting as paramount improvement over scenario
B2S2. In addition, the utilisation of a restricting trust decision model ensured that
only resources with higher reliability rankings would be selected. As a result, several
executions were completely disqualified by GREPTrust. This is particularly notable
in test case B2S2TC4 where only execution 1A was allowed by GREPTrust.
Scenario B3S3: Consistent reliability & gradually decreasing availability
Scenario B3S3 is a multi factor expansion of scenario B2S3. This scenario attempts
to explore a situation in which availability feedback data gradually decreases while
reliability feedback data remains consistent around the threshold value (Aµ = 0.6).
The purpose of this scenario is to conclude over a conflict of interest condition -
GREPTrust aims to place as much weight as possible on reliability yet it has to
consider the decreasing availability. It is expected that the more weight GREPTrust
places on reliability (in the expense of availability) the smaller the performance
would be. In addition, the smaller availability value the lesser the chance that
GridPP would qualify any resource for a computation. It is expected that under a
certain Aµ value, GridPP would cease its recommendations completely. GREPTrust,
on the other hand could refer to either placing more weight on reliability or using an
accommodating trust decision model as a work around. This scenario contains four
test cases - B3S3TC1, B3S3TC2, B3S3TC3 and B3S3TC4, as listed in Table 6.25.
# Feedback data
B3S3TC1 A→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B3S3TC2 A→ (µ = 0.45,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B3S3TC3 A→ (µ = 0.30,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
B3S3TC4 A→ (µ = 0.15,σ = 0.20)
R→ (µ = 0.60,σ = 0.20)
Table 6.25: Scenario B3S3 test cases
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Test case: B3S3TC1
Test case B3S3TC1 is identical to test case B3S2TC1 (Aµ = 0.6,Rµ = 0.6). The-
refore, the results produced in Table 6.21 shall be reused for test case B3S3TC1.
Test case: B3S3TC2
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES






60.25% 76.40% 58.34% 85.97%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5
TV→ TL P1 =
27%
P2= 9%
61.06% 76.38% 72.02% 88.86%






60.38% 76.34% 55.44% 85.91%
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7




60.52% 76.59% 59.68% 91.22%






61.09% 76.21% 54.19% 88.71%
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9




60.42% 77.23% 57.79% 90.91%
Table 6.26: Test case B3S3TC2 executions
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Test case: B3S3TC3
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES





40.84% 54.21% 50.87% 90.64%
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5
TV→ TL P1= 5%
P2= 0%
- - - -





42.02% 55.24% 41.40% 90.30%
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7
TV→ TL P1= 5%
P2= 5%
41.88% 54.53% 46.07% 96.8%





41.63% 54.64% 31.18% 88.35%
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9
TV→ TL P1= 5%
P2 =
18%
42.17% 54.92% 43.61% 91.63%
Table 6.27: Test case B3S3TC3 executions
Test case: B3S3TC4
# EM DM ELC P1SS P1ES P2SS P2ES




- - - -
1B Aω = 0.5
Rω = 0.5
TV→ TL P1= 0%
P2= 0%
- - - -





- - - -
2B Aω = 0.3
Rω = 0.7
TV→ TL P1= 0%
P2= 0%
- - - -





- - - -
3B Aω = 0.1
Rω = 0.9
TV→ TL P1= 0%
P2= 9%
- - - -
Table 6.28: Test case B3S3TC4 executions
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(a) Execution trend for test case: B3S3TC2
(b) Execution trend for test case: B3S3TC3
Figure 6.14: Execution trend for scenario: B3S3
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Scenario analysis
Figure 6.14 illustrate the execution trend for scenario B3S3. In this scenario,
GREPTrust still mostly outperforms GridPP; however its performance is mode-
rate in comparison to the previous two scenarios resulting in a peak of 10.96% for
the standard score spread in B3S3TC2, execution 1B. In B3S3TC3 execution 3A,
GREPTrust considerably underperforms against GridPP where the standard score
spread is -10.45%. This affirms a situation of conflict of interest where GREPTrust
places extensive weight on reliability (0.9) in order to address the VDP generation
job requirements yet it disregards the low availability feedback data (0.3) which is
considered by GridPP. In contrast to the dwindling standard score spread, the ef-
fective score spread was completely in the advantage of GREPTrust. The spread
climbed until it peaked at 42.27% in B3S3TC3 execution 2B. These results are a
consequence of a combination of a continuously decreasing availability feedback data
while GREPTrust consistently increasing the weight of reliability.
An interesting observation is made in test case B3S3TC4. As mean availability
feedback data was set to extremely extremely low (Aµ = 0.15) GridPP could not
qualify any resources for selection as there was no resource of which its availability
value was greater than the threshold value (0.6). GREPTrust, on the other hand,
qualified compute resources in 4 out of the 6 executions (1A, 2A, 3A and 3B).
This is a consequence of continuously increasing the reliability weight which is fairly
high (0.6) in the expense of the availability weight. Potentially, GREPTrust could
have qualified resources throughout all executions by using a less restrictive trust
decision model. As a result, this scenario demonstrates that GREPTrust trust model
is flexible and allows adjustments to made dynamically while GridPP remains rigid.
This scenario concludes with a qualitative performance advantage to GREPTrust.
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6.3 Post-mortem Analysis
6.3.1 Discussion
In order to evaluate the overall performance of GREPTrust and GridPP reputation
models, Tables 6.29 and 6.30 were created with the intention of summarising the
ranges of standard score and effective score spreads. These results are plotted in
Figure 6.15. For each scenario (SS1-SS3, ES1-ES3), the range between the minimum
spread and the maximum spread is displayed for both the single factor settings
and the multi factor settings (i.e. B2 and B3 respectively). As can be concluded
from both tables, substantial improvements are demonstrated in the multi factor
batch of experiments (scenarios SS1-SS2 and ES1-ES2) resulting in a quantitative
advantage for GREPTrust peaking at additional 45.05% valid entries (scenarios SS1,
ES1), 25.6% and 44.67% valid entries (scenarios SS2 and ES2 respectively) in the
generated volume distribution profile. This is a consequence of gradually increasing
the reliability weight factor inside GREPTrust trust evaluation model as well as a
usage of a restrictive trust decision model. As GridPP was consistently assigned to
merely availability, it had been unaware of low reliability resources when making
resource recommendations and therefore resulted in lower quality computations.
Reasonable performance improvements are also noticeable in the multi batch sce-
narios SS3, ES3 (10.96% and 42.27% respectively); however the main advantage for
GREPTrust in these scenarios is qualitative - as availability feedback data decrea-
sed, GridPP recommended fewer resources until ceased recommendations comple-
tely. GREPTrust on the other hand, utilised its trust decision model to dynamically
expand or narrow down the number of qualified resources and blocked fewer com-
putations. In contrast, in the single batch experiments (SS1 - SS3 and ES1 - ES3),
GREPTrust did not demonstrate substantial advantage over GridPP. This is despite
the usage of a restrictive trust decision model which narrowed down the number of
selected resources (in comparison to the number of selected resources by GridPP).
With consideration to the VDP case study, GREPTrust has demonstrated the
capability of substantially optimising the quality of the daily generated volume dis-
tribution profile. However, it is important to stress that optimal results are depended
on intrinsic knowledge of the reputation data which is required to generate an opti-
mised TDS. As a repercussion of the analysis of the experiment results, GREPTrust
support of characterisation and modulation of trust are particularly noticeable in
the multi-factor experiments. In conclusion, GREPTrust has proven useful for situa-
tions where granular (i.e. detailed) selection is needed. For example in grids where
there is a large delta between quality factors. On the other hand, in grids where
quality factors are unified, GridPP would offer a more simplified reputation service
eliminating the burden of multiple QoS factors and complex decision making.
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SS1. Ideal availability & low
reliability








[-0.68 , 4.27] [-10.45 , 10.96]
Table 6.29: Standard score spread summary




ES1. Ideal availability & low
reliability








[-4.05 , 1.99] [-0.14 , 42.27]
Table 6.30: Effective score spread summary
An additional measurement is intended to reveal the ratio between the number
of occasions by which GREPTrust managed to produce a higher score than GridPP
to the total number of scores. In order to accommodate this measurement, Fi-
gure 6.16 displays two pie charts. The left pie chart breaks down the scores for the
single factor batch of experiments (B2). Out of 38 scores, GREPTrust managed to
surpass GridPP in only 42% occasions. However, in the multi factor batch of experi-
ments (B3), GREPTrust managed to surpass GridPP in 64% of occasions (69 out of
108 scores). This strengthens the aforementioned discovery regarding GREPTrust
capabilities to outperform GridPP in the multi factor batch of experiments.
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(a) Standard score spread range
(b) Effective score spread range
Figure 6.15: Spread range for standard and effective scores
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(a) B2 score distribution range (b) B3 score distribution range
Figure 6.16: Distribution range for batches B2 and B3
6.4 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter was to perform a comparative analysis between
GREPTrust and GridPP reputation models based on the developed case study and
consequently assess their performance through a series of testbed experiments follo-
wed up by a post-mortem analysis. These activities served the purpose of revealing
the circumstances by which GREPTrust outperformed GridPP and consequently
constituted as an empirical proof for justifying the reputation-policy based trust
model. In conclusion, the main outputs of this chapter are the following:
− Series of testbed experiments organised in three different batches: preliminary,
single factor and multi factor where each batch contains multiple scenarios.
− Post-mortem analysis which draws conclusions regarding the performance of
GREPTrust reputation model in different scenarios based on the testbed ex-
periments and with consideration to the developed financial case study.
− Justification of the reputation-policy based trust model for the scenarios in
which GREPTrust outperformed GridPP and a generalisation made via in-




The objective of this research was to introduce a novel reputation paradigm for
managing resource selection in Grid computing environments. This was based on
the research hypothesis which proclaimed that a synergistic reputation-policy trust
model would allow an elevated degree of fine-grained resource selection. The en-
closing problem statement included a generalisation of the state of the art and a
rationale for considering an exoteric philosophy in trust & reputation management.
Chapter 1 introduced the research framework. It initiated by setting the overall
theme, discussing the importance of trust and reputation management in various
computing environments and in Grid computing in particular. Additionally, it re-
cognised the need for a robust reputation solution which would optimise resource
selection based on client evaluation criteria. This chapter finalised with a description
of four research challenges and assumptions as well as an identification of four re-
search contributions which aspired to extend the frontier of current reputation-based
trust management systems applied to Grid computing environments.
Chapter 2 provided a thorough background research over the emergence of trust
management in various computing environments, the common methodologies for ma-
naging trust (i.e. policy-based and reputation-based) and reviewed the key elements
of reputation-based trust management systems including common trust evaluation
methodologies. A central aspect of this chapter was a discussion of related work
regarding reputation-based trust management in Grid computing. It included a li-
terature review spanning the existing solutions leading to a generalisation of the
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deficiencies in the state of the art Grid reputation-based trust management systems
and made an identification of the main requirements in order to address these defi-
ciencies. The output of this chapter was a solid justification for introducing a novel
reputation-policy trust model based on the current deficiencies. This was suppor-
ted by an hypothetical case study describing two types of analytical jobs which are
common in the banking sector and highlighted the key differences between them in
terms of QoS requirements. This chapter concluded with a realisation of the need
for a solution which would allow external stipulation of QoS requirements based on
the given type of job and decisions based on risk aptitude and the global context.
Chapter 3 constituted as a central aspect of this thesis since its aim was to in-
troduce the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model. It made a central pro-
position of a novel trust paradigm which combines elements of reputation-based and
policy-based trust models hence creating a synergy between the two types of trust
management methodologies. In contrast to existing esoteric models, the reputation-
policy based trust model promoted an exoteric approach, which encouraged an active
participation in the trust and reputation evaluation processes; that is a reputation-
based trust model in which the metrics for trust and reputation are created, selected
and managed externally utilising trust decision strategies which reflect on the sub-
mitted job requirements, the global trust context and risk aptitude.
Moreover, the reputation-policy based trust model offered a consolidation of an
evaluation model based on multi-aspect discrete trust model and a fuzzy inference
based decision model hence tightly coupling the notions of trust and risk and conse-
cutively forming a consolidated fuzzy-discrete trust model. In correspondence with
this approach, it aspired to address the deficiencies identified in Chapter 2.
Chapter 4 introduced the Grid Reputation-Policy Based Trust Management Ser-
vice - GREPTrust. The main objective of the GREPTrust service was to provide
a solid reference implementation for the synergistic reputation-policy based trust
model. This involved defining a service architecture which incorporated the various
artifacts of the reputation-policy based trust model into a single, self-contained Grid
reputation-based trust management service. This was performed with consideration
to the requirements of the Grid in terms of trust and reputation management inclu-
ding QoS negotiation as well as trust aggregation and Grid resource inference. In
addition, Chapter 4 elaborately discussed the reputation querying mechanism pro-
vided by the GREPTrust architecture including querying support for a single or a
set of resources as well as for aggregated reputation queries and resource inference.
Chapter 5 introduced a dedicated Grid testbed - GREPTrust testbed which
enabled the deployment of GREPTrust as a Grid service and stimulate interactions
between Grid clients, GREPTrust and Grid resources. In the context of this thesis,
this testbed constituted as an infrastructure for an automated testing framework
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which streamlined the comparison between exoteric and esoteric reputation-based
trust models. A decision was made to compare GREPTrust trust model with the
production available GridPP trust model. In addition, this chapter provided an
identification of niche area, based on computational finance case study in which
GREPTrust was expected to optimise mission critical computations by allowing
adaptation for specific job requirements. The chosen comparison job was the volume
distribution profile (VDP) generation job which was one of the two jobs described in
the hypothetical case study as part of the rationale description in Chapter 2. This
chapter finalised with a description of the jobs simulation process and a decision of
benchmark criteria for evaluating the performance of Grid jobs based on previously
resources recommended by both GridPP and GREPTrust trust models.
Chapter 6 described the experimental results which were based on the case study
developed in Chapter 5. This included two sets of experiments: single factor and
multi factor. In the single factor experiments both GREPTrust and GridPP trust
models solely evaluated the availability factor whereas in the multi factor experi-
ments, GREPTrust was stipulated with both availability and reliability factors whilst
GridPP remained with availability. This was conducted in order to demonstrate the
advantages of the reputation-policy based trust model in optimising resource se-
lection and as a result increase the quality of the computation. The multi factor
experiments clearly demonstrated that an exoteric trust model, in which Grid client
applications are endeavoured to stipulate reputation-policy requirements that target
specific computing jobs ,outperform esoteric models which rely on single, predefined
trust metrics (results demonstrated maximal improvement of about 45%).
7.2 Knowledge Contributions
− The aim of RC1: Synergistic reputation-policy based trust model was to intro-
duce an exoteric reputation-based trust model which endeavoured Grid clients
(such as resource brokers, schedulers and monitoring toolkits) to gain com-
plete control over the trust and reputation evaluation process with the aim of
adaptation of selected resources to specific job requirements. This contribu-
tion was achieved by a definition of the trust model structure as well as the
data and behaviour of its key artifacts which prompted the metrics for trust
and reputation to be managed externally using reputation-policy assertions.
− The aim of RC2: Grid reputation-policy TMS architecture was to derive a ser-
vice oriented based architecture which incorporated the various artifacts of the
synergistic reputation-policy based trust model and applied them to a Grid
computing environment. This contribution was achieved by a specification
of the Grid Reputation-Policy based trust management system (GREPTrust)
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providing a solid reference implementation for the synergistic reputation-policy
based trust model and its artifacts. This was backed by an elaborative litera-
ture review regarding the state of the art Grid reputation-based trust mana-
gement systems and a study of the affiliated Grid computing requirements.
− The aim of RC3: Grid resource reputation querying mechanism was to propose
a reputation querying mechanism based on given reputation evaluation criteria.
This contribution was achieved by an elaboration on the Query Manager (QM)
component of GREPTrust and a design of a querying management mechanism
comprising of three steps ranging from transforming a Trust Decision Strategy
into a Reputation-Policy Report. Recall the three steps described in Chapter
4, they were comprised of: (i) processing TDS evaluation model, (ii) processing
TDS decision model and (iii) generating a reputation-policy report.
− The aim of RC4: VO aggregated reputation querying mechanism was to expand
on RC3 and extend the reputation querying mechanism to allow trust aggrega-
tion based on multiple levels such as a set of resources, organisation and VO.
This contribution was achieved by an incorporation of the GREPTrustAggre-
gator (GTA) component which utilised and controlled multiple instances of the
Query Manager (QM). Each QM instance computed separately a portion of
the evaluation model input dataset (i.e. a subset of the resources or a subset of
the participating organisations) thus scaling the GREPTrust solution for very
large grids. In addition, RC4 included the Grid resource inference mechanism
which allowed inferring about the trustworthiness of a single resource based
on the global context (e.g. organisation or VO). This was achieved by introdu-
cing the context value parameter to the trust level formula (formula 4.11) and
extending the Decision Model (DM) to include an additional fuzzifier element
(besides trust value) for the context value input variable (appendix .2.2).
In conclusion, this research has considerably attained its aims and objectives
by demonstrating how the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model optimi-
sed the resource selection process in computational grids. This was demonstrated
in the testbed experiments where GREPTrust managed to utilise computing re-
sources which embraced the characteristics stipulated by the trust decision strategy
of the submitted job and consequently managed to mitigate the number of corrupted
entries in the volume distribution profile. As a result, the novelty points of a fuzzy-
discrete trust model comprising of a discrete evaluation model and a fuzzy decision
model as well as the usage of policy assertions to stipulate evaluation requirements
established an extension to the state of the art research in reputation management
in Grid computing and constituted as an important milestone toward the evolution
from failure tolerant research-oriented Grids into mission critical ones.
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The strengths of the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model are emer-
ged with its ability to adapt to specific job requirements (such as VDP generation
and Monte-Carlo simulation) and provide an optimisation of the reputation evalua-
tion process by basing it on multiple characteristics (e.g. availability, reliability)
and contextual factors (e.g. organisation, VO). On a broader scale, since the trust
model is designed to be implementation agnostic, it be can be potentially applied
to different computing paradigms besides computational grids, such as Web ser-
vices, REST, XML-RPC and other SOA technologies, which normally involve service
consumers and producers negotiating through bilateral agreements. For example,
the concept of a trusted agent can be applied to delivered goods and services and
not only to computing resources. This can potentially increase the breadth of mar-
kets which could make use of the synergistic reputation-policy based trust model as
well as the depth of each market - as the model could be used for different types of
requests made by service consumers. By contrast, the limitations of the synergis-
tic reputation-policy based trust model include: (i) an increase of communication
overhead, as it requires an additional step of stipulating reputation evaluation re-
quirements; (ii) an increase of message complexity, as the size reputation query
increases due to the inclusion of the TDS; and (iii) a computational overhead due
to the processing of multiple QoS factors and a complex trust decision model.
With regards to the accomplished results, it can be comfortably said that up to
a certain degree they were not excessively surprising and that several experimental
scenarios were essentially established thus in order to affirm the anticipated beha-
viour of GridPP and GREPTrust reputation models. This is particularly the case
for scenario B3S1 (Ideal availability & low reliability) where GridPP was expected
to result in an adverse resource selection and a deterioration of the volume distri-
bution profile as a result. Nevertheless, these tests were conducted with the aim of
estimating the projected magnitude by which GREPTrust outperforms GridPP.
Despite the achievements accomplished in this research, it is important to em-
phasise that the exoteric trust evaluation approach promoted by the synergistic
reputation-policy based trust model is suggested as an alternative to esoteric trust
models and does not intend to replace them. Esoteric reputation-based trust models
offer an adequate level of confidence for most types of users and computational tasks
and are generally favoured for their simplicity. On the other hand, the synergistic
reputation-policy based trust model targets specific scenarios where explicit stipu-
lation of reputation evaluation criteria is required. From its point of view, it simply
attempts to optimise the resource selection process by adapting it to specific type of
jobs and user requirements. Nevertheless, it imposes an extra layer of complexity.
As a result, both types of reputation modelling approaches (esoteric and exoteric)
could coexist, as they target different use case scenarios and business needs.
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7.3 Future Work
The work of described in this thesis has also identified a number of areas for future
research. These are listed as follows:
1. Automatic feedback management. This aspect is currently absent from the
reputation-policy based trust model and considered essential . The feedback
ratings should be supplied automatically by monitoring toolkits and it should
take into account different factors, such as the difference between the actual
service provided and the level of service guaranteed in the SLA contract and
length of experience the resource broker achieved with the evaluated resource
(shorter length implies greater feedback). In addition, the feedback ratings
should be supplied for each opinion aspect in the TDS. For example, if the re-
source broker stipulated availability and reliability as quality factors, it should
supply ratings for these two aspects on transaction completion.
2. Fortification of the Reputation-Policy Trust Model. Several improvements and
additions can be made to the trust model. For example, at current state the,
only historical rating feedbacks are considered as valid trust source for eva-
luation. The model can be expanded with real time performance data (via
monitoring toolkits) as well as trust prediction models which would aim to
assess the performance of a resource at a certain point in the future. This
functionality can be proven useful for future scheduled jobs in which solely
relying on historical information would not be sufficient. In addition, impro-
vements for VO Aggregated reputation querying mechanism could optionally
introduce a VO level TDS which weighs the importance of its underlying or-
ganisations. This would improve on the current state of the model which uses
standard mean to calculate the aggregated value of a group of resources.
3. Automatic TDS selection/generation. At the current state, the creation, se-
lection and management of relevant trust decision strategies is the exclusive
responsibility of the trusting agents. It would be highly captivating to in-
corporate an automatic TDS selection/generation utility which would either
assign or generate a TDS file based on the desired job reputation requirements
and weigh it against the intended execution capacity, the depth of feedback
ratings, the global trust context and general risk aptitude. This could be based
on linear programming for analysing the different constraints and sophisticated
data mining techniques that recognise complex patterns and make intelligent
decisions based on these patterns. This feature would require cross discipline
efforts between Grid computing and machine learning algorithms.
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.2 GREPTrust Diagrams, Sample Files & Outputs
.2.1 Diagrams

























Figure 3: Evaluation Model Class Diagram
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Figure 4: Decision Model Class Diagram
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Sample TDS File (1)
1 <TrustDec i s i onSt rategy>
2 <TrustEvaluationModel>
3 <Opinions>
4 <Opinion Type=" 1 " Weight=" 1 ">
5 <Sources>
6 <Source Type=" Exper ience " Weight=" 0 .5 " />






13 <Fu z z i f i e r s>
14 <Fuz z i f i e r Name=" trust_value ">
15 <Terms>
16 <Term Name=" poor ">
17 <Points>
18 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
19 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
20 </Points>
21 </Term>
22 <Term Name=" good ">
23 <Points>
24 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
25 <Point X=" 0 .4 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
26 <Point X=" 0 .6 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
27 </Points>
28 </Term>
29 <Term Name=" e x c e l l e n t ">
30 <Points>
31 <Point X=" 0 .58 " Y=" 0 .0 " />




36 </ Fu z z i f i e r>
37 </ Fu z z i f i e r s>
38 <De f u z z i f i e r Name=" t ru s t_ l e v e l " AccumulationMethod="MAX"
39 Defuzz i f i ca t ionMethod="COG" DefaultValue=" 0 ">
40 <Terms>
41 <Term Name=" none ">
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42 <Points>
43 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
44 <Point X=" 0 .1 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
45 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
46 </Points>
47 </Term>
48 <Term Name=" l im i t ed ">
49 <Points>
50 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
51 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
52 <Point X=" 0 .8 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
53 </Points>
54 </Term>
55 <Term Name=" f u l l ">
56 <Points>
57 <Point X=" 0 .8 " Y=" 0 .0 " />




62 </ De f u z z i f i e r>
63 <Rules>
64 <Rule Id=" 1 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣poor
65 ␣␣␣␣␣␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣none " />
66 <Rule Id=" 2 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣good
67 ␣␣␣␣␣␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ l im i t ed " />
68 <Rule Id=" 3 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣ e x c e l l e n t
69 ␣␣␣␣␣␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ f u l l " />
70 </Rules>
71 </TrustDecis ionModel>
72 </TrustDec i s i onSt rategy>
Sample TDS File (2)
1 <TrustDec i s i onSt rategy>
2 <TrustEvaluationModel>
3 <Opinions>
4 <Opinion Type=" 1 " Weight=" 0 .9 ">
5 <Sources>
6 <Source Type=" Exper ience " Weight=" 0 .9 " />
7 <Source Type=" Reputation " Weight=" 0 .1 " />
8 </Sources>
9 </Opinion>
10 <Opinion Type=" 2 " Weight=" 0 .1 ">
11 <Sources>
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12 <Source Type=" Exper ience " Weight=" 0 .9 " />






19 <Fu z z i f i e r s>
20 <Fuz z i f i e r Name=" trust_value ">
21 <Terms>
22 <Term Name=" poor ">
23 <Points>
24 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
25 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
26 </Points>
27 </Term>
28 <Term Name=" good ">
29 <Points>
30 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
31 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
32 <Point X=" 1 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
33 </Points>
34 </Term>
35 <Term Name=" e x c e l l e n t ">
36 <Points>
37 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 0 .0 " />




42 </ Fu z z i f i e r>
43 <Fuz z i f i e r Name=" context_value ">
44 <Terms>
45 <Term Name=" poor ">
46 <Points>
47 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
48 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
49 </Points>
50 </Term>
51 <Term Name=" good ">
52 <Points>
53 <Point X=" 0 .4 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
54 <Point X=" 0 .6 " Y=" 1 .0 " />




58 <Term Name=" e x c e l l e n t ">
59 <Points>
60 <Point X=" 0 .7 " Y=" 0 .0 " />




65 </ Fu z z i f i e r>
66 </ Fu z z i f i e r s>
67 <De f u z z i f i e r Name=" t ru s t_ l e v e l " AccumulationMethod="MAX"
Defuzz i f i ca t ionMethod="COG" DefaultValue=" 0 ">
68 <Terms>
69 <Term Name=" none ">
70 <Points>
71 <Point X=" 0 .0 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
72 <Point X=" 0 .1 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
73 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
74 </Points>
75 </Term>
76 <Term Name=" l im i t ed ">
77 <Points>
78 <Point X=" 0 .2 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
79 <Point X=" 0 .5 " Y=" 1 .0 " />
80 <Point X=" 0 .8 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
81 </Points>
82 </Term>
83 <Term Name=" f u l l ">
84 <Points>
85 <Point X=" 0 .8 " Y=" 0 .0 " />
86 <Point X=" 0 .9 " Y=" 1 .0 " />




91 </ De f u z z i f i e r>
92 <Rules>
93 <Rule Id=" 1 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣poor␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣poor␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣none " />
94 <Rule Id=" 2 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣good␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣poor␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ l im i t ed " />
95 <Rule Id=" 3 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣ e x c e l l e n t ␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣poor␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ l im i t ed " />
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96 <Rule Id=" 4 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣poor␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣good␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣none " />
97 <Rule Id=" 5 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣good␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣good␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ l im i t ed " />
98 <Rule Id=" 6 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣ e x c e l l e n t ␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣good␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ f u l l " />
99 <Rule Id=" 7 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣poor␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣ e x c e l l e n t ␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ l im i t ed " /
>
100 <Rule Id=" 8 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣good␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣ e x c e l l e n t ␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ f u l l " />
101 <Rule Id=" 9 " Express ion=" IF␣ trust_value ␣ IS␣ e x c e l l e n t ␣and␣
context_value ␣ i s ␣ e x c e l l e n t ␣THEN␣ t ru s t_ l e v e l ␣ IS␣ f u l l " />
102 </Rules>
103 </TrustDecis ionModel>
104 </TrustDec i s i onSt rategy>
Sample RPR File
1 <Report Timestamp="2009−10−26␣20 : 0 6 : 0 7 .734 ␣GMT">
2 <Resources>
3 <Resource Id=" 19 " Value=" 0 .42 " Leve l=" 0 .63 ">
4 <Rules>
5 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .17 " />
6 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
7 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
8 </Rules>
9 </Resource>
10 <Resource Id=" 18 " Value=" 0 .49 " Leve l=" 0 .65 ">
11 <Rules>
12 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .27 " />
13 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
14 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
15 </Rules>
16 </Resource>
17 <Resource Id=" 17 " Value=" 0 .48 " Leve l=" 0 .65 ">
18 <Rules>
19 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .26 " />
20 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
21 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
22 </Rules>
23 </Resource>
24 <Resource Id=" 16 " Value=" 0 .48 " Leve l=" 0 .65 ">
25 <Rules>
26 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .26 " />
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27 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
28 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
29 </Rules>
30 </Resource>
31 <Resource Id=" 15 " Value=" 0 .38 " Leve l=" 0 .62 ">
32 <Rules>
33 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .11 " />
34 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
35 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
36 </Rules>
37 </Resource>
38 <Resource Id=" 14 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
39 <Rules>
40 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
41 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
42 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
43 </Rules>
44 </Resource>
45 <Resource Id=" 13 " Value=" 0 .43 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
46 <Rules>
47 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .19 " />
48 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
49 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
50 </Rules>
51 </Resource>
52 <Resource Id=" 12 " Value=" 0 .47 " Leve l=" 0 .65 ">
53 <Rules>
54 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .24 " />
55 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
56 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
57 </Rules>
58 </Resource>
59 <Resource Id=" 11 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
60 <Rules>
61 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
62 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
63 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
64 </Rules>
65 </Resource>
66 <Resource Id=" 10 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
67 <Rules>
68 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
69 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />




73 <Resource Id=" 9 " Value=" 0 .38 " Leve l=" 0 .62 ">
74 <Rules>
75 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .11 " />
76 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
77 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
78 </Rules>
79 </Resource>
80 <Resource Id=" 8 " Value=" 0 .22 " Leve l=" 0 .3 ">
81 <Rules>
82 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
83 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .8 " />
84 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
85 </Rules>
86 </Resource>
87 <Resource Id=" 7 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
88 <Rules>
89 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
90 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
91 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
92 </Rules>
93 </Resource>
94 <Resource Id=" 6 " Value=" 0 .37 " Leve l=" 0 .62 ">
95 <Rules>
96 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .1 " />
97 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
98 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
99 </Rules>
100 </Resource>
101 <Resource Id=" 5 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
102 <Rules>
103 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
104 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
105 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
106 </Rules>
107 </Resource>
108 <Resource Id=" 4 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
109 <Rules>
110 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
111 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />




115 <Resource Id=" 3 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
116 <Rules>
117 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
118 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
119 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
120 </Rules>
121 </Resource>
122 <Resource Id=" 2 " Value=" 0 .48 " Leve l=" 0 .65 ">
123 <Rules>
124 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .26 " />
125 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
126 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
127 </Rules>
128 </Resource>
129 <Resource Id=" 22 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
130 <Rules>
131 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
132 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
133 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
134 </Rules>
135 </Resource>
136 <Resource Id=" 1 " Value=" 0 .42 " Leve l=" 0 .63 ">
137 <Rules>
138 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .17 " />
139 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
140 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
141 </Rules>
142 </Resource>
143 <Resource Id=" 21 " Value=" 0 .46 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
144 <Rules>
145 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .23 " />
146 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
147 <Rule Id=" 1 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />
148 </Rules>
149 </Resource>
150 <Resource Id=" 20 " Value=" 0 .45 " Leve l=" 0 .64 ">
151 <Rules>
152 <Rule Id=" 3 " Degree=" 0 .21 " />
153 <Rule Id=" 2 " Degree=" 0 .0 " />







1 <?xml version=" 1 .0 " encoding="UTF−8" ?>
2 <context−group id=" 100 " name="GridPP">
3 <context id=" 1 " name="EFDA−JET" />
4 <context id=" 2 " name="RAL−LCG2_Tier−1" />
5 <context−group id=" 101 " name="LT2">
6 <context id=" 3 " name=" Brunel " />
7 <context id=" 4 " name=" IC−HEP" />
8 <context id=" 5 " name=" IC−LeSC" />
9 <context id=" 6 " name="QMUL" />
10 <context id=" 7 " name="RHUL" />
11 <context id=" 8 " name="UCL−CENTRAL" />
12 <context id=" 9 " name="UCL−HEP" />
13 </context−group>
14 <context−group id=" 102 " name="NORTHGRID">
15 <context id=" 10 " name="LANCS−HEP" />
16 <context id=" 11 " name="LIV−HEP" />
17 <context id=" 12 " name="MAN−HEP" />
18 <context id=" 13 " name="SHEF−HE" />
19 </context−group>
20 <context−group id=" 103 " name="SCOTGRID">
21 <context id=" 14 " name="DURHAM" />
22 <context id=" 15 " name="ECDF" />
23 <context id=" 16 " name="GLASGOW" />
24 </context−group>
25 <context−group id=" 104 " name="SOUTHGRID">
26 <context id=" 17 " name="BHAM−HEP" />
27 <context id=" 18 " name="BRIS−HEP" />
28 <context id=" 19 " name="CAM−HEP" />
29 <context id=" 20 " name="OX−HEP" />
30 <context id=" 21 " name="RALPP" />
31 </context−group>





java -jar greptrust.jar [OPTIONS]
Option Switch Input Mask Optional
CLIENT ID -c, ––client \d{1,} no
RESOURCE ID(s) -r, ––resource \d{1,} \,? no
TDS FILE -f, ––file \[\w \\\.] {1,} no
CTX VALUE -v, ––context \[01] \. \d no
OUTPUT FILE -o, ––output \[\w \\\.] {1,} yes
CUTOFF DATE -d, ––date \d{8} yes
TDF -t, ––tdf \d{1,} yes
SHOW HELP -h, ––help - yes
Table 1: Command line options
Performing a Reputation-Policy Query on set of Grid resources
C:\> java -jar greptrust.jar -c 1 -r 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 -f tds1.xml -o output.xml
2009-10-26 20:02:45,256 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: Received Reputation-Policy Query
2009-10-26 20:02:45,283 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: RPQ is: C1R[Ljava.lang.String;@1ad086a
2009-10-26 20:02:45,847 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: clientId=1
2009-10-26 20:02:45,847 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: resources=1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
2009-10-26 20:02:45,848 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: cutoffDateTime=NULL
2009-10-26 20:02:45,848 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: trustDecayFunction=0
2009-10-26 20:02:45,870 [main] INFO: <init>:
:OA: Initialized Opinion Accumulator.
2009-10-26 20:02:45,884 [main] INFO: <init>:
:CMP: Initialized Customized Matrices Pool
2009-10-26 20:02:45,885 [main] INFO: <init>:
:CP: (1.8525058) Initialized Correlation Process.
2009-10-26 20:02:45,886 [main] INFO: process:
:CP: (1.8525058) Processing opinions.
2009-10-26 20:02:45,891 [main] INFO: <init>:
:CP: (1.8525058.16779281) Initialized Child Correlation Process.
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2009-10-26 20:02:45,893 [Thread-1] INFO: run:
:CCP: (1.8525058.16779281) Forked Child CP. [O=1]
2009-10-26 20:02:45,893 [Thread-1] INFO: getOpinionMatrix:
:CMP: Contacted Customized Matrices Pool to return OM for opinion: 1
2009-10-26 20:02:45,903 [Thread-1] INFO: solve:
:OM: Generating OM=CALL OPINION_MATRIX_SELECT(1, NULL, 0);
2009-10-26 20:02:46,002 [Thread-1] DEBUG: locate:
ConfigurationUtils.locate(): base is null, name is
C:\Users\Yonatan\workspace\GREPTrustAnalysis\cfg\SystemConfig.xml
2009-10-26 20:02:46,004 [Thread-1] DEBUG: locate:
Loading configuration from the absolute path
C:\Users\Yonatan\workspace\GREPTrustAnalysis\cfg\SystemConfig.xml
2009-10-26 20:06:06,962 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=1,V=0.42
2009-10-26 20:06:06,986 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=2,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:06,987 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=3,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,987 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=4,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,987 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=5,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,987 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=6,V=0.37
2009-10-26 20:06:06,988 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=7,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,988 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=8,V=0.22
2009-10-26 20:06:06,988 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=9,V=0.38
2009-10-26 20:06:06,988 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=10,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,989 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=11,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,989 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=12,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,989 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=13,V=0.43
2009-10-26 20:06:06,990 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=14,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,990 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=15,V=0.38
2009-10-26 20:06:06,990 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=16,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:06,990 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=17,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:06,990 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=18,V=0.49
2009-10-26 20:06:06,991 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=19,V=0.42
2009-10-26 20:06:06,992 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=20,V=0.45
2009-10-26 20:06:06,993 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=21,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,993 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=22,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,993 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=1,V=0.41
2009-10-26 20:06:06,994 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=2,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:06,994 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=3,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,994 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=4,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,994 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=5,V=0.45
2009-10-26 20:06:06,994 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=6,V=0.36
2009-10-26 20:06:06,995 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=7,V=0.45
2009-10-26 20:06:06,995 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=8,V=0.22
2009-10-26 20:06:06,995 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=9,V=0.37
2009-10-26 20:06:06,995 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=10,V=0.45
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2009-10-26 20:06:06,995 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=11,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,996 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=12,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,996 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=13,V=0.42
2009-10-26 20:06:06,996 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=14,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:06,996 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=15,V=0.37
2009-10-26 20:06:06,999 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=16,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,999 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=17,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:06,999 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=18,V=0.49
2009-10-26 20:06:06,999 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=19,V=0.41
2009-10-26 20:06:07,000 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=20,V=0.44
2009-10-26 20:06:07,000 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=21,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,000 [Thread-1] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=22,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,041 [Thread-1] INFO: run:






2009-10-26 20:06:07,041 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting Opinion Tuple into OA. (O=1,W=1.0)
2009-10-26 20:06:07,043 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=19,VxW=0.42]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,043 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=18,VxW=0.49]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,044 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=17,VxW=0.48]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,044 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=16,VxW=0.48]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,044 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=15,VxW=0.38]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,045 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=14,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,045 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=13,VxW=0.43]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,046 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=12,VxW=0.47]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,046 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=11,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,046 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=10,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,047 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=9,VxW=0.38]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,047 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
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Inserting values into OA. [R=8,VxW=0.22]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,048 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=7,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,048 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=6,VxW=0.37]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,048 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=5,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,049 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=4,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,049 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=3,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,049 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=2,VxW=0.48]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,050 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=1,VxW=0.42]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,050 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=22,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,050 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=21,VxW=0.46]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,052 [Thread-1] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=20,VxW=0.45]
2009-10-26 20:06:07,052 [main] INFO: process: :CP:
(1.8525058) All Child CP forks returned. Performing summary on OA.
2009-10-26 20:06:07,678 [main] INFO: process: :RA:
Initialized TDR Engine. contextValue=-1.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,734 [main] INFO: process:
:RA: Generated Resource Value Table
2009-10-26 20:06:07,735 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=19,V=0.42
2009-10-26 20:06:07,798 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.17
2009-10-26 20:06:07,819 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,819 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,820 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.63
2009-10-26 20:06:07,820 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=18,V=0.49
2009-10-26 20:06:07,821 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.27
2009-10-26 20:06:07,821 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,822 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,822 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.65
2009-10-26 20:06:07,824 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=17,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:07,825 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.26
2009-10-26 20:06:07,828 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,828 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,828 [main] INFO: process:
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:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.65
2009-10-26 20:06:07,829 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=16,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:07,829 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.26
2009-10-26 20:06:07,830 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,832 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,832 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.65
2009-10-26 20:06:07,832 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=15,V=0.38
2009-10-26 20:06:07,833 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.11
2009-10-26 20:06:07,833 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,834 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,834 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.62
2009-10-26 20:06:07,834 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=14,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,835 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,835 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,836 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,836 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,836 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=13,V=0.43
2009-10-26 20:06:07,837 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.19
2009-10-26 20:06:07,837 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,837 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,838 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,838 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=12,V=0.47
2009-10-26 20:06:07,839 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.24
2009-10-26 20:06:07,839 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,839 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,841 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.65
2009-10-26 20:06:07,841 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=11,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,843 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,844 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,844 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,845 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,845 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=10,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,846 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,846 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,846 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,848 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,848 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=9,V=0.38
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2009-10-26 20:06:07,849 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.11
2009-10-26 20:06:07,849 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,849 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,850 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.62
2009-10-26 20:06:07,850 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=8,V=0.22
2009-10-26 20:06:07,850 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,850 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.8
2009-10-26 20:06:07,851 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,851 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.3
2009-10-26 20:06:07,851 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=7,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,851 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,852 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,852 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,852 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,852 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=6,V=0.37
2009-10-26 20:06:07,853 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-10-26 20:06:07,853 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,853 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,854 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.62
2009-10-26 20:06:07,854 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=5,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,855 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,855 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,855 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,856 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,856 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=4,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,856 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,857 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,857 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,857 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,858 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=3,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,858 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,859 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,859 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,859 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,859 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=2,V=0.48
2009-10-26 20:06:07,860 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.26
2009-10-26 20:06:07,860 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
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2009-10-26 20:06:07,860 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,860 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.65
2009-10-26 20:06:07,860 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=22,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,861 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,861 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,861 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,862 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,862 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=1,V=0.42
2009-10-26 20:06:07,862 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.17
2009-10-26 20:06:07,863 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,863 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,863 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.63
2009-10-26 20:06:07,863 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=21,V=0.46
2009-10-26 20:06:07,864 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.23
2009-10-26 20:06:07,864 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,864 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,865 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,865 [main] INFO: process: :RA: R=20,V=0.45
2009-10-26 20:06:07,866 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.21
2009-10-26 20:06:07,866 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,866 [main] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-10-26 20:06:07,867 [main] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.64
2009-10-26 20:06:07,995 [main] INFO: process: :RA: Report generated.
Performing a Reputation-Policy Query on set on a VO
C:\> java -jar greptrust.jar -c 1 -r 100 -f tds1.xml -o output.xml
processItems() - Invoking greptrust: 2 104 [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]
2009-09-19 20:58:59,843 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - start
2009-09-19 20:58:59,843 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - end
2009-09-19 20:58:59,843 [main] INFO: allocate:
allocate() - IQueryManager allocating resource
uri:n47.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:2154/GREPTrust
2009-09-19 20:58:59,843 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - start
2009-09-19 20:58:59,968 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=17 trustValue=0.65 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:58:59,984 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=17 trustValue=0.65
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2009-09-19 20:58:59,984 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=18 trustValue=0.42 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:58:59,984 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=18 trustValue=0.42
2009-09-19 20:58:59,984 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=19 trustValue=0.13 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:58:59,984 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=19 trustValue=0.13
2009-09-19 20:58:59,984 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=20 trustValue=0.77 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,000 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=20 trustValue=0.77
2009-09-19 20:59:00,000 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=21 trustValue=0.23 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,000 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=21 trustValue=0.23
2009-09-19 20:59:00,234 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - end
2009-09-19 20:59:00,343 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double mean=0.44
2009-09-19 20:59:00,343 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
put() key is new - 2 adding mean:0.44
2009-09-19 20:59:00,343 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Invoking greptrust: 2 103 [14, 15, 16]
2009-09-19 20:59:00,343 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - start
2009-09-19 20:59:00,343 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - end
2009-09-19 20:59:00,343 [main] INFO: allocate:
allocate() - IQueryManager allocating resource
uri:n42.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:2165/GREPTrust
2009-09-19 20:59:00,359 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - start
2009-09-19 20:59:00,515 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=14 trustValue=0.76 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,515 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=14 trustValue=0.76
2009-09-19 20:59:00,515 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=15 trustValue=0.78 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,515 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=15 trustValue=0.78
2009-09-19 20:59:00,531 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=16 trustValue=0.23 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,531 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=16 trustValue=0.23
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2009-09-19 20:59:00,671 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - end
2009-09-19 20:59:00,718 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double mean=0.59
2009-09-19 20:59:00,734 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
put() key exists - 2 adding mean:0.59
2009-09-19 20:59:00,734 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Invoking greptrust: 2 102 [10, 11, 12, 13]
2009-09-19 20:59:00,734 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - start
2009-09-19 20:59:00,734 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - end
2009-09-19 20:59:00,734 [main] INFO: allocate:
allocate() - IQueryManager allocating resource
uri:n44.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:2111/GREPTrust
2009-09-19 20:59:00,734 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - start
2009-09-19 20:59:00,828 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=10 trustValue=0.55 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=10 trustValue=0.55
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=11 trustValue=0.67 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=11 trustValue=0.67
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=12 trustValue=0.87 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=12 trustValue=0.87
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=13 trustValue=0.34 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:00,843 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=13 trustValue=0.34
2009-09-19 20:59:01,015 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - end
2009-09-19 20:59:01,046 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double mean=0.61
2009-09-19 20:59:01,062 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
put() key exists - 2 adding mean:0.61
2009-09-19 20:59:01,062 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Invoking greptrust: 2 101 [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]
2009-09-19 20:59:01,062 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - start
2009-09-19 20:59:01,062 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - end
2009-09-19 20:59:01,078 [main] INFO: allocate:
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allocate() - IQueryManager allocating resource
uri:n49.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:2190/GREPTrust
2009-09-19 20:59:01,078 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - start
2009-09-19 20:59:01,218 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=3 trustValue=0.35 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=3 trustValue=0.35
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=4 trustValue=0.45 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=4 trustValue=0.45
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=5 trustValue=0.46 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=5 trustValue=0.46
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=6 trustValue=0.47 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=6 trustValue=0.47
2009-09-19 20:59:01,234 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=7 trustValue=0.48 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,250 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=7 trustValue=0.48
2009-09-19 20:59:01,250 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=8 trustValue=0.49 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,250 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=8 trustValue=0.49
2009-09-19 20:59:01,250 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=9 trustValue=0.5 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,265 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=9 trustValue=0.5
2009-09-19 20:59:01,468 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - end
2009-09-19 20:59:01,546 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double mean=0.46
2009-09-19 20:59:01,546 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
put() key exists - 2 adding mean:0.46
2009-09-19 20:59:01,546 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Invoking greptrust: 1 100 [1, 2, 22]
2009-09-19 20:59:01,546 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - start
2009-09-19 20:59:01,546 [main] DEBUG: getInstance: getInstance() - end
2009-09-19 20:59:01,562 [main] INFO: allocate:
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allocate() - IQueryManager allocating resource
uri:n46.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:2189/GREPTrust
2009-09-19 20:59:01,562 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - start
2009-09-19 20:59:01,687 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=1 trustValue=0.15 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,703 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=1 trustValue=0.15
2009-09-19 20:59:01,703 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=2 trustValue=0.25 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,703 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=2 trustValue=0.25
2009-09-19 20:59:01,703 [main] INFO: getTrustValue:
getTrustValue(String) - resource=22 trustValue=0.97 deterministicMode=true
2009-09-19 20:59:01,703 [main] INFO: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - Assigning resource=22 trustValue=0.97
2009-09-19 20:59:01,796 [main] DEBUG: query:
query(IReputationQueryContext) - end
2009-09-19 20:59:01,875 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double mean=0.46
2009-09-19 20:59:01,875 [main] DEBUG: processEvaluationModel:
put() key is new - 1 adding mean:0.46
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - process depth mean values
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Integer[] dmvKeys=2
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Integer meanDepth=2
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - ArrayList<Double> values=[0.44, 0.59, 0.61, 0.46]
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double totalMean=0.53
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - Integer meanDepth=1
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - ArrayList<Double> values=[0.46]
2009-09-19 20:59:01,890 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - double totalMean=0.46
2009-09-19 20:59:01,906 [main] INFO: processEvaluationModel:
processItems() - context trustValue=0.5




C:\> java -jar greptrust.jar -v 0.45 -c 1 -r 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22 -f tds-2opinions.xml -o output.xml
2009-11-15 12:29:33,869 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:RA: Received Reputation-Policy Query
2009-11-15 12:29:33,870 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:RA: RPQ is: C1R[Ljava.lang.String;@141b571
2009-11-15 12:29:33,894 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: clientId=1
2009-11-15 12:29:33,894 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:RA: resources=1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
2009-11-15 12:29:33,894 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: cutoffDateTime=NULL
2009-11-15 12:29:33,894 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: trustDecayFunction=0
2009-11-15 12:29:33,895 [Thread-9] INFO: <init>:
:OA: Initialized Opinion Accumulator.
2009-11-15 12:29:33,895 [Thread-9] INFO: <init>:
:CP: (1.4199185) Initialized Correlation Process.
2009-11-15 12:29:33,896 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:CP: (1.4199185) Processing opinions.
2009-11-15 12:29:33,897 [Thread-9] INFO: <init>:
:CP: (1.4199185.26214498) Initialized Child Correlation Process.
2009-11-15 12:29:33,897 [Thread-19] INFO: run:
:CCP: (1.4199185.26214498) Forked Child CP. [O=1]
2009-11-15 12:29:33,898 [Thread-19] INFO: getOpinionMatrix:
:CMP: Contacted Customized Metrics Pool to return OM for opinion: 1
2009-11-15 12:29:33,898 [Thread-19] INFO: solve:
:OM: Generating OM=CALL OPINION_MATRIX_SELECT(1, NULL, 0);
2009-11-15 12:41:44,253 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,253 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,253 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,253 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,254 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,254 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,254 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,254 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,254 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,258 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,259 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,259 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,259 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,259 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,259 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,259 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=17,V=0.22
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2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,260 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,261 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,261 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,262 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,263 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,263 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,263 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,263 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,265 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,265 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,265 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,265 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,265 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,266 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,266 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,266 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,266 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=17,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,272 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,272 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,274 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,274 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,274 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,275 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,275 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,275 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,275 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,275 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,275 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,276 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,276 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,276 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,276 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,276 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,276 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=17,V=0.22
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2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,277 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,278 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,278 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,278 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,278 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,279 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,279 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,279 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,280 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=17,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,281 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,282 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,283 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,284 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=17,V=0.22
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2009-11-15 12:41:44,285 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,285 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,285 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,285 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,285 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,286 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,286 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,286 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,286 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,286 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,287 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,288 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,288 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,288 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,288 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,288 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=17,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,288 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,289 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,289 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,289 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,289 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,290 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,290 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,290 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,290 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,290 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,291 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,291 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,291 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,291 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,291 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,291 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,292 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,292 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,292 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,292 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=15,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,293 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,293 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=17,V=0.22
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2009-11-15 12:41:44,293 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,294 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,294 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,295 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,296 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,297 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,297 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,297 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,297 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,297 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=17,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,297 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,298 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,298 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,298 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,298 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,298 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,298 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,299 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,299 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,299 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,299 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=6,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,300 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,300 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,300 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,300 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,302 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,302 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,302 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,302 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,302 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,302 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,303 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=17,V=0.22
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2009-11-15 12:41:44,303 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,303 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,304 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,304 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,304 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,304 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=1,V=0.12
2009-11-15 12:41:44,305 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=2,V=0.41
2009-11-15 12:41:44,305 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=3,V=0.52
2009-11-15 12:41:44,305 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=4,V=0.17
2009-11-15 12:41:44,305 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=5,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,305 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=6,V=0.23
2009-11-15 12:41:44,305 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=7,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,306 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=8,V=0.39
2009-11-15 12:41:44,306 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=9,V=0.53
2009-11-15 12:41:44,306 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=10,V=0.70
2009-11-15 12:41:44,306 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=11,V=0.43
2009-11-15 12:41:44,306 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=12,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,306 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=13,V=0.15
2009-11-15 12:41:44,307 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=14,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:41:44,307 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=15,V=0.42
2009-11-15 12:41:44,307 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=16,V=0.54
2009-11-15 12:41:44,307 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=17,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,307 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=18,V=0.50
2009-11-15 12:41:44,307 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=19,V=0.66
2009-11-15 12:41:44,308 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=20,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:41:44,308 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=21,V=0.01
2009-11-15 12:41:44,308 [Thread-19] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=22,V=0.22
2009-11-15 12:41:44,309 [Thread-19] INFO: run:







2009-11-15 12:41:44,310 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting Opinion Tuple into OA. (O=1,W=0.9)
2009-11-15 12:41:44,310 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=19,VxW=0.59]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,310 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=18,VxW=0.45]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,310 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=17,VxW=0.2]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,311 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
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Inserting values into OA. [R=16,VxW=0.49]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,311 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=15,VxW=0.38]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,311 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=14,VxW=0.51]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,312 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=13,VxW=0.14]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,312 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=12,VxW=0.59]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,312 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=11,VxW=0.39]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,313 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=10,VxW=0.63]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,313 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=9,VxW=0.48]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,313 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=8,VxW=0.35]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,314 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=7,VxW=0.59]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,314 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=6,VxW=0.21]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,315 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=5,VxW=0.21]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,315 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=4,VxW=0.15]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,315 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=3,VxW=0.47]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,316 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=2,VxW=0.37]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,316 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=1,VxW=0.11]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,316 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=22,VxW=0.2]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,316 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=21,VxW=0.01]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,317 [Thread-19] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=20,VxW=0.22]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,317 [Thread-9] INFO: <init>: :CP:
(1.4199185.6570132) Initialized Child Correlation Process.
2009-11-15 12:41:44,318 [Thread-20] INFO: run: :CCP:
(1.4199185.6570132) Forked Child CP. [O=2]
2009-11-15 12:41:44,318 [Thread-20] INFO: getOpinionMatrix:
:CMP: Contacted Customized Metrics Pool to return OM for opinion: 2
2009-11-15 12:41:44,318 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM:
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Generating OM=CALL OPINION_MATRIX_SELECT(2, NULL, 0);
2009-11-15 12:53:42,947 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,947 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,947 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,947 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,947 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,948 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,948 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,948 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,948 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,952 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,952 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,953 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,953 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,953 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,954 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=21,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,955 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=1,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,956 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,956 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,956 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,956 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,956 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,956 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,957 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,958 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=21,V=0.99
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2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=2,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,959 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,960 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,961 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,962 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,962 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,962 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,962 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,962 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,962 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,963 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,963 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=21,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,963 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=3,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,963 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,963 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,963 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,964 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,965 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,965 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,965 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,965 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,965 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,965 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,966 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,966 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,966 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,966 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=21,V=0.99
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2009-11-15 12:53:42,966 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=4,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,966 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,967 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,968 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,968 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,968 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,968 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,969 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,969 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,969 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,969 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,969 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,969 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=21,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=5,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,970 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,971 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,972 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=21,V=0.99
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2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=6,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,973 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,974 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,975 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,975 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,976 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,977 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,977 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,977 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=21,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,977 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=7,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,977 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,977 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,978 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,979 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=21,V=0.99
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2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=8,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,980 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,981 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,982 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,982 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,982 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,983 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,984 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,989 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,989 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=21,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=9,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=1,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=2,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=3,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=4,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=5,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,990 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=6,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=7,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=8,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=9,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=10,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=11,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=12,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,991 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=13,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=14,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=15,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=16,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=17,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=18,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=19,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,992 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=20,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,993 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=21,V=0.99
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2009-11-15 12:53:42,993 [Thread-20] INFO: solve: :OM: C=10,R=22,V=0.99
2009-11-15 12:53:42,994 [Thread-20] INFO: run:







2009-11-15 12:53:42,994 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting Opinion Tuple into OA. (O=2,W=0.1)
2009-11-15 12:53:42,995 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=19,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,995 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=18,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,995 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=17,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,996 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=16,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,997 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=15,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,997 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=14,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,997 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=13,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,998 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=12,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,998 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=11,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:42,998 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=10,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,001 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=9,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,002 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=8,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,002 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=7,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,002 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=6,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,002 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=5,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,003 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=4,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,003 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
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Inserting values into OA. [R=3,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,003 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=2,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,004 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=1,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,005 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=22,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,005 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=21,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,005 [Thread-20] INFO: put: :OA:
Inserting values into OA. [R=20,VxW=0.1]
2009-11-15 12:53:43,006 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:CP: (1.4199185) All Child CP forks returned. Performing summary on OA.
2009-11-15 12:53:43,282 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:RA: Initialized TDR Engine. contextValue=0.45
2009-11-15 12:53:43,283 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:RA: Generated Resource Value Table
2009-11-15 12:53:43,283 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=19,V=0.69
2009-11-15 12:53:43,307 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,307 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.6
2009-11-15 12:53:43,307 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,309 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,309 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,309 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,309 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,310 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,310 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,310 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,310 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=18,V=0.55
2009-11-15 12:53:43,311 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,312 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.55
2009-11-15 12:53:43,312 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,312 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,312 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,313 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,313 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,313 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,314 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,314 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
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2009-11-15 12:53:43,314 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=17,V=0.3
2009-11-15 12:53:43,315 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,315 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,315 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,316 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,316 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,316 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,316 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,317 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,317 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,317 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,317 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=16,V=0.59
2009-11-15 12:53:43,318 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,318 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.58
2009-11-15 12:53:43,318 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,319 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,320 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.18
2009-11-15 12:53:43,320 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,320 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,320 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,320 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,321 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,321 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=15,V=0.48
2009-11-15 12:53:43,322 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,322 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.48
2009-11-15 12:53:43,322 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,322 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,323 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,323 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,323 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.04
2009-11-15 12:53:43,323 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,323 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,324 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.04
2009-11-15 12:53:43,324 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=14,V=0.61
2009-11-15 12:53:43,325 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,325 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.59
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2009-11-15 12:53:43,325 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,325 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,326 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.22
2009-11-15 12:53:43,326 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,326 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,326 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,326 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,326 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,327 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=13,V=0.24
2009-11-15 12:53:43,328 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,328 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,328 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,328 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,328 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,329 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,329 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,330 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,330 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,330 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,330 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=12,V=0.69
2009-11-15 12:53:43,331 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,331 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.6
2009-11-15 12:53:43,332 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,332 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,332 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,332 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,332 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,333 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,333 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,333 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,333 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=11,V=0.49
2009-11-15 12:53:43,334 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,334 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.49
2009-11-15 12:53:43,334 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,335 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,335 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,335 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,335 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.02
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2009-11-15 12:53:43,335 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,336 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,336 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.02
2009-11-15 12:53:43,336 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=10,V=0.73
2009-11-15 12:53:43,337 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,337 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.6
2009-11-15 12:53:43,338 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,338 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,338 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,339 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,339 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,339 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,339 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,340 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,340 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=9,V=0.58
2009-11-15 12:53:43,341 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,341 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.57
2009-11-15 12:53:43,341 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,341 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,342 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.16
2009-11-15 12:53:43,342 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,342 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,342 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,342 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,343 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,343 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=8,V=0.45
2009-11-15 12:53:43,344 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,344 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.45
2009-11-15 12:53:43,344 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,344 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,345 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,345 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,345 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,345 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,345 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,345 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,346 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=7,V=0.69
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2009-11-15 12:53:43,347 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,347 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.6
2009-11-15 12:53:43,347 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,347 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,347 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,348 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,348 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,348 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,349 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,349 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,349 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=6,V=0.31
2009-11-15 12:53:43,350 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,350 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,350 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,351 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,351 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,351 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,351 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,351 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,351 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,352 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,352 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=5,V=0.31
2009-11-15 12:53:43,353 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,353 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,353 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,353 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,354 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,354 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,354 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,354 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,354 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,354 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,355 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=4,V=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,355 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,356 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,356 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
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2009-11-15 12:53:43,356 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,356 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,356 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,357 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,357 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,358 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,358 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,358 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=3,V=0.57
2009-11-15 12:53:43,359 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,359 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.57
2009-11-15 12:53:43,359 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,359 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,360 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.14
2009-11-15 12:53:43,360 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,360 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,360 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,360 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,361 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,361 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=2,V=0.47
2009-11-15 12:53:43,362 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,362 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.47
2009-11-15 12:53:43,362 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,362 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,362 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,363 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,363 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.06
2009-11-15 12:53:43,363 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,363 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,363 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.06
2009-11-15 12:53:43,363 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=22,V=0.3
2009-11-15 12:53:43,364 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,365 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,365 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,365 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,365 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,365 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,365 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,366 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
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2009-11-15 12:53:43,366 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,366 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,367 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=1,V=0.21
2009-11-15 12:53:43,367 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,368 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,368 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,368 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,368 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,368 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,369 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,369 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,369 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,369 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,369 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=21,V=0.11
2009-11-15 12:53:43,370 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,370 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.39
2009-11-15 12:53:43,371 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,371 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,371 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,371 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.22
2009-11-15 12:53:43,371 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,371 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,372 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,372 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,372 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: R=20,V=0.32
2009-11-15 12:53:43,373 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=9,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,373 [Thread-9] INFO: process:
:DRE: Rule=trust_level,Degree=0.4
2009-11-15 12:53:43,373 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=8,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,373 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=7,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,374 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=6,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,374 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=5,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,374 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=4,Degree=0.25
2009-11-15 12:53:43,374 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=3,Degree=0.0
2009-11-15 12:53:43,374 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=2,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,375 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :DRE: Rule=1,Degree=0.1
2009-11-15 12:53:43,415 [Thread-9] INFO: process: :RA: Report generated.
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.3 GREPTrust Testbed Diagrams, Simulation Algorithms
& Outputs
.3.1 Diagrams
Figure 9 illustrates the different packages comprising of the GREPTrust test-
bed. The most predominant package is GREPTrustAnalysis. This package contains
the main testbed simulation algorithms aggregated under a single Python script
(exp testbed experiment.py) which generates the feedback data and uploads it to
GREPTrustDB, runs the trust evaluation to generate the trust comparison report,
runs the jobs simulation and comparison analysis and finally outputs the comparison
results and generates a scenario trend. The GREPTrustAnalysis package depends
on the GREPTrustAdmin package for loading the GREPTrustDB data store with
reputation feedback data, the GREPTrustTestbed package for performing resource
evaluation, the SADB package for accessing the SEDOL analytics data during the
testbed simulation and the Matplolib Python library for generating the comparison
graphs and scenario trends. The GREPTrustTestbed package itself depends on the
GridSim environment and GREPTrust and GREPTrustAggregator packages.
Figure 9: GREPTrust testbed package diagram
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.3.2 Simulation Algorithms
The following collection of algorithms constitutes the simulation process which was
elaborately described in Chapter 5. Algorithms 11 and 12 execute the reliability and
availability volume distribution corruption functions respectively. In Algorithm 11
- Resource::DoReliability(VD) line 7, a modified volume distribution VD′ is retur-
ned after randomising the bin values of the archetype volume distribution VD. In
Algorithm 12 - DoAvailability(VD) line 10 a modified volume distribution VD′ is
returned after setting all its bin values to −1 (lines 7 - 9). Algorithms 11 and 12 are
invoked by algorithm 16 - Resource::Compute(S, VD) which makes the decision on
which fail factor to execute utilising algorithm 13 - Resource::GetFactor().
In algorithm 13 line 7, a random integer Rand stores a value between 1 and 100
inclusive. Each of the fail factors in the factor matrix FMat is compared against Rand
- if the fail value is less than Rand (line 9) that it is added to an intermediate matrix
FMat′. The permissible size of FMat′ therefore is 0≤ FMat′ ≤ 2. If the size of FMat′
is 0 then no fail factors are returned (line 15); otherwise if the size is greater than 1
then a secondary randomisation occurs which returns either availability or reliability
fail factors (line 19). Finally, if the size is exactly 1 then the stored factor ID and
value are returned (line 21). The modified volume distribution VD′ is returned in
algorithm 16, line 17 and stored into the destined table T in algorithm 15, line 7.
Algorithm 14 - GridJob::Run() simulates a running Grid job comprising of N
running processes Procs. Each process is associated with an ID, a computing re-
source (such as a cluster) and scheduled a list of SEDOL identifiers to process.
The scheduling is performed by algorithm 17 - GridJob::Schedule(), line 36. Fi-
nally, algorithm 18 - GridJobExecutionManager::Execute(RP, T) wraps the entire
job simulation process. In lines 13 - 14, two lists are created - P1RS and P2RS
comprising of GridPP and GREPTrust recommended resources respectively. In line
19, two Grid jobs are created ; one for GridPP and the other - for GREPTrust. Each
Grid job is allocated with an ID a list of SEDOL identifiers and the resource list.
Algorithm 11: Resource::DoReliability(VD) algorithm
1: VD: archetype volume distribution
2: VD’: modified volume distribution
3: BIDs: array of bin identifiers






Algorithm 12: Resource::DoAvailability(VD) algorithm
1: VD: archetype volume distribution
2: VD’: modified volume distribution
3: BIDs: array of bin identifiers
4: BVals: array of bin values
5: BIDs← VD[Column(0)];
6: BVals← VD[Column(1)];





Algorithm 13: Resource::GetFactor() algorithm
1: Rand: random integer between 1 and 100
2: FMat: factors matrix
3: FMat’: intermediate matrix
4: FID: factor identifier
5: FVal: factor value
6: Size: cardinality of the intermediate matrix
7: Rand← Random(1,100);
8: for all FID, FVal in FMat do





14: if Size = 0 then
15: return 0;
16: end if








Algorithm 14: GridJob::Run() algorithm
1: Start: start time
2: End: end time
3: P: individual process
4: Procs: array of processes
5: Start← Clock();





Algorithm 15: Process::Run() algorithm
1: SIDs: SEDOL identifiers array allocated for the running process
2: VD’: modified volume distribution
3: T: target table for saving the modified volume distribution
4: for all S in SIDs do
5: VD′← Compute(S, Load(S, ’voldist’));
6: Table← Procs[Name];
7: Save(S, VD’, T);
8: end for
Algorithm 16: Resource::Compute(S, VD) algorithm
1: S: SEDOL identifier
2: VD: archetype volume distribution
3: VD’: modified volume distribution
4: FPair: factor pair (FID, FVal)
5: FID: factor identifier
6: FVal: factor value
7: FPair← GetFactor();




12: if FID = 1 then
13: VD′←DoAvailability(VD);





Algorithm 17: GridJob::Schedule() algorithm
1: R: resource object
2: RID: resource object identifier
3: SL: array of SEDOL identifiers
4: RS: array of Resource objects
5: NSedols: size of SEDOL array
6: NResources: size of resources array
7: NAllocate: quotient of SEDOL identifiers
8: NRemainder: remainder of SEDOL identifiers
9: Start: start position
10: Stop: stop position
11: Step: step size
12: Index: count index
13: List: sliced array of SEDOL identifiers
14: Plist: array of processes









24: if NSedols < NResources then
25: Append(Plist, Name, Resources[0], SL);
26: return Plist;
27: end if
28: for all RinNResources do




33: List← slice(SL, Start, Stop, Step);
34: Start← Stop;
35: Stop← NAllocate× Index;




Algorithm 18: GridJobExecutionManager::Execute(RP, T) algorithm
1: TCR: trust comparison report file system path
2: T: threshold used for selecting the final array of resources
3: RMatrix: report matrix
4: SIDs: array of SEDOL identifiers
5: RS: array of resource objects
6: GridJobs: array of Grid jobs
7: P1RS: array of resource objects allocated to process1





13: P1RS← Filter(Filter(RMatrix[Column(1)], T), RS);
14: P2RS← Filter(Filter(RMatrix[Column(2)], T), RS);




19: GridJobs← [GridJob(’p1’, SIDs, P1RS), GridJob(’p2’, SIDs, P2RS)];






2010-01-24 10:16:18,112 INFO Initialising simulation.
2010-01-24 10:16:18,114 INFO Executing Grid Jobs:
report=24012010.dat threshold=0.6
2010-01-24 10:16:20,351 INFO Initialised grid_resource=1.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.27’]
2010-01-24 10:16:20,625 INFO Initialised grid_resource=2.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.21’]
2010-01-24 10:16:20,782 INFO Initialised grid_resource=3.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.26’]
2010-01-24 10:16:20,901 INFO Initialised grid_resource=4.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.41’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,006 INFO Initialised grid_resource=5.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.46’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,072 INFO Initialised grid_resource=6.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.17’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,138 INFO Initialised grid_resource=7.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.14’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,203 INFO Initialised grid_resource=8.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.21’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,269 INFO Initialised grid_resource=9.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.24’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,339 INFO Initialised grid_resource=10.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.41’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,407 INFO Initialised grid_resource=11.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.01’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,480 INFO Initialised grid_resource=12.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.38’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,546 INFO Initialised grid_resource=13.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.24’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,622 INFO Initialised grid_resource=14.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.41’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,687 INFO Initialised grid_resource=15.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.32’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,755 INFO Initialised grid_resource=16.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.30’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,822 INFO Initialised grid_resource=17.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.36’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,901 INFO Initialised grid_resource=18.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.64’]
2010-01-24 10:16:21,967 INFO Initialised grid_resource=19.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.36’]
2010-01-24 10:16:22,033 INFO Initialised grid_resource=20.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.71’]
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2010-01-24 10:16:22,102 INFO Initialised grid_resource=21.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.01’]
2010-01-24 10:16:22,174 INFO Initialised grid_resource=22.0
fail_factors=[’1:0.99’, ’2:0.17’]
2010-01-24 10:16:22,174 INFO Initialised 22 resources=[
(1, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.27’]), (2, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.21’]),
(3, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.26’]), (4, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.41’]),
(5, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.46’]), (6, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.17’]),
(7, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.14’]), (8, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.21’]),
(9, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.24’]), (10, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.41’]),
(11, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.01’]), (12, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.38’]),
(13, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.24’]), (14, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.41’]),
(15, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.32’]), (16, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.30’]),
(17, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.36’]), (18, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.64’]),
(19, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.36’]), (20, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.71’]),
(21, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.01’]), (22, [’1=0.99’, ’2=0.17’])]
2010-01-24 10:16:23,305 INFO total count symbols=6466
2010-01-24 10:16:23,305 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.1.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,305 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.2.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,305 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.3.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,306 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.4.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,306 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.5.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,308 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.6.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,308 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.7.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,309 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.8.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,309 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.9.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,309 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.10.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,309 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.11.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,309 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.12.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,311 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.13.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,311 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.14.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,312 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.15.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,312 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.16.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,312 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.17.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,312 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.18.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,313 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.19.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,313 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.20.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.21.0 num_SEDOLs=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Initialised proc_id=p1.22.0 num_SEDOLs=313










2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Initialising grid_job=p1
num_resources=22 num_SEDOLs=6466 typ_alloc_size=293
2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Setting 22 resources=
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,
22]
2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Initialised proc_id=p2.20.0 num_SEDOLs=6466
2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Setting schedule: [(p2.r20=6466)]
2010-01-24 10:16:23,315 INFO Initialising grid_job=p2
num_resources=1 num_SEDOLs=6466 typ_alloc_size=6466
2010-01-24 10:16:23,316 INFO Setting 1 resources=[20]
2010-01-24 10:16:23,316 INFO Executing grid_job=p1...
...
2010-01-24 10:16:27,855 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:27,898 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0185929 fid=1 fval=0.99
2010-01-24 10:16:27,898 DEBUG do_availability
2010-01-24 10:16:27,954 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0188371 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:27,954 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,025 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0190462 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,025 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,082 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0195207 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,084 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,141 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0197902 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,141 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,226 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0199049 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,226 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,283 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0201502 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,283 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,342 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0201836 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,342 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,398 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0203672 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,398 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
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2010-01-24 10:16:28,446 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0207458 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,446 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,512 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0214834 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,513 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,582 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0216238 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,582 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,642 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0218461 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,642 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,779 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0227218 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,780 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,845 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0229344 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,845 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:28,966 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0230346 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:28,966 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:29,026 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0231888 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:29,026 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:29,084 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0232524 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:29,084 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:29,125 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0233527 fid=2 fval=0.27
2010-01-24 10:16:29,127 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=73.0 rand=73.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:16:29,184 DEBUG rid=1.0 SEDOL=0234906 fid=na fval=na
...
2010-01-24 10:25:25,634 INFO Finished grid_job=p1 execution_time=542.32
2010-01-24 10:25:25,634 INFO Executing grid_job=p2...
...
2010-01-24 10:25:42,071 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0595368 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,134 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0600756 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,266 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0602729 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,326 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0603959 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:42,326 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:42,374 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0604316 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,470 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0605610 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,542 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0609140 fid=na fval=na
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2010-01-24 10:25:42,584 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0609430 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,625 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0610841 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:42,625 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:42,671 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0611112 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:42,671 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:42,726 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0611190 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:42,786 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0615200 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:42,786 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:42,842 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0621520 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:42,842 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:42,987 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0629438 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,055 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0631303 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,142 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0632016 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,237 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0638939 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,325 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0643610 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,384 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0643900 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:43,384 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:43,427 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0644936 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,486 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0646608 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,526 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0655604 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,569 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0661689 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,614 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0662789 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,654 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0664097 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:43,655 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:43,700 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0664815 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:43,700 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
2010-01-24 10:25:43,756 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0664901 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,798 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0665045 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,855 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0666747 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,898 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0667278 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,943 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0667438 fid=na fval=na
2010-01-24 10:25:43,984 DEBUG rid=20.0 SEDOL=0668323 fid=2 fval=0.71
2010-01-24 10:25:43,984 DEBUG do_reliability
min=1 max=29.0 rand=29.0 ratio=42.0
...
2010-01-24 10:32:04,661 INFO Finished grid_job=p2 execution_time=399.03
2010-01-24 10:32:04,661 INFO Simulation completed. (946.55 secs)
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.4 Dissection of Experimental Results
.4.1 Structure
1. B1 - Preliminary Experiments
(a) B1S1 - Simultaneously increasing availability and decreasing reliability
i. B1S1TC1 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.60)
ii. B1S1TC2 - (Aµ = 0.75,Rµ = 0.45)
iii. B1S1TC3 - (Aµ = 0.90,Rµ = 0.30)
2. B2 - Single factor experiments
(a) B2S1 - Ideal availability & low reliability
i. B2S1TC1 - (Aµ = 1.00,Rµ = 0.30)
(b) B2S2 - Consistent availability & gradually decreasing reliability
i. B2S2TC1 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.60)
ii. B2S2TC2 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.45)
iii. B2S2TC3 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.30)
iv. B2S2TC4 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.15)
(c) B2S3 - Consistent reliability & gradually decreasing availability
i. B2S3TC1 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.60)
ii. B2S3TC2 - (Aµ = 0.45,Rµ = 0.60)
iii. B2S3TC3 - (Aµ = 0.30,Rµ = 0.60)
iv. B2S3TC4 - (Aµ = 0.15,Rµ = 0.60)
3. B3 - Multi factor experiments
(a) B3S1 - Ideal availability & low reliability
i. B3S1TC1 - (Aµ = 1.00,Rµ = 0.30)
(b) B3S2 - Consistent availability & gradually decreasing reliability
i. B3S2TC1 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.60)
ii. B3S2TC2 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.45)
iii. B3S2TC3 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.30)
iv. B3S2TC4 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.15)
(c) B3S3 - Consistent reliability & gradually decreasing availability
i. B3S3TC1 - (Aµ = 0.60,Rµ = 0.60)
ii. B3S3TC2 - (Aµ = 0.45,Rµ = 0.60)
iii. B3S3TC3 - (Aµ = 0.30,Rµ = 0.60)
iv. B3S3TC4 - (Aµ = 0.15,Rµ = 0.60)
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.4.2 Batch1: Preliminary Experiments
(a) Model comparison for test case:
B1S1TC1
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B1S1TC1
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B1S1TC2
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B1S1TC2
(e) Model comparison for test case:
B1S1TC3
(f) Simulation results for test case:
B1S1TC3
Figure 10: Execution analysis for scenario: B1S1
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.4.3 Batch2: Single Factor Experiments
(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S1TC1-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S1TC1-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B2S1TC1-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B2S1TC1-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case:
B2S1TC1-1C
(f) Simulation results for test case:
B2S1TC1-1C
Figure 11: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S1
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(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC1-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC1-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC1-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC1-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC2-1A
(f) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC2-1A
Figure 12: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S2
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(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC2-1B
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC2-1B
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC3-1A
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC3-1A
(e) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC3-1B
(f) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC3-1B
Figure 13: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S2 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC4-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC4-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B2S2TC4-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B2S2TC4-1B
Figure 14: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S2 (continued)
(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S3TC2-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S3TC2-1A
Figure 15: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S3
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(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S3TC2-1B
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S3TC2-1B
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B2S3TC3-1A
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B2S3TC3-1A
(e) Model comparison for test case:
B2S3TC3-1B
(f) Simulation results for test case:
B2S3TC3-1B
Figure 16: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S3 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case:
B2S3TC4-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case:
B2S3TC4-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case:
B2S3TC4-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case:
B2S3TC4-1B
Figure 17: Execution analysis for scenario: B2S3 (continued)
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.4.4 Batch 3: Multi Factor Experiments
(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B1S1TC1-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-2A
Figure 18: Execution analysis for test case: B3S1TC1
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S1TC1-3B
Figure 19: Execution analysis for test case: B3S1TC1 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-2A
Figure 20: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC1
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC1-3B
Figure 21: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC1 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B2S2TC2-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-2A
Figure 22: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC2
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC2-3B
Figure 23: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC2 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-2A
Figure 24: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC3
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC3-3B
Figure 25: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC3 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B1S2TC4-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-2A
Figure 26: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC4
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S2TC4-3B
Figure 27: Execution analysis for test case: B3S2TC4 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC1-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC1-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC1-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC1-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC1-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC1-2A
Figure 28: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC1
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-2A
Figure 29: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC2
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC2-3B
Figure 30: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC2 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-2A
Figure 31: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC3
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC3-3B
Figure 32: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC3 (continued)
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-1A
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-1A
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-1B
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-1B
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-2A
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-2A
Figure 33: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC4
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(a) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-2B
(b) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-2B
(c) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-3A
(d) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-3A
(e) Model comparison for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-3B
(f) Simulation results for test case
execution: B3S3TC4-3B
Figure 34: Execution analysis for test case: B3S3TC4 (continued)
